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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, December 29, 1921.
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STARVING SLAVS
EATING BODIES
OF THEIR DEAD

PROPOSES

APPLY RULES

(By The Aiwoclnled

tee

mitationTof plane

carriers discussed

2i

greement Is Reached to
Limit the Size of Guns on
Auxiliary Shins to 8
(Inches, It is Reported,

(By The AmwcIhIciI Preii.)
Washington, Dec. 28 (by the
A proposal pre- Press.)
Ellhu
M.of Ued by former Senator
f,1,'
pt to the naval committee whenK Resumed its session this afternn tn nnnlv certain rules o in- use of
E national law to the
in warfare, was referred
sub committee for considera- 4:00

sub-rin-

IThe Root proposals were said to

ntain specific principles which
outlined, but were not made
bite Immediately when the com- Ittee adjourned late today.
Objected.
I The Frenchmen
French delegates objected
r
American
the
proposal for a
fi,
e bximum of 10,000 tons for auxil- L
y vessels, their spokesmen
V
they could not accept such a
tt; hltation without express author- from their government. They
to
reed to refer the question
ris with the expectation of an
swer probably by tomorrow,
en the committee resumes its
fecussions.

a

however,
(Definite agreement,
to have been reached to
ts said
the size of guns on auxiliary
ips to eight inches, as proposed
the morning session. The size of
ns on capital ships, not previ
sly disposed of, should be 11m'
d to
guns.
Great Britain and Japan, It was
Bd, offered, however, no
objec
ns to the American suggestion
n
10,000-toa
limit on auxiliary
hft. In American quarters,
ks said that the French attitude
auxiliary vessels, as on subma
lies, was holding up a possible
reement.
Airplane carriers.
The question of limitation of air
hne carriers also was taken u
re the. first time late In the day,
American limitation proposals,
en in Secretary Hughes' open
: address, were laid before the
mmlttee but further considers
bn went over until tomorrow.
Later it was explained that th
pot resolutions, to require ob
rvance ot civilized rules In sub
hrlne warfare, provide that sub'
lirine commanders should be pro'
fcited from torpedotlng commer
til vessels without warning
and
ould be required to observe the
ual rules of visit and search in
allng with such craft.
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an Accused of Being Im
in Killing Los
Angeles Policeman Dies in
th
to Kingman Hospital.

.plicated

Bu

(Br The Aaioclnted FreH.)
wc Kingman, Ariz., Dec. 28.
The
th ay of Jake wlndell, also known
it Earl Winton.lwho fatally wound- be-mmself when surrounded by
fa se near Ash Fork yesterday, was
sh rnea over to Los Angeles police
Pi ncers who arrived here today,
n. indell, who died in a hospital here
1st night, declared to the last that
was innocent of the killing of
lo police officers in Los Angeles
T, connection with whose deaths he
y ps sought by the posse..
Mother, Bluejacket, Oklahoma,
II
lodbye," was Windell's last mess- e. He scribbled it in a notebook.
st before he died he asked for
ai Meet
who administered the last
es to him.
Sheriff W. PJ Mahoney and De- w Ptles Harris and Plummer of Mo3l kve county, will receive $2,000 re
16
was
for capturing Windell,
a, hrd
here. Rewards totaling $10,- N. id
0 had been offered for the arrest
five men alleged to have been
plicated In the slaying of the po
emen.
Windell, berore he died, declared
it he was In the rear seat of the
tomobllo from which the shots
fit killed Policemen Clever and
ut in Los Angeles December 6
re fired. He blamed other mems of the party In the car for th
tuai killings.
iVindell's body will be taken to
s
Angeles where other alleged
mbers
are being
i a in ..of the nartv
jail.
:
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pa-st-

lOCXii REPORT.
San Francisco, Deo. 28. A ten
conditions for the t
per cent wage cut and the open
e p. m.
yesterday hop plan are to be nut Into effect
by
In a number of foundries in the San
eld
university:
'60 Francisco bay district January 1
line'shest temperature
37 and
lin.fweBt
approximately 2,000 men will
23 be affected, the California Foundry
'
'
conean
48 Men's association announced today.
. pildity at 6 a. m..
95 The open
shop plan, which is also
6 p. m...
nt
56 known as the "American Plan," has
.,,.,mldlty
iktlpltatlon
...None been in effect in some foundries
10
ere for several months.
i -- iflmuin orwind 'velocity
wl"u
The union scale of 17.12 a day
Kn"
actor o day
Clear
will
be cut to a basic wge of 18 40.
'
rceei
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Boston, Mass., Dec. 28.
Former Mayor James M.
Curley of this city will be in oflice
again as Boston's chief executive
on January 1. At the recent
election Curley staged a
and
Arrested
Persons
Forty
spectacular comeback, winniig by
good margin despite the united
6,000 Gallons of Liquor aopposition
of the Boston clergy and
ot
all of tho newspapers in Boston
and Many Stills Confisone.
except
n
cated, in Wyoming.
Curley was born here
years ago. He got into politics
memThe
Assorlntod
in 1900, when ho became a
(Br
I'rrit.)
Rock Springs, Wyo.. Dec. 28.
ber of the city council. He went to
Raids by federal prohibition agents congress in 1911, where ho rean
from Cheyenne here today in
mained until ho took offce as Bosattempt to make dry "the wettest ton's mayor for the term
He was defeated
for
spot in western America," resulted
In the arrest of forty persons and
four years ago.
confiscation of nearly 6,000 galCurley s a democrat.
lons of illicit liquor and more than
a score of stills.
Late today fifteen members of
the posse of forty that conducted
the raids here left for an unan
nounced
destination,
supposedly
Superior, Wyo., where further ar
rests are expected. The men were
armed with pistols and United
IN AN
States Marshal
Hugh L. Patton.
who headed,
the posse, carried
search warrants. Raids were also
Green
at
River, near
underway
here.
and
The alleged moonshiners
bbotlei-gert-i
submitted meekly to .
arrest and not in one Instance dm
officers meeting any resistance in Heavyweight Champion Boxthe Rock Springs raid. As fast as
er of the American Expethe arrests were made the defend
ants were arraigned before United
ditionary Forces Is Hurt
States Commissioner Tj. H. Brown,
When Car Overturns.
who accompanied the posse in an
automobile.
Thirty places of business, mostly
(By The Amorkitrd Trees.)
soft drink parlors, were raided In
Terra Alta, W. Va., Dec. 28. Bob
The confiscated Martin, heavyweight champion boxthe morning.
liquors, Including 5,000 gallons of er of the American Expeditionary
"dago red" wine, and several hun- Forces was injured near his home
dred gallons of whiskey, were here today when his automobile
placed on a chartered railroad car overturned on a curve. His face
for dispatch to Cheyenne as evi- was cut and attending physicians
said his chest was injured by tho
dence.
The arrests were made under the steering shaft. While it was not
and
believed hn was in a serious condi
direction of Marshal Patton
Carl Jackson.' federal prohibition tion, members o his family have
bedside.
been summoned
director fo Wyoming.
Martin was to have left tonight
to
start
for
York
New
training for
PASTOR OF BAPTIST
n series of bouts. Ho has been in
Terra Alta for the holidays.
CHURCH AT ARTESIA
He was injured early this year
GOES TO ARKANSAS wbpn his flntomobiltt
unset on a
mile from the
curvo about
(Speolal CorrMpondence to The Jonmnl.) scene of today's
Artesla, N. M., Dec. 28. Dr.
of the
J. R. G. White,
CARRIERS ANNOUNCE
First Baptist church, has resigned
the pastorate of the cnurcn at
CUT FREIGHT RATES
this place and has accepted the
Little
North
of
the
pastorate
(By The Annorlnted Frees.
Rock, Ark., Baptist church, where
Dec. 28. Reduc
San
he will assume his duties on tion ofFrancisco,
freight rates on furniture
January 1.
theaters and
schools,
for
homes,
A large crowd attended tne churches and on other articles,
First Baptist church on last Sun ranging as high ns 40 per cent and
day evening, at which time Rev. averaging about 25 per cent, was
White delivered his farewell ser announced
by the Southern Pacific
mon. Other pastors of the town company and
the Santa Fe rail
called their services off in order ways.
that their congregations 'might
The new rates will go Into ef
hear Rev. White at this service. fect as soon as tariffs can be PubDr. White's new pastorate Is lished, concurrence of lines east
with the strongest Baptist church of
Chicago being necessary for
of Little Rock and is 'among the publication
of the rates that apply
leading churches of the Baptist east of Chicago. The ne
rates
denomination in the state of
will apply to and from continental
coast
points and affect all Tacific

(By The Associated Frees.)
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FIRED BY HULL
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Chairman of the Democratic
National Committee Reviews Record of Republicans Since Last March.

Efforts to Limit the Naval
If B. S.
of Subs and
Strength
Auxiliary Warships Come
Diplomatic and Consular
to an Abrupt End.
Forces Press Their Prep(lly The AHHorlaliMl Pri'sn.)
arations
for Hanging Out
AsDec.
the
2S,
Washington,
(l!y
sociated 1'ress.) Efforts tn limit
Their
Once More,
Flag
the naval
of the powers in

TIME HAS COME FOR
PLAIN TALKING, SAYS

strength

submarines and auxiliary warships
came to an abrupt end today after
they had drawn the French and
on
3
British arms conference delegates
into a
exchange over
the possibilities of a future war beLang Says It Is Hard for the
tween France and Great Britain.
The French, acting under rePeople to Face the ru-tu- re
newed instructions from Paris, told
(Br The Afinnclnlrrt Treat.)
Conditions
the
committee
naval
conference
DeNashville, Tenn., Dec. 28.
with an air of finality that France
claring that the "time has come
Imposed in the Pact.
must remain free to build a submawhen patriotic citizens and demorine flotilla nearly three times as
(By The AaHnrlntiMl Preen.)
crats should indulge in pin In talkpossesses and to
great as that
TO
New York, Dec. 2 8, (By the As
construct In addition, cruisers, deing," Judge Cordell Hull, chairman
stroyers and other auxiliary craft sociated Press.) Germany's diploof tho democratic national commitup to a tonnage of 3:10,000 tons.
matic and consular forces today
tee, tonight reviewed the republiSurprise nnd Regret.
can administration slnco March and Recent
their preparations for
of
Gen.
To
the
Juan
the
Vincent
photo
BY
Americans, pressed
proposal,
contrasted this with tho "unparalout their flag again in
hanging
.
with
and
Gomez.
Italians
Japanese
replied
leled achievement" of the demoNew York and ether
Washington,
and
of
regret,
expressions
surprise
crats in tho previous eight years.
that such cities.
Gen. Juan Vincent Gomez, for- while the British charged
Tho address was delivered at a
be
must
a
regard
program
The steamer NIeuw Amsterdam
Is Determined Not to Be dinner given iy f.io state demo- merly president and virtually dic- edbuilding
s a menace to British shores. arrived with Karl
cratic executive committee in honor tator of Venezuela, has been Arthur
Iang, charge of
in
he
added
J.
that
Balfour
was
Voluntarily
of
acceptHelpless
Chairman Hull. It
forced Into temporary retirement had no
If occasion arose, tho German embassy, ond consular
doubt,
the
of
as
ed
the
of
becauso
in
generally
opening
Illness, reports slate.
for western cities.
Presence
Britain would be equal to it, agents new
England's
campaign During his absence his country is Great
German consulate here
The
congressional
hut only if she reserved complete
3.
the Matter of Subs.
Most of its staff
by the now chulrman who went Into passing through turbulent times freedom
opens
conJanuary
nctirtti as to tho
the public questions, which, he Bald, like those experienced under the struction of
of all types of auxiliaries already has arrived.
aced
the
and
explained
government
Goof
Aniociuted
Indemnities.
Trent.)
regime
Cipriano Castro.
(By The
Lang On
would take. mez is expected to reappear short- which might be useful against unAmong those who arrived with
Washington, Dec. 28, (By the As- the attitude his pattyIssues.
war craft.
Homo of the
II err Lang who, on appointment
and
the
ly,
however,
quell
sociated Press.)
Discussing the
Agreeing that further argument
adeFurther relief for
factions, say the same would be useless, the committee of a German ambassador, will beconclusion of consideration of the quate aid for veterans,farmers,
reduction of reports,
its attention to collateral come Germanwas consul general nt
turned
the
situasubmarine tonnage question by
taxes and a remedy for the
Valette,
subjects,
Including regulations for New York, at Ran Armand
tax
of
French
flood
the
from
tion resulting
conference,
Francisco. Herr
Washington
future use of submarines, proposals vice consul
iswere
securities
among
24
said
exempt
years In the
delegation spokesmen tonight
for limitation of the size and arma- Lang, who has been
he outlined.
German diplomatic service summed
of
ment
their government was determined sues 'Democrats!
individual
vessels,
auxiliary
and
are tho loyal
ARIZONA BANKER
and details of the agreement al- up the question of Indemnities in
not to be helpless voluntarily and
friends of tlio
consistent
words:
ready senlod In principle regarding these
Dion." ho declared.
by written agreement in the pres"At present Germany cannot pay.
o
capital Bhlps.
ence of Great Britain. Members ol
"Ever solieltious of Ills
must
devise new ways."
We
Root's Proposal.
Iho democratic party,
the delegation smiled at suggestions
Expanding on conditions at home,
the American delegation Kll-h- u
For
IS
admores
did
to
In
when
power,
ho continued:
of A. J. Balfour, of Great Britain,
Root proposed a Joint declaravance tho Interests of tlic farm"Economic conditions are much
in the naval committee which they
tion reaffirming the obligation of
In nil
boon
Hum
er
had
done
govFrance
as
warn sounder. Tho new republican
to
submarino
commanders
attributing to
interpreted
nathe
of
to estabthe previous history
a desire to make a sea war on Engmerchant ships before attack, tn re- ernment Is doing its best
to do
nnd
tlon
had
leave
If
planned
conditions.
they
ANOTHER CHARGE frain from sinking vessels whose lish
good,
land. Deprecating this, they pointmuch more. If it had remained
do things, wo will
ed to the relative size of the two
crews and passengers could not first us the means to back.'
In power," lin said.
The
'come
people
a
certainly
was
and
declared
there
fleets
be placed In safety, nnd to conform
"Urgent and deserved relief ns to
In general to all the established are inclined to live in an orderly
great difference between being un- farm
better
and
cheaper
conditions
credits,
manner
want
and
better
armed
and being "moderately
practices of International law. In of life.
warehousing and marketing facili-ie- s Already Indicted on Four addition
armed."
Mr. Root also suggested a
these and like measures of aid
Is very hard for the people to
He
"It
Is
to
headat
not
Counts,
believed
French
Alleged
In
is
to
It
change
existing usage
prohibit
him to
should have been
on merchant vessels alto- face the future under conditions
quarters, that the approaching con- avoid ond relieve hisgiven
Have Obtained
present unMoney attacks
imposed In the treaty of peace. Acversations of M. Briand and Mr.
submarine
to
make
and
gether
distress.
to the treaty, wo have to
Under False Pretenses. commanders who violate the regu- cording
Lloyd George at Cannes, on repara- paralleled
Public
Debt.
Burden
of
furnish coal and dyes and pay
tions and associated economic sub
lation, liable to trial as pirates.
debt
our
of
"The
burden
public
'clearing money' of more than
jects will touch Washington confer-of should be adjustea o ns not to be
Sympathy Fxpressed.
(By The Ansoolntrd Prefia.)
marks a year, nnd In addience questions. The question
the
General'
for
purK.
28.
Dec.
P.
Ariz.,
Phoenix,
sympathy
to
the American taxpaytion we have the reparations.
exsubmarines nnd other light tonnage oppressive
was
these
of
cenof
the
former
pose
proposals
Lewis,
conditions.
president
er
under
panic
laboring
I'.nstern Provinces.
vpsrpIh l hplieved hv the French to
The states, rather than the federal tral bank of Wickenburg and of tho pressed hy the representatives of
"We have been hurt a great deal
go far deeper than current flnsnclat government should be urged to deal Central Finance corporation, who all the powers, but definite action
off of the eastern
the
somecutting
by
at liberty under bonds of was deferred. Should an agreement
problems and of having in it
a uniform policy, with the grow- now Is on
That compels us tn go
indict- be reached, it is to bp submitted to provinces.
four
thing fundamental and traditional by
securi$10,000
grand
Jury
of
local
tax
evil
exempt
of Germany for much of the
on a fifth all civilized nations with an Invita- outside
reaching hack Into tho long rlvaliy ing
ments, was nrreste
food.
world-wid- e
which has existed more or lers since ties." Rosults of the last nntlonnl
for
adherence.
tion
Tlio
charge
tonight.
niw
charge
"We have the Idea that the presbetween Great Britain and
1688
TTnder a further proposal
alleges Lewis obtained money by
cirri Ion, he asserted, were seconditions nnd methods cannot
France.
the American ent on.
false
presented
pretenses.
by
"criminal
cured
mnllgnlty
hy
We tried two ways of meetgo
The policy of Great Britain Is
combut
on
was
A
and
issued
a
warrant
given general,
delegation
und rccklcs falsehood," by tho
ing the conditions, the only two
now said by French spokesmen to
K.
other
the
filed
not
by
final,
by
County
Attorney
plaint
approval
republican lenders,
ways we knew, nnd they would not
look toward the subordination of
"It was not so much the demo K. I Shaphcrd In tho court of Jus- plenipotentiaries, no auxiliary vesother way must be
France, something which French cratic party; It was the American tice of the Pence N'Jt T. McK.ee and sel of more than 10,000 tons could work. soSome
thnt we can pay. What It
found,
men will not consent to. "with their
cobefore
will
of
Justice
Lewis
the
constructed
be
appear
any
powers
the
by
who have suffered
I don't know.
McKee for arraignment tomorrow. and no atrp-meyes open, although unseplng Amer- - people
carrier could have will"I be,
do know thnt we felt the only
'Continued on l'ngo Two.l
lean opinion may be against tnem.
He was not put in Jail on the new a tonnage of more than :7.000 tons.
to
get money was to export our
way
A maximum airplane carrier toncharge.
to all countries and this we
The complaint charges that Lew- nage of 80,000 for the United goods
have tried to do. Mmy countries
is, while acting as president and Slates, S0.O00 tons for Croat Britlaws to keep
! ain, 48.000 for Japan. 28,000 for objected and passed
agent of the Centra; Finance cor-our
merchandise out. In this way
poratlon sold ten bonds of that cor-- l France, nnd 28,000 for Italy, also they deprived us of the only sensporatlon to Louis J. Hart, a loruj was suggested by the Americans ible way to earn tho money they
attorney, for $10,000 on December and will be further discussed to- ask
of us.
Mr. J. Sr. Knvnolds and Mr. Guy Rogers are making
18, 1919. It alleges that Lewis repmorrow,
"This helnsr n fnllure. our only
strenuous efforts to make their present predicament appear to lie resented
the bonds to Hart as a
Itesiilt nf noliherntlons.
,. ,u.,m1 ummhlile iviih the editor of the Journal itiNlond of nil
wav
was to buy foreign money. This
.
Lewis,
good and safo Investment.
The net result of the day's dellh-a
Indictment for a felony committed against tho dignity of the state the
at that eratlons, so far an actual progress lowered oi.r mark nnd acted as
knew
alleges,
complaint
mm
r
to foreign buyers."
ruim-jtemptation
of Arizona. Tho effort to liavo it appear inni jt.
wereworthless
the
bonds
time
that
Is concerned, was an agreement
tho editor of the Journal procured tin's indictments is ridiculous.
and of no value.
In future no gun of more than
ATTTTmrc jtPPTtDVFT).
We Invito our readers to peruse tlio letter voluntarily sent us by
in that
filed
Demurrers
Lewis
which
caliber shall be mounted
column
Tails, Dee. IS. The French cabcourt
to
County Attorney Thomas It. Green and published In another
the grand Jury on a capital ship and none of more
the superior
after consideration of the subof this, paper.
indictments, two of which charge than eight Inches caliber shall be inet,
m fin.t is Hint Tt. V,. Pntnev. receiver of the defunct Ilol-the- jhlm
with embezzlement, one with Included In the armament of any marine question, has unreservedly
the attitude of tho
brook bank nnd Cnpt. W. C. Held, Ills attorney, restrained
receiving deposits In an insolvent
or airplane carrier. approved
French delegation In Washington
Holbrook authorities from enllinjr a grand Jury for many moiuns, Ibnnk while an officer of that bank auxiliary vesseltheir
indemand
for
with
lie
could
In
Along
persuaded land tho other charging him and
firmly standing by the fieure of
in the belief that the First Nntlonnl authorities
of
creased submarine and auxiliary 00.000 tons,
says the Excelsior
S. Ross, former state treasto reopen the bank nnd pay the deiiositors. This Isno susceptible
preHarry
Tim wiitnr of the Journal nlayod
part In the urer with conspiracy, were argued tonnage inthe French delegation
with
but
different
form,
tho
sented
wiillo
...,.,.- - ., w.v nr nnntlier. He went to Holbrook
R. C. Stanford
a reservation attached, their acof tho closed bank ibefore Judge
Judgo Stanford took the ceptance of the capital ship ratio
grand jury was Inin sessionto and the records
lllx-which
suit
tlio
for
order
wero accessible
get proofs
demurrers under advisement.
under which France is to have a
Mr. Knynolds had brought against hlin. This certainly was a
first line battleship fleet of 175.000
legitimate mission and was successful. tho
The reservation provides
tnna
cnlllns of the (crnd RECEIVERSHIP OF ALL
The Journal carried no story of
that tho French bo permittednavaltoi
about tho indictment until another
IS
KLAN
PROPERTY
OF
jury nnd said nothing whatever
break in on tho
3. M. Ruynolds
and Gny
local paper had printed it. We knew of the Indictment on
PETITION holiday so ns to begin construction!
about It on the Sunday
SOUGHT
Itogers sny they are not guilty
Wednesday nnd printed the first word we
In 1927,
tonnage
to
of
desire
not
replacement
now,
do
ot
crime
nnd
(ho
charged against
following. We did not wish then,
lour years before the holiday ends, them nt Holbrook, Arizona.
Our quarrel Is entirely with tho
(Oy The Amuichited I'reaf.)
Injure the First National.
Serious Interference.
of Innocence Is that
Their
proof
Atlanta, Ua., Dec. 28.
methods of tlio managers of that srreat institution.
In most quarters this exception
the Journal lias not yet deliverof all property, funds, doeu- A business man told us yesterday, In referring to the sudden
ened tlio Imnds for which the
years, ho was Iments and records of tho Ku Klux was not regarded as likely to
attack on us Saturday night, that when, In former
capital ship agreement,! public subscribed.
Of course
accustomed to staying; out late at night drinking nnd gambling and Klan Is sought In a petition filed to- danger the
oy
was
It
cnaraciun.i-that clears them. They intimate
therefore expected a reprimand from his wife on his return home, day in the Fulton superior court by but
interference
serious
a
oh
Balfour
in one breath thnt subscribers
170 persons describing themselves
he always "jumped on her" as soon ns he opened the front door,
the as "bona fide" members
of the with the holiday plan.
to bonds are in jeopardy.
In
thus putting her on tho defensive. Exiiectlng criticism from
head of "the
Sarraut.
Albert
with
ns
blame
us
nnd
on
headed
are
to
The
the next breath they say that
decided
Klan.
crowd
bank
Jump
petitioners
the
Journal,
the
l
Sir. Putney, u wealthy wholeby Harry B. Terrell, Lloyd B. Hoop- French delegation, presented
their troubles. It fooled no one. It did eomK-- ns to defend
estimates sale
when a simple news story would have been all we would er, F. W. Atkln and A. J. Padon, submarine and auxiliary
merchant, Is the good angel
committho
to
In
unanimous
his
is
of
government
Tho
behind the finances of the
alone.
let
we
been
public
Jr., deposed grand goblins.
hav said, hnd
the
thnt
a
declaring
Intended
tee
was
in
the
Insane
It
speech
of
an
Judge
attack
Upon
petition
filing
folly.
Journal,
the
Saturday night
culling
John T. Pendleton granted a tem- figures suggested were a maximum
'I plead guilty to more or less
ns a camouflage.
Mr. Rogers reiterates at this Inte date, thnt tho persecutions
porary Injunction against the klan, required for national defense.France negligence In getting the new
estimates
these
from
collect
Under
were
to
the
summer
Inst
bonds
delivered.
Its
editor
organization
Kvldence ot
and
merely
restraining
of the Journal
tonnage
in the hospital for
disposing of any of its property and would have a submarine
their money. The public long ago reached its conclusions on that
corruption
she
31.000
ns
against
except of 90.000
tho Insane; the bnnk failure at
score.
It remembers the v Injunction sought then which Mr. from disbursing any moneys
for ordinary expenses, which It is now possesses and which it was Santa Fe; necessity for seeing
McMillen announced was "of no advantage to us. but a disadvantunchangretain
she
must
not
salaries
to
include
that
tried
bank
knows
the
that
the bnnk records at Holbrook
defendant."
stipulated
to
pronosed
the
Everybody
age,
ed under the status quo plan of the
in order to secure evidence In
They have tried it ever since. Their of officers and employes.
put us out of business then.on us
United
reThe
seeks
the
The petition further
American compromise.
now is for thnt purpose. Is there
nnd other
my libel suits,
inspiring of dnily assaults
and
tons
95,000
of
onlv
moval
Kdward
has
Clarke,
understand.
States
Young
The people
mutters of public concern have
any other explanation iKissihlc?
nnd delnyed
When the Holbrook bank failed, catching some $H.000 of tho Imperial kleagle of the Klan, and (Ireat Britain 82.000 tons and each
distracted
inc.
had offered under tho compromise
The present agitation is to emmoney of K. E. l'littiey, which J. M. Ilaynolds had asked lilm to Mrs. Elizabeth Tyler, head of the
propagation
department both of proposal to reduce to 60,000.
me In tlio interest of
barrass
deposit there, Mr. Putney complained bitterly. The First National
to
1'owcrs Disappointed.
the First National.
thought ho had no right to complain so they "called" a $40,0(10 whom are made
dis
ah Tinwers expressed their deel-I am moving as rapidly
note of . II. Chamberlain, a business partner, upon which Mr. theAnsuit.
,
readditional feature of the
over the French
In
hnd
Mr.
Chamberlain
ns
was
endorser.
an
appointment
This,
although
possible In the bond
I'utncy
who
defendhad,
order
is
that
the
the
Japanese,
sion, even
matter between breaths. I am
his hands at tho time a renewal note which the bnnk hud asked straining
offictwo
and
the
compromise,
ant
the
to
Before
to
accept
raise
corporation
took
time
declined
the
send
in. It
a fairly busy man. Meantime
money.
him to sign nnd
from plan, declaring they had hoped un-- i every
it was in hand Mr. Putney had a letter from A. B. McMillen ers named, are prohibited
bond
money Is
banishing, suspending, expelling or til todav that an agreement could, protected withbuyer's
claiming a 10 per cent attorney feo of $1,000. After much argudeposit of the
of
lines
members
Klan
the
the
out
prosecuting
he worked
along
old bonds.
ment, this $4,000 was not collected, but the $40,000 was paid.
names appear on the peti- the earlier American
reduction,
lj. It. Putney hnd been with the First National for forty whose
Nobody is fooled. Two people
to sued
as
tion
extended
reply
most
account.
plaintiffs.
The
withdraw
did
his
not
Mr.
Vp
Therefore
mo for their money back
plan.
Putney
years.
M. Sarraut was delivered oy Mr.
until yesterday Mr. Putney was an endorser on a note for $45,200
because I did not do what they
In
Involved
no wlso
In the
Balfour.
wanted me to do In tho lute
for a business assoclnte, who ,was
WILSON IS DELUGED
Holbrook mntter. On December 14 this man received a letter
senatorial election. 1 paid them
a
him
ON
to
vice
CONDEMN
WITH
TELEGRAMS
becauso I minted to he rid of
asking
sign
president,
Rogers,
signed by Guy
RESOLUTIONS
renewal note nnd return it by December 28, the due date of the
them. One man asked for Ills
RELEASE
BIRTH
ANNIVERSARY
DEBS'
to
'GENE
note. Mr. Rogers even offered
carry tho Interest, if Its paymoney because Lnwrenee Leo.
ment was Inconvenient. On Decemlier 24, before tho note was
attorney for the First Nntlonnl,
(By The Asmrlated Frcm.)
returned to tho bank, this mnn received another letter from Mr.
asked htm to do so. I paid
(By The Aumwlated I're.)
ti lnt to save annoyance.
Wanhlngton, Pec. 28. Former
Denton. Texas, Dec. 28. Resolu
Rogers demanding the payment of tho principal nnd Interest on
President Wilson was today del- tion condemning tne release iiu.
December 28.
No ono else lias annoyed me.
I wish to thank the friends who
On December 14, a renewal of this note was satisfactory,' It uged with telegrams from nil over fnrlorfil nrisrn of Eugene V. Debs,
was "called"1 on four days notice, and paid. Who will say that the world on the celebration tf his were ndopted here last night at a
have shown their confidence In
this was done In "Ihe cause of business"? Who will contend thnt sixty-fift- h
mo nnd
birthday nt his home. It special meeting of Arthur O.
have
who
been
It was not an effort to "smash" Putney regardless of what It was said tonight that the telegrams
actuated by a desire to see a
post, American Legion. A
were of a congratulatory nature on copy of the resolutions telegraphed
did to their "friend," the principal?
In
free iiior
New Mexico. 1
This episode Illustrates the sole grievance we have against
the improvement of his health and President Harding sr.id:
thank them especially for tlielr
sctlon
go
these people. They will dictate to Inirrowers or smash them. that the volume probably exceeded
"To let your .official
refusal to "fall for" this latest
move of tlio First National.
Regardless of what Is claimed, that Is precisely what was done to any like number of greetings ever unchallenged by us would liebudd-to
the Journal Inst July. It tins been done to Mr. Putney twice. received by Mr. Wilson. In the break faith with our fallen
The bank's conduct In this
I'm II methods rfro changed, It is likely to be done to all who afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Wilson ies-"matter Is added proof of their
cross- - them.
That is why we say thnt they must learn that a went for an automobile ride and in
IMilicy of "smashing" all who
KIT,T.F.1.
Until
club.
AVIATOHS
dina
is
a
not
learn
loan
TWO
It, every borrower the evening had as puets for
service,
refuse to bend to them.
they
who can not pay.
demand, must be In constant danger If ner Miss Margaret Wilson and sevArcadia, Fla., Dec. 28. LieuTho bonds will be out ns
.
lio offends.
eral other members of the family. tenants Samuel II. Davis and Wilsoon as I can complete the
As far as the Ilolbrook Indictments are concerned, we advise
intimate liam C. Sinclair, were killed and
Several of the more
work without neglecting other
theso gentlemen to go to Holbrook and stand trial. Innocent friends of Mr. Wilson called nt his their bodies burned when their
matters of public concern. A
men rarely compel tho officers to resort
tradition.
few (lays will suffice.
Blaming home to extend their greetings. It airplane crashed five miles from
was eald that the former president here today. They were stationed at
us is cniuiisn.
CAHIj c. magek.
was In excellent spirits, .
Carlstrom Fle
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Further Relief for Farmers,
Adequate Aid for Veterans, Reduction of Taxes
Among the Needs.
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Los Angeles, Dec. 28. Arthur
Burch, charged with the murder
of J. Helton Kennedy, is in a state
of mental deterioration amounting
to insanity, according to testimony
today of Dr. Charles L. Allen of tho
Ma Angeles lunacy commission, at
Burch's trial, pr. Allen was on the
witness stand the greater part of
the day and his examination had
not been completed when court ad
journed over night.
Several other alienists summoned
by the defense were In court and
defense attorneys said that the
questioning of these virtually would
complete their case. The prosecution has subpoenaed several alienists for rebuttal.
Pr. Allen testified he based his
opinion as to Burch's mental state
on personal observations and in
formation received from other per4
sons, and that he thought the deFORECAST.
enver, Deo. 28. New Mexico: fendant probably was afflicted with
ursclay and Friday, oartlv oln'urtvr dementia praecox with paranoiac
ghtlv cooler extreme nnnthcnut tendencies.
Irtion Thursday.
rlzona: Thursday and Frldnv.
0UNDRIES TO ADOPT
,rty cloudy, becoming unsettled;
THE OPEN SHOP PLAN
mucn cuange iq temperature.

OP

VENEZUELA IS ILL,
IN RETIREMENT

BE OUTDONE

til

BURCH INSANE, SAYS
MEMBER LOS ANGELES
COMMISSION
z LUNACY
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THE 65TH BIRTHDAY
New York, Dec. 28. Fifty
women from various cities observed the sixty-fiftbirthday
ot Woodrow Wilson at a
luncheon today. They wero addressed by Frank L. Polk, former under secretary of state,
one time
Henry Morgenthau,
and
to Turkey,
ambassador
Miss Virginia Potter.
G.
McAdoo,
Mrs. William
daughter of the former president, was an honorary guest.
The campaign to raise
for awards of tho
Wilson foundation
Woodrow
to
service
"for meritorious
democracy, public welfare, liberal thought or peace through
Justice," was discussed. It was
decided to start after contributions January 16.

t
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"At Ramikoveksy the parish people are eating
the
bodies of their dead," he told
the congress. "It is dangerous
to bury the famine victims in
the presence of the people and
guards must be kept over them
until they are In a state that
makes eating impossible."
He said that Dr. Nansen,
high commissioner of the international committee of Russian relief, even though a
hardened explorer, returned to
Moscow sickened by the scenes
he witnessed. The 6peaker
said, that children are being
taken to the steppes and left
there to die; that mothers,
maddened by their experiences,
cut the throats of their babies.
At the beginning of; January, he continued, the Soviets,
with all their outside aid, will
be able to feed only half the
and only
starving children
of the adults.
The rest of the people would
have to die while awaiting
help."
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jcommendations, Which
Are Not Made Public, Are
Referred to
for Consideration,

50 WOMEN OBSERVE

COMEBACK
i

Riga, Dec. 28 (hy the Associated Press). The first official report of cannibalism in
the famine districts of Russia
has been made to the
soviet congress by Delegate
Ovslenko of Samara, according
to a dispatch to the official
dated
Rosta news agency,

OF LAW TO USE

OF SI

BOSTON
STAGES

A.JL8

territory.
Rates on

Iron and steel articles
from Chicago and west for export
through Pacific coast ports and on
granulated slag from Colorado
points for export through Pacific
coast ports, are among those

TEARNEY TO SUBMIT
DRAFTING PLAN FOR
MINORS TO FOLLOW
(By The Associated

Press.)

Chicago, Dec. 28. Judge Landls,
commissioner of baseball, today accepted the offer of Al Teamey,
president of tho western and Three
Kye leagues, to submit a Plan re
garding the drafting of players by
the big circuits that will be acceptable to the minors. The minors
have refused to subscribe to the
drafting plan proposed at the meeting in New York.
President Teamey several days
ago offered to submit a plan to
Judge Landls which he said1 would
do away wlUi past abuses. Teamey
chargecf that under the present
plan, the majors in n few years
could gain control of all the diamond talent, nnd In his reply today
Judge, Iindis Invites Tearney to
show him how such a situation can
be brought about.

HARVEY
AMBASSADOR
EN ROUTE TO CANNES
(By The Associated Press.)

Paris, Pec. 28 (by the Associated
Press). Georgo Harvey, American
ambassador to Great Britain, ac-

companied by his wife nnd one secretary,, arrived this evening. Mr.
Harvey said ho was going to the
Cannes conference in advance of
the actnsi meetlnff in order to have
.
a holiday. '
.
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STRIKE

Yorker Intimates the Social Revolutionist Lead-- , Shocked By Imputations in
Article in Evening Paper;
Fast Is
cr's Fifteen-Da- y
Press Controls Legislation
Resents Claim That Puton
to
End
Through
in Order to Get Paper
Brought
Force
ney and Magee Dictated.
Feeding.
the Free List.

New

(By The Associated

Washington,

Pee.

rrss.) SenatH
28.

tariff hearings were enlivened today by an attack on newspaper

publishers by Col. William E. Haskell, of New York, vice president
nf h Tnternatlonal Paper com
pany, and a counter attack on tin;
news print paper manufacturer by
William J. l'ape, publisher of tho
Republican,
Conn.,
Waterbury,
speaking for (small publishers, wno,
he said, organised a buying cor"unaporation, because they wore themble, single handed to assist
selves in an endeavor to obtain
fair priced- news print."
Tni'iff Protection.
l'rmfor
Urging a tariff protection
his industry against Kuropean
competition, Colonel Haskell wild
had icradually yielded to
tho clamors of the paid agents of
an
thp nnllinhers "until nnany re
tariff on news print had been was
T,,nvor!
mid the Industry
obliged to drift Into the ebb and
flow of the international compel
Aocertinir tipwh crlnt was the
only product of the paper making
Industry "which nns Deen be
prived of all protection andreguuv
deviled bv inspired federal
tlon and interference," the witness
said, that the reason for "the Invidious treatment of this branch
tf the Industry has suffered Is

tin added that "the fact
that the press can control legisla
tion and invoke unwarranted resu
lation. restrictions and lnterfer
ence for its own selfish interests,
constitutes a grave charge or un- -.
due influence and special prlvliege."

Charge Is Denied.
The charge that any "undue Influence" had been used by the
.'
publishers in arguing for theon, plac-the
ing of news print pap
denied
was
free list
by Emery
Thompson of Chicago, speaking for
the American Newspaper PublishHe declared that
ers' association.
the publishers had based their argument on the economic ground
of the inability of American news
supply doprint manufacturers, toThis
inabilmestic consumption.
ity was stated by Colonel Haskell.
Mr. Tape said that the question
before congress in determining as
to the retention of news print paper on the free list was whether
the publishers should again have
imposed on them such a condition
as was found by a senate committee, which reported last year that
certain manufacturers had taket
advantage of a news print shortage "to exploit the purchasers",
and "hold them up for excessive,
unreasonable and wholly unfair
prices."
Publishers who, as a class,
largely dominate public opinion affecting business policies through
direct appeal to readers, he added,
"have been violently wealt when
fighting for a fair price news
print." Ife added that on less than
three occasions in ten years,
prices had "soared to undreamed
of heights." and that nothing, Including tho federal commission,
ongressional and court action had
"stayed the demands imposed by
certain of those who control the
supply of news print."
Industry In Rad Sliapo. no
Colonel Haskell
suggested
definite rate of duty for news
print, saying he would leave that
He contended
to the committee.
that the industry was in bad shape
from
as a result of competition
Germany, Sweden, Norway and
made
in
Finland, asserting paper
those countries could be sold hero
for from ten dollars to twenty
dollars below the cost of production here.
On the other hand, Mr. Pape argued that the prices of the foreign
made paper brought about tho
level in this country; that it was
the price here that attracted manufacturers in the foreign countries and that the impu.ts from
Kurope had proved the salvation
of the small innnd publishers alter
tho war, when, he said, both contract and- - spot prices for paper
to "unbearable limits."

'
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(Bv The Assnclntnl
Moscow, Dec. 28 (the Associated

Marlr
Pplrldonova, the
leader, who
social revolutionist
broke with the bolsheviki over the
k
treaty, is dangerousthe
ly ill In the Cheka hospital ns
of
r
result
hunger strike which
lasted for fifteen days and was
brought to an end through forced
feeding.
Sniridonova Is the acknowledged
leader of tho Itiis!in peasants.
She was banished to Siberia under
the cznrlst regime for bombing a
at
provincial official, hut returnedwas
the time of thn revolution and
the
an important factor in leading
with
peasants into tho combinationbolshe-vlworkmen, which made the
coup possible.
k
treaty was
But the
too bitter a dose for her. She denounced it in the fifth
soviet congress because she said it
robbed tho peasants of food and
She also denounced
clothing.
Lenine's plan, whereby he arrayed
prospoor peasants against more
perous ones, and said it was
shiftlessncss.
on
premium
Immediately after Splrldonova s
the
sensational denunciation of Mier-back
treaty, Count
In
ambassador
the German
Moscow, was murdered and the
at
uprising
social revolutionist
Yarroslav
and other outbreaks
against the bolshevlst authority
took place.
Spirldonoi. disappeared immediately after her inflammatory
soepeecn in tne nnn
viet congress. That, was in early
leaders
1918.
Bolshevist
July,
caused the report to be circulated
unbalanced
that she was mentally
and had been placed In a sanatorium.
She was) confined for a time In
a building In the Moscow Kremlin,
but managed to escape, and was
not heard of for a long while. The
nVinra fllafnvfrc(1 hpf Hvlne" nillpt- ly In an obscure section of Moscow
ana she was again imprisonea.
After repeated attempts to get released, Spirlifonova started the
hunger strike which came near
ending her life. She has been afflicted with tuberculosis for years
as a result of her prison experiences under the old regime. The
lack of food aggravated her mal- n n .1 If .it o o nonoavnrv
to mnvp
n
her to a hospital and administer
nourishment forcibly.
Spiridonova was a school teacher at the time she became a terrorist and while still in her teens
took up the defense of peasants
against the oppressions of government officials and landlords. She
is now about 35 years old.
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Shoe manufacturers appearing today before
were
committee
senate
finance
tho
given to understand by Acting
McCumber that hides
Chairman
would not bo on tho free list when
bill ia reportthe permanent tariff
ed to The senate. '
Charles E. Jones of Whitman.
Mass., representing the National
Boot and Shoe Manufacturers' association, declared that the result
of a duty on hides would he to
place control of the shoe industry
into the hands of the big meat
packers without any benefit being
derived by the cattle raisers.
Senators
apparently did not
agree with this conclusion.
Through John S. Kent of Brockton, Mass., the manufacturers' association asked for a 15 per cent
duty on shoes and boots, declaring
thnt this was necessary to equalize
difference in labor costs in the
United States and foreign countries.
Members of the committee suggested that there be a duty on
hides with a compensatory rate on
shoes, but Mr. Jones declared there
could bo no compensatory duty.
He asserted that with an Import
duty imposed foreign manufacturers could buy hides In the American market cheaper than the domestic manufacturers could and
that the export business of the
American manufacturers would be
destroyed.
Washington,

Weak Lungs.
Those who have weak lungs can
not be too careful about taking
cols, as unless promptly treated,
may follow. As a
pneumonia
prompt cure for bad colds no one
could wish for a better medicine
than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. The success that has attended the use of this preparation, not
only throughout the United States,
rut In many foreign countries,
shows that It Is a remedy that can
be relied upon. It is pleasant and
safe to take and only costs 35 centa; WEIGHING
large size 60 cents.

THE SWEAT
OF A MAN'S BROW IS
MINE BUREAU'S TASK
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(Br The Assnrlntcd Frwa.)

Stubborn
t J. Loosens
'"4
4

Pittsburgh. Ta., Dec. 28.
Weighing the sweat of a man's
brow Is' the task set for the

Cough
Right Up

;

e
ramtdr In
der for qttirk result. East!
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Here is a home-mad- e
syrup which
millions of people have found to be
the most dependable means of break- . in? up stubborn coughs.
It is cheap
' and simple, but very prompt in action.

Under its healing, soothing id- fluence, chest soreness goes, phlegm
loosens,
breathing becomes easier,
tickling in throat stops and you" get
The
good night's restful sleep.
usual throat and chest colds are conless.
quered by it in 24 hours orhoarse-bosNothing better for bronchitis,
croup, throat tickle, bronchial
asthma or winter coughs.
To make this splendid cough syrup,
pour 2 ounces of Pinex into a pint
bottle and till the bottle with plain
granulated sugar syrup and snake
thoroughly. If you prefer use clarified molasses, honey, or corn syrup,
instead of sugar syrup. Either way,
you get a full pint a family supply
of much better cough syrup than
could buy ready-madfor three
?ou
the money. Keeps perfectly
and children love its pleasant taste.
Pinex is a special and highly concentrated compound of genuine Norway pine extract, known the world
over for its prompt healing effect
the membranes.
upon
"
To avoid disappointment ask your
druggist for "2't ounces of Pinex"
with full directions, and don't accept
anything else. Guaranteed to give
or
satisfaetir
absolute
money
"he. Pinex Co,
fromptly refunded,
lui,
e

.

'

of Mines
in Pittsburgh, according
station
superto A. C. Fleldner,
intendent and supervising chemist.
The work will be undertaken by
scales so delicately adjusted that
their accuracy has been tested to
within approximately
1,200 of a
pound.
To obtain material for the test,
it was said
that men lifting
weights In an enclosed chamber
were to be subjected to various
degrees of temperature, humidity, and air movements which
would then be exactly controlled
with scientific Instruments under
the constant observation of physicists and physicians.
Kancifiul as the work may
seem, it was pointed out that it
has an intensely practical purpose. For instance, In the Montana copper mines high temperatures are frequently encountered
where It must be known at what
temperature the man may work
In safety.
same problem
Tho
arises in the steel mills where the
men work in rather high temperatures with safety, provided there
Is fairly rapid movement of air.
If the air movement is not sufficiently rapid the temperature rapidly may become dangerous.
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Thomas H. Greer, county attorney of Navajo tounty, AriB., has
expressed in a letter to Carl C.
Magee, editor of the Albuquerque
Morning Journal, his surprise and
annoyance at the article carried In
an evening paper last Saturday
with reference to the part which
Robert E. Putney and Carl C. Magee were claimed to have played
in tho actions of the Navajo county
grand Jury.
Ho not only denies that Mr. Magee and Mr. Putney were In charge
of the grand Jury but points out
that they were only once at the
court house In Holbrook,
The letter follows:
"Mr. Carl C. Magee, Editor of the
Morning Journal,
Albuquerque
Albuquerque, N. M.
"Dear Mr. Mageei I cannot pass
unnoticed certain things said In
a late issue of one of your local
newspapers without some comments.
"You can Imagine my annoyance at reading that yourself and
Mr. Putney have Yieen the moving
cause to action in the matters that
have received the consideration of
the grand Jury of Navajo county.
And you will further realize how
I resent the further implication
from the article printed in this
members
sheet that the twenty-on- e
of the grand Jury and tho Judge
of the superior court and the rest
of tho actors here were simply a
number of pliable puppetB to come
and go and act as you and Mr.
Putney dictated.
"The members of the grand Jury
would feel complimented no doubt
to learn that they were mere
at the beck and call of
some great power located in Albuquerque.
"I resent the Idea that the paper put out In Its sensational and
mlsleadin article. These grand
Jurors are as fine a body of men
as It has been my lot to meet in
many a day. Independent in mind,
broad in their views, charitable in
their attitude towards the faults
of others, yet the insinuation goes
out that they are a lot of dupes and
rogues.
"This Is the first thing that I
desire to take issue with your contemporary upon. It has not been
my good fortune to meet a finer
body of men in many a day thai
tho members of the present grand
Jury panel. They are representative men from all the walks of life,
men of force, wisdom and Judgment and they havo conscientiously tried to do their duty, pleasant
or unpleasant.
"And If you and Mr. Putney
were in charge of this grand Jury
during Its deliberations, you were
certainly very clover about the entire matter, because I never onoe
saw either of you about tho court
house except the day that Mr. Putbefore that body
ney testified
when called upon by them and
subpoenaed by them to appear.
Some one has said later In my
presence that you were present the
first day, but I do not remember
seeing you.
"Another
tntng that sounds
rather amusing to me is thnt the
officers of the First National bank
take the attitude that they are
the benefactors of this part of the
country, and have built up the
whole of Northern Arizona. Even
now they are re'ying upon their
role to get them out
of this, their latest predicament.
"They pose as great public benefactors, but somehow I fail to
see the point. It is even being argued here in Holbrook that we
do well to have a care, that Jf we
attack such powerful men they
will lay in waste the local banks
and break us all if we dare to
cross them. Then let it come. If
we are to bo in subjection to this
great Invisible power for the
rest of our lives, if we have to
pay such a price, let us have the
wreck, and perhaps out of the
ruin we can reconstruct our broken fortunes and gain a new and
more enduring strength. At least
wo shall have demonstrated
that
we were not afraid.
,
"And I am most surprised when
I hear them say that they are in
no way responsible for the failure
of the Holbrook State bank, either legally, morally or financially.
Again I am forced to take Issue.
Even L. M. Kaynolds, when confronted on the 15th day of December, 1921, with the ruined depositors gave to the public the
facts that thoroughly established
the relation of these people to
the Holbrook State bank.
"If the First National bank can
make me believe that It was not
in any way aware of the followI can possibly
ing conditions,
agree that they were not to
blame:
"1. There was
more county
money, newly deposited, at the
time of the failure, than there had
been for months.
"2. An immense sum, comparing the amount owned with the
capital stock of the hank, was
Invested in two loans. The lack of
security for these loans made the
Holbrook State bank shaky.
"3. The notes acquired by the
Holbrook State bank, after being
sent by the said bank to the First
National and marked "Without
Recourse" were afterward charged
back against the Holbrook State
bank.
"These and many other circumstances convince me where the
real guilt and blame rests, or at
least should rest.
"Sincerely yours,
"THOS. R. GREER.
(Signed)
"County Attorney Navajo County."
figure-

-heads,

Rivalry is so keen among some
hockey teams that almost any old thing is liable to
happen when they meet on the
ice.
of Boston's

The Los Angeles club of the Pacific Coast league has turned down
an offer from the Chicago Cubs
for Outfielder Arnold Stat.
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BROTHER KILLED

lossal and Incalculable leases that
resulted from democratic defeat,"
he declared.
ATLANTA, GIL
Record of ICTnocrat.
"It is beyond the power of
wholesale abuse, falsehood and detraction long to dim the glory of
of unparalleled Police Are Searchina for J
the eight years
of
tho national
achievement
P. Satterfield, Formerly
democracy. The work of constructive, patriotic statesmanship acof This City, in Connec
complished by that party will
tion With the Crime.
stand out in clearer perspective during tho comtn years."
"If wholesale breach of solemn
(Br The Associated Press.)
and unqualified promises to the
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 28. Police are
constituted a statutory searching today for J. P. Satterfield,
people
crime," he said, "every reactionary 43, in connection with the death ot
republican leader, stats and na- Robert II. Hart, 44, formerly of Al
tional, would, under a pica of guilN. M., who was shot and
ty, be in the custody of the law buquerque,
killed near his home last night. A
tonight.
disagreement between the two men
Disappointed lnrmer.
"The disappointed farmer now over the managament of the estate
reads the accounts of his indus- of Satterfield's wife, Is believed to
trial ruin by the light of his burn- have caused the shooting.
ing corn. Millions of laborers are
Members of the Hart family told
the soup fyouses,
frequenting
there had been 111 feelbread lines and the auction block. the police
between the two for several
ing
Business has discovered that it wai
because Hart was named adcrucified on tho cross of politics." years
ministrator for his sister's estate
Under republican leadership, ho and
had been looking after her two
commerce
"has children,
said,
foreign
now living with an aunt
slumped six billion dollars in the in Now Mexico.
last twelve months," and an "alwho
been living
most vertical slump in prices in In Satterfield,called at has
the Hart home
Seattle,
America of from 30 to 60 per cent
After
an,
yesterday.
apparently
power ot friendly talk, it is said, the
and, in participating;
men en6
farm products, of
per cent. gaged in an argument but Hart,
two
years who was partially crippled, walked
quickly followed." For
prior to March. 1921, he said, the outside to prevent trouble. Satteronly remedy offered by tho repub- field followed, according to the
lican leaders for post war condi- story, and the shooting followed.
tions was "an antiquated high
tariff and the archaic doctrine of
Hart was a brother of Mrs. Mary
commercial isolation."
13. Stuckey of 412 East Silver ave- Needed.
More
Knuo.
"This country is in urgent need,
Satterfield worked here as a carhe said, "of more education and penter some time ago; Recently he
on the part of has lived in Seattle, Washington. He
more
individuals and business with re came here last Thursday and went
spect to our public affairs. An In- to visit his daughter, Mrs. Tarter,
telligent understanding and whole who lives with Mrs. Stuckey. Acon their part cording to Mrs. BtucKey, he threathearted
would soon improve government ened her, saying that he would have
100 per cent."
the "finish of her and her brother
The democratic party, he sa'd. (Hart)."
Mrs. Stuckey further stated that
still holds to its belief in a tariff
for revenue only, for economy 1n Satterfield was in Albuquerque only
for a few hours, before leaving for Atgovernmental
expenditures,
"equal rights to. nil and special lanta. Mrs. Stuckey said that she
had written her brother of Satterprivileges to none."
"The recent democratic admin- field's probable arrival, and to be
istration has not received credit on his guard. Had she known of
Satterfield's quick arrival in At
for its many great accomplish"But whatever lanta, she would have wired htr
ments," he said.
its defamers may say, even the brother, she stated.
The message to Mrs. Stuckey tellschool children will soon learn
that in 1912 our national wealth ing of the tragedy came from Col.
was J187.000.000, 000, and in 1920, W. D. Ellis, a relative of Mrs. Hart.
whet? the republican administra- As yet there is no report of SatterMrs.
tion was chosen it was $320,000,-000,00- field's arrest. Accordingly, come
In 1912. our foreign trad' Stuckey fears that he may
was t3. 850. 000, 000 and in 1920, it back to New Mexico, to "get," her'
as she says he had threatened.
was $13,500,000,000.'"
Mrs. Stuckey says that Satterfield
has never paid her anything for the
care of the children.
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(By Th Anioolatfd Trm.)
28. Harrison
Dec.
Chicago.
Parker, head of the
Society of America, today won two
of three
points decided by the
court of appeals
States
United
which decided legal points Involving bankruptcy proceedings against
the society.
One of the principal
points
brought out in the appellate court's
decision was that the socloty Is a
common law trust and Parker and
in the bankruptcy
The
are trustees.
proceedings
court of appeals ruled that District
Judge Evans had no right to place
in the
receivership proceedings
hands of a master in chancery before he had passed upon the. fundamental legal points Involving
bankruptcy proceedings against a
common law trust.
The appellate court also held

SHOW BE CREASE
Ratification

IRISHlEl

London, Dec. 28 ( by tho Associated Press). It has been learned
from a reliable source, says a Central news dispatch from Dublin today that at a secret meeting of the
dall eireann leaders, representing
both the supporters and opponents
of the Anglo-Iris- h
treaty, a compromise was reached which will
Insure the ratification of the pact.
INQl'IRTFS FAIL- TO
CONFIRM TUB REPORT
Dublin, Dec. 28. Exhaustive Inquiries here today failed. to confirm the report that a compromise
had been reached by the dail leaders Insuring ratificaton of the
treaty. So far n can be ascertained the position has not changed
since adjournment of the dail.
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Skill and Learning are In demand;
Awkwardness and Ignorance com
mand nothing In the way ot
earning power.
This
School
has SKILLFUL
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED,
The courses
TEACHERS.
are
modern
and complete.
thorough,
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

l

f

.

er

11 Day Bicycle Sale.
Bicycles
Largest stock ot high-graever shown In Albuquerque, at reduced
prices.
220 South Second

CO

I

('

"
)'

'

'

Street.

CRETE

-

ACCEPTA! ICE OF

Ireland, Predicts the
Treaty Will Be Ratified.

of the Anglo-Iris- h
The Auoclnted PreM.)
Pact Is Assured,
Products Valued New (ByYork, Dec. 28. Sir Horace
According to a Rumor Important
arriving today for a
at $5,675,877,0 00, As Plunkett,
period of quiet in the west, preCurrent in London.
dicted that the Irish peace treaty
Compared With $9,075,-388,00- 0 would
be ratified and that Ulster
(By The Aisnrinlrd TroM.)
in

Port Tasadcna. Calif., Dee. 28.
Members of the University of
California football squad, which
will furnish a team to meet Wash,
ington and Jefferson University
here January 2, worked out today on the grounds of a local
country club.
The practice was open to newspaper men and sport writers from
far and near gathered to watch
the players. The weather was
more favorable than at any time
since the team arrived, as there
had been no rain since last evening and the skies were clearing.

MO COO KINO
rue
lot AH Ages.
Drink"
Food
that the petitioners in bankruptcy
had failed so far to show fraud. Quick Lunch t Home OfHce,an4
The contention lost by Parker was Fountains. Ak tot HORUCICS.
that no court had the right to hear
a i&'Avoid Imitations & Substitute!
bankruptcy proceedings against
common law trust. The decision
was that cfturts had this rlcht under
cortain circumstances.
'
Judge Evans Is directed 'to certo Wind Shield Glass-LumbI
tify that order of reference, and
sustain the defendants motion to I. C. BAI.DKIDOK MMBKR CO. I
The disit south First street. I'lione 403.
dismiss the complaint.
trict court Is given permission to
an
of
fix the time and terms
filing
amended complaint.
s
court
decision
the
district
Upon
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
depends the continuance of the In
Boilermakers and Welder.
vestigation conducted by attorneys
representing the Central Trust tlOO South Second St. lei. 1M3.M'.
company of Illinois, receiver. A
week ago a preliminary receiver's
report asserted that the
society had a bank balance of
$16 and that Its assets had been
transferred to various interlocking
enterprises, chiefly the Great Western Securities company of which
Mrs. Edith 8. Parker, Harrison
Packer's wife, is the controlling
factor, according to the report.
The original petition in bankruptcy was filed August S by William Hartman Sarah Smith and
Alexander C. Friedman. The appellate court's decision was on the
copetition of Parker and his and
trustees, N. A. Hawkinson
enJohn Coe. to reviow the orders
tered by Judge Evans relative to
chancery proceedings.

Sir Horace. Plunkett, Arriv-- 1
ing in New York From

TREATY

C. H. CARNIES
SPECIALIST IN (k'V'ILARi
KEFBACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone

(Br Vhe Associated Prret.)

TWO

THE PEACE PACT

REACHED BY THE
DAIL

IIS

VARSITY
WORKS OUT

CALIFORNIA
ELEVEN

c

STUCKEY'S

lffl.

Year 1920.

would Join in formation of the
Irish Free State.
Awoclntrd
Asked how he knew the treaty
(By The
Prs.)
counThe
Dec.
28.
be. ratified, he replied;
would
Washington,
"Because even if the dall canthis
valued
were
try's farm crops
on account of the pledges of
year at $5,675,877,000, based on not,
its members to an Irish republic,
prices paid to farmers on Decem- agree to another form of governber 1, the department of agricul- ment, It will have to consult the
ture announced todny in its final people and they will be for the
estimates. The same crops, wheh troaty.
the
comprise about 90 per cent of val"The terms of the treaty are
value of all farm crops, were
substantially those I have advocatued last year at 9,075.388,000.
ed for two and- a half years, so I
The area devoted to the impor- am
happy about them.
tant crops this year was 348,336,-00- 0- So naturally
also should Irishmen and
acres, compared with 349,- friends of Ireland In America feel.
067.000 acres last year. Final esti"In so far as the Irish question
mates of production and vulue an- is the old conflict between Britain
nounced included:
and Ireland, I believe it to be
3,081.251,000
Corn, production,
buried. Of course there will rebushels; value $1,305,824,000.
main many Irish questions which
Winter wheat, 687,032,000 and will take a long time to settle. "In
value $558,725,000.
this respect we are in the same poSpring wheat, production, 207,- - sition as every other civilized peovalue
861.001 and
$178,343,000.
ple.
894,893,- All wheat producton,
"The Ulster difficulty Is no long000; value, $737,068,000.
er an issue In British party poliand
Oats, 1,060,737,000
cies. I am confident there will be
a wholly new spirit In Ireland in
and $63,- - regard
Barley, 161,181,000
to this difficulty.
788,000.
"It would be- - in the best InterRye, '67,918,000 and 140,680,000. ests of the unionists of the northBuckwheat, 14,079,000 and
east corner of the Island to Join
hands with the great majority of
Flax seed, 8,112,000 and
their fellow countrymen as the
southern unionists have done. In
nice, 89,653,000 and $38,189,000. building up the Irish Free State.
Potatoes, 346,823,000 and
"But if they do not come in at
,
once I have no doubt that they will
Sweet potatoes, 98,660,000 and do so very soon."
$86,910,000.
and
Hay (tame), 81,567,000
SV SPECIAIj MISSIOX.
$989,693,000.
E.
lredo.andTex.,hisDec. 28. Gen.
and Iturblde
15,235,000
Hay (wild),
secretary anived
.
$101,088,000.
to
Mexico
en
from
route
City today
and New
1,117,682,000
Tobacco,
York, where, he said, he was
$207,570,000.
going on a special mission for the
and
Cotton, 8,340,000
treasury department ot Mexico.
Cotton seed, 3,704,000 and $107,- EGG PRICE PROPS.
972,000
Chicago, Dec. 28. Fresh eggs on
.
Beet sugar, 2,204,764,000 and
wholesale
exchange
, the Chicago
Cane sugar, 634,000,000 and
dropped 5 cents today to 44 cents
Peanuts, 816,465,000 and
a dozen. Receipts were nearly
Beans, 9,118,000 and $24,298,- - three times that of normal.
0.

ilea
Biaks AH Mtsmtk
62,000,000 square
yards of Concrete
highway pavement
equivalent to 6000
miles of
road
have been built this
year. This is nearly,
double the amount
18-fo- ot

built in any other year.
People demand roads
which give the greatest
measure of service, saving and safety. That is
why highway officials
everywhere are building
d
Concrete
roads. They know from
experience no other road
performs like Concrete.

1

hard-surface-

0.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Ideal Building
DENVER. COLO.

0.

I

c4 National Organization to Improve and
Extend the

r

Offices in

Uses
21

of Concrete

Other Cltlei

0.

0.

000.

Apples, 96,881,000
215,000.
Peaches, 32,733,000
Oranges,

HERMAN KCRTZTISCH.
Milwaukee, Wis.
"When it comes to eating, working and sleeping I'm like a different man from what I was a short
time ago." said Herman Kurtztisch,
406 '4
Norrls
Place. Milwaukee,
with the Northwestern Life Insurance Co., in relating his experience
with Tanlac.
"My wholo system was about to
give way as a result of two years'
constant suffering from stomach
trouble and I was so run down and
worn out I was hardly able to work.
I acutally dreaded to eat, as after
every meal I suffered so terribly
from heartburn, arid I was so nervous I. got little rest day or night.
"If it hadn't been for Tanlac I'm
firmly convinced I would have had
to resign my place. It came to my
aid In the nick of time and I am
strong for it. Tanlao was worth at
least fifty times what It cost me."
Tanlac Is sold in Albuquerqui by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all
other leading druggists everywhere.

For Indigestion and Constipation.
There may be people in this vicinity who are afflicted with indigestion and constipation, and If so,
they will be interested in the experience of Mrs. H, C. Getty, Indi
ana, Pa. When visiting Mt. Jewett,
To Cure a Cold In One Day
Take Laxative BROMO yUININE Pa., Mrs. Gotty was advised to try
tablets. The genuine bears the Big- - Chamberlain's Tablets for Indigesand says:
nature of E. w. Grove. (Be sure tion and constipation,
"This medicine not only cured me,
you et IROMO.) ;0c.
but toned up my whole system, bo
health has been better
that
Journal want ads net results than my
for years, since taking. It,"
tAdv,

'

.

,..",

30,700,000

and
and

$163,.
0.

and

C. OF C. AT HOPE TO
FINANCE FARMERS IN
BUYING DAIRY CATTLE
(Special Correnpondenee to The Journal.)
Artesia, N. M., Dec. 28, The
Chamber of Commerce of Hope,
N. M., is making arrangements to
finance the farmers In procuring
a carload of high grade dairy cattle for that section of the state,
at a minimum cost. The cattle
will be furnished to any farmer,
putting up good security and
promising to sell the cream to
local cream station. A small taU
of interest will be charged with
sufficient tlmo being allowed to
pay for the cattle, without inconveniencing anyone to a great extent,
This grade of tested dairy cows
will Increase the already hign
standard of dairy cattle in the
Hope country and will encourage
the farmer In the dairy work. In
this way the earning capacity
of the farm will be Increased In

a material

way.

a thriving llttlo
town, twenty miles west of Artesia,
has no railroad.
Artesia Is the
shipping point for all products of
inis section.
Hope, which Is

Free to Asthma anc1
Hay Fever Sufferers
Free)

Trial of a Method That Anyone
Can Uie Without Discomfort
or Loss of Tim
.

We have a method for the control of Asthma, end we want you to try it at our expenae.
No matter whether your cao ia of long standing, or recent development, whether it it present
Hay Fever or chronic Asthma, you
thould send for a free trial of our method.
No matter in what climate you live, no matter
what your age or occupation, if you art
troubled with asthma or hay fever, our
method should relieve you promptly.
We especially want to tend it to those
apparently hopeleta cases, where all forme oi
inhalers, douches, opium preparations, fumes,
"patent smokes, etc., have failed. We want
to show everyone at our expense, that our
method is designed to end all difficult breath,
and all those terrible
ing. all wheeling,
paroxysms.
Thie fret offer Is too Important te neglect
single day. Write now and begin the method
at once. Send no money. Simply mall coupon
below, po it Today you do not even pay
v
postage.

FREB TRIAL COUPON
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., Room38(VO
Niagara and Hudson Sti., Buffalo, N. Y.
Seed free trial of your method tot '

UNDER

A

PRIVATE

TUTOR

Ton Could not Receive as Complete or a More Personal Train
.
Ing Thun With t's
SECRETAHIAL, STENOGRAPHIC, niGIIER
ACCOUNTANCY, SAI.KSMANSIIIP,
ADVERTISING COIRSES
Onr students' srtccesa Is due to Individual Attention, Small
elimination
classes,
of impractical work, and systematic. Intensive study. Our training enables yon to meet the supreme
test In the Business World.

Western School for Private Secretaries

NEW TERM JANUARY 8, 1022.
Day, Ualf-DaEvening; and Special Sessions.
TIJeras Avenue at Eighth Street.
Telephone

901--

Jj

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
t

i

GLASS. PAINT.
'CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

2S NWKT1I

OMERA

VIKH'I

ST It EFT,

LUMP COAL

"THE BEST WHAT IS"

AZTEC FUEL COMPANY
Phone,2Bl

i

'

L.

J. MILLER, Pre

V
.'I

:4

W
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bore and aux- fense. We are not tha least hauntship guns to
bore, ed by this eventuality, no more
A
iliary craft guns to eight-Inc- h
L
but tho limitation of auxiliary than we are apprehensive of the
IS
ships to 10,000 tons displacement fact that the fleets of the other
was not affirmed, the French friendly nations, the United States
group expressing objection and the and Japan, will be considerably increased in comparison with our
point went over until tomorrow.
BE
OF
fleet.
France's Naval Program.
In presenting the French gov"Why then, they say, is a subto ine Journnl.)
(Sporlnl i
ernment's naval program, M. Sar- marine fleet such as demanded hy
Santa Fe, Dec. 28. A new
raut said that the cabinet and the France a necessity for her? Do
NAVAL
has
arisen
E
in the
III
controversy
supreme council of national de- we quibble over needs of others?
state house here, following the
fense In Paris had "resolved to ac- Do we call Into question their possuspension of the Santa Fo
to 175,000 sible Intentions? Do we suspect
cept the reduction
more
bank, which carried
of capital ships proposed by them? Assuredly we shall not do
than
Efforts to Agree on Tonnage tons"
$350,000 of state funds.
By Tha Asuoclnted Vrctti.)
so.
Committee Has Been Ap
the American group.
St. Louis, Doe. 2S.
Tho flrms
new
The
is
one
over
M.
adequate
Sarraut said that the theory
The conditions "of application"
Are Abandoned
-conference is bringincr the nntions
pointed By Gov. Mechem insurance for the state house closer
of this agreement would be easy of mat mere Is an Inevitable and
of
and
formation
and
the executive mansion.
together,
correlation between wha
France's Claims Are Laid settlement, he said, through con-- " necessary
to Investigate and Re
the league of nations shows tho
Tho last legislature
found
sideration of such qualifications we are obliged to do and what ou
world Is tired of wars, Ambassador
that more Insurance was needBefore Committee.
"as it may be useful to introduce," neighbors would then deem them
port to Next Assembly.
ed and made an emergency
Jusscrand of Franco, asserted toin connection with the naval holi- selves obliged to do," could not be
night before tho convention of tho
of
to
.,$4,000
appropriation
By The Axfioriatrd Preas.)
his
asserted
without
down
tho
to
to
The
Journnl.)
(Kpeclal
"asserting
Correspondence
day enabling powers
lay
American Historical association, of
take out additional insurance
Ho added that
Washington, Dec. 28 (by the As- in 1927 ships to replace these contrary."
th
28. A commit
Dec.
Santa
Fe,
which he is president.
on the two buildings and their
sociated Press.)
Efforts to agree which have reached their twen- French group did not admit also tea to make a
survey of the state
Honest nations, he said, "have
contents.
Tho amount then
and tieth
on limitation of submarine
that there was a "loglcnl correla educational
of existence.
year
been
been
considering what cotiM be
on
has
institutions
carried
tho two buildings
auxiliary ship tonnage were aban
will likewise be easy to set- tion between capital ships and
"It
trlod to prevent recurrence of caand contents was $345,000.
' submarine tonnages.
doned todny by the arms
appointed hy Gov. Merritt C. Me
tle
still
the
oustandlng,
question
tastrophes and to secure the safety
The architect who designed
ence naval committee after a na- - he said, "of the duration of the
CJiiidcd by Needs.
chem, with request to make its
of even the smaller nations.
Ami,
the capitol said the building
. val program fixing French limits agreement as to limitation of capi"That is an abstract rule which investigations and have a report
they bethought themselves of that
could not be replaced
for
at 90,000 tons in submersibleg and tal ship tonnage."
you thought you ought to lay down ready to submit to the next legis
organism which we eeo struggling
loss than $600,000.
The Cap330,000 tons in auxiliary vessels
here," he continued. "But we have lature. Tho committee named is
for a useful existence, tho league
So Concessions.
itol custodian board did not
had been announced to the naval
shown that we could not recognize as follows: Mrs. Frank W. Parker,
of
of
In
the
program
nations, with Its permanent tri
presenting
take
out
Insuradditional
the
committee for France by M. Par
we
Mrs.
it.
Arthur
Santa
Goodell,
are
Fe;
bv
our
guided
needs
bunal. Many disagree with the plan
tons of submarines
and
ance until a day or so ago,
Ros- F.
Silver
raut, heading the French delega 90,000
James
Hinkle,
Bt
duly
City;
proved,
legitimized.
stated,
but all agreo with its object.
330,000 tons of auxiliary craft lor
when additional policies for a
tion.
is this rule, and no other thought, well; Arthur Sellgman. Santa le;
"Years rniay elapse before the
France, M. Sarraut said the dele which
total of $145,000 were taken
ft Menace.
S. B. Davis. Jr., I.as Vegas; B, C.
dominates our feelings
Program
)
conis reached; but a great thins
to
Instructed
been
goal
has
gatlon
on
out
Tt was followed by expressions of
the
The
board
C
K.
capitol.
me
sunmanne
Hernandez, Albuquerque;
is that the goal stands visible, as a
question.
sent to no concession on- tha above
A.
It was in his rejoinder to this Crampton, Raton; Geo. A. Kase- - Is composed landof Nelsi
disappointment for the American, figures.
beacon, before tho world. The
commissionField, slate
Italiun and Japanese delegations
man, Albuquerque.
"To sum up," he continued, speech of M. Sarraut that Mr. Bal
Washington conference is just now
H.
J.
er;
of
Fe
Gerdes,
Santa
that no agreement was possible, France
the
four
show the "menace1
The purpose of appointing
as regards cap
sought to saw
causing us t(f come nearer.
member-whreand
another
Meand by a warning for the British tal ships, accepts
Great
In
Is
Britain
Gov.
the
committee
French
given by
secret treaties, already rorDin- sacrifice which she
signed some time ago, and
group by Arthur J. Balfour, that must face the
den by tho league covenant, will
In order to meet the submarine program. At the con chem as follows:
whose
not
has
been
Great Britain must regard th9 views
place
"From personal knowledge
cease to be restored. Actual negoof the conference and which elusion of his remarks he said h
filled. Field Is not in town
French submarine program as "a
received
Information
having been compelled
and reliable
tiations, however, will be initiated
an important reduction regretted
now.
to
very great menace" to British se- represents
on
an
am
of
I
insist
the
from
and
sources,
conducted in public in all their
aspect
ques
her normal sea power. She
For the Italian group, of
tion
curity.
of
he
which
would
a
number
convinced
that
gladly
have
limits
phases, only when humanity Is com
of
futura
the
the
program
also
tha
of
Senator Schanzer
spoke
our state educational instituposed of men Impervious to the
constitution of her fleet to 330,000 left undealt with."
of Italy, tons
"serious
added that he did
tions are in great need of
praise, the sarcasms, tho exigenauxiliary craft and to notMr. Balfour
because of the 'economic sacrl 90,000fortons
to
M.
othSarraut
"In
his
and
cies, the fury, the ridicule, tho
additional buildings
yield
for submarines."
conse
licee" and the "political
the
conviction
to
that
of tho agora."
er
good
in
order
idolatry
feeling
said
in
improvements,
Hughes
Secretary
reply
naval
pro he was
quences." the French
take care of the gradually inHaving to keep their govern
existing between his country and
gratified at French accept- their
,
gram might produce."
across
ments well Informed, lie emphathe channel
great ally
ance of the capital ship tonnage
creasing list of students apM. Sarraut replied Bharply "to
II sized that ambassadors
should keep
remain unshaken through all
limitation, as capital ships were would
plying for admission.
of the
the
which
allegations Just made, certain
themselves well informed so as- to
time
changes
"The
last
might
fully
legislature
weapon of offense and
which I find wholly inacceptable." If thechief
make their reports nioro truthful.
lie then turned the dis
realized this need and made
succeeded as it bring."
French naval estimates were based seemed conference
"t'se of spies Is utterly contemptto the American proposal a small appropriation which
evident It would, in reduc- cussion
on a conception "of the true needs
to
he declared. "The envoy
size
limit
ible,"
'and
the
armament
of
to
manUse
"in
the
a
PAVING
governor
might
ing
fairly
satisfactory
and Interests of France and her ner," armaments
should have recourse, for informaIn auxiliary ships.
have a survey made of these
represented
Innot
were
he
and
colonies,"
said,
For the Japanese, Mr. Ilanlhara
tion, not to traitors, but what I'i
Institutions to ascertain what
ships, that alone would aid said
fluenced "by any comparison with capital
little mora difficult, to his own
was no "essential objec
there
in
the
"in
was
of
a
basis
better
necessary
establishing
actually
what our neighbors are doing or lasting peace."
brains. There Is little to choose
tion" to the limitation of caliber
of
new
and
buildings
way
to
Commission
City
of guns on light cruisers but wish
Appears between the sccrn due the seduced
by anxiety to measure our naval
and submit a reHughes Disappointed.
forces against theirs."
duo to the seducer. And, morethe opinion of Admiral Baron extensions,
Think
of Plan and
of such survey with recExpressing his disanuolntment ed
port
Favorably
he continued, "lies with
over, from the practical point of
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After

the rogue's gallery,
GOTHIC STYLE OF PIG
publlo exhibition of photograpl
STIES ADVOCATED BY and description
o
criminal
was abolished six years ago
COLLEGE PROFESSOR which
Faces of 12,000 of the most notorious criminals are to be In the
(Bj Tha Axaorlatrd Tress.)
gallery which policemen will be
Dec.
28.
con
sties
Chicago,
Pig
required to study. The new gallery
structed after the gothic style of will cost J3.000.
nrcnitecture were favored by F. C.
Fenton, a worla to professor of agricultural engineering of Iowa state
college, in an address before the

Theaters Today

.American Society of Agricultural
engineers today. Proper arrangement of windows and lighting,
with sun parlors, were also advocated by the speaker.
The gothio style of farm bulld-inrj- s
was advocated
because the
open Bleeping roofs make it possible to stack more hay, make the
building larger without excessive
expense, and allow the "sun to
drift Into the hogs and other animals inside the building."

ROGUES' GALLERY

"It" Theater Repeating for tho
last time today, Elsie Ferguson B.t
the leading star In "Footlights," a
great Paramount picture; also
repeating for the last time tho
"Travelogue" and Current Events"
pictures.
Lyrlo Theater "Lady Fingers,"
with Bert Lytell end an
cast, is being repeated today for
the last timo; also repeating
"Spiking the Spooks," a two-reVanity comedy.
rastlmo Theater Sessile Haya- kawa, a great Japanese film star,
is at the Pastime today, as tha
character In "Where
leading
Lights Are Low;" also Clyde Cook,
Toreador."
"The
starring
all-st-
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St. Louis, Mo., Dec.
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St. Louis police board
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NEW SPIRIT

A

Bargains In
the Wash Goods Section
Pre-Invento-

CITY OPERATE

ry

OUTFIT

1

.

Spanish-America-

toij-nag-

Ros-well-

GIT! WILL CUT

mm

one-four- th

19c

DRESS GINGHAMS,

25c

dress ginghams, In
yards of the best quality
checks, plaids and plain colors, an unusual value for the money.
2,000

DEBTS

FRENCH

79c

GINGHAMS,

45c

Plaid effects, color combinations of red and grey, pink and
green, blue and tan, blue and green, etc. 32 inches wide.

48c DEVONSHIRE

39c

CLOTH,

of patterns In stripes,

Good assortment
plain colors.

,

checks,

plaids

and

35c KIMONA VELOUR, 27c

Splendid assortment of colors and patterns; tan, rose, navy,
grey, red and copen.

CREPE, 35c

45c JAPANESE

Best grade In all the popular shades fpr children's
women's aprons and house dresses,

il

h,

rompers,

45c CRETON, 29c

the light and dark, floral and conventional patterns

in

$1.25

CRETONS, 89c

figured repps and cretons, splendid color

Best quality,

combinations.

SUNFAST

$1.25

MADRAS,

79c

Color combinations of rose and green, gold and green, green
and black, etc. 36 inches wide.

45c

29c

MARQUISETTE,

Comes In white, cream and ecru, highly
hemstitched edge.

,

;

45c

mercerized

finish;

35c YARD

OILCLOTH,

5-- 4

Best quality oilcloth in white and light and dark fancies.

',

THURSDAY SPECIAL
WOMEN'S PURE THREAD
SILK HOSE, 79c
Think of it, a pair of the well known Buster
Brown Silk Hose, in
'IQitx
white or black for
I UK,
$1.25

'

,"

,

,

i

Sizes; limit One Fair to

All

No C. O. D.'s,

FRANCE

Customer

phone orders or returns

on this special

!

SURPRISE

111

I

00

4

A FEW HIGHLIGHTS
PRE-INVENTOR-

PiLES

Wicker, American

KIDDIE

OFF

brown mahogany

KARS, 25
OFF
Prices were arready low.
WAGONS, 20
to
OFF
Coaster and Express Wagons 50ft
of all sizes and
prices.

VELOCIPEDES, 25
OFF
at various prices.
CHILDREN'S CHAIRS, 25
OFF

Come In all sizes and
Chairs

and Rockers

DINNER

for the little folks

SETS, $8.25

Harding Blue striped Dinner Sets,
at 98.25,
31-Pie-

f?mniesar

In

Breakfast Sets, $6.90

reality Dinner Sets for small

Breakfast Room Suites, $33.50

Mahogany and white enameled
and four chairs.

set of table

$18.25 Armstrong Electric Table
Stove and Waffle Iron
$14.95
Smoking Stands
$ 1,95

American Beauty Electric
,$11.95'
?iv American beauty Electric

$14
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;

poo

namuion

tfeach

driven brush)

$ 7.50

(motor
Electric

Vacuum Cleaner
$49.00
$37.50 large size Kiddie Koops $31.50
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walnut,

All sizes.
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Scott's
Emulsion

SALE
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TEA WAGONS, 25
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WHAT MOOD CHARTS OF MUSIC'S REACTION REVEAL
m

Dr.

Researcli Done Under Carnegie Institute of
Technology With 200,000 Specimens
Shows Interesting Results
than 200,000 mood change charts showing individuals' reac
MORE to music
are under scrutiny of the school research depart-

ment of the Carnegie Institute of Technology.
y
there is
presented part of the results of the study, an article written by Dr.
Esther L. Gatewood, one of the research staff. It is not only most
-interesting, but is decidedly out'of the ordinary in its conclusions.

U

ft

Esther L. Gatewood, who writes' authoritatively and
of the research work with mood charts of music.
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feel sad and want sad music; the music strument has been overcome. The phono-yowant Is in keeping with your mood.raph has been so perfected that it is easy
On the other band, suppose you feel gay to distinguish a Stradivarius from a Guar- narius reproduction. We have the best ot
but want to hear serious music,
you may feel serious and want something musio always with us. We must learn to
gay; the music you want is in contrast to nse It In well balanced proportions.
The question most often asked in a muslo
your mood. The relation Is constant
Your mood at the time may play con- shop is, "What do you want to hear?" The
siderable part In the effect which the muslo time will come when in our best shops the
gives, but It is pot the most important sales person will be a sort of librarian, who
pait. Among the people who heard the will know what the customer ought to
same music on two different occasions re- hear, and will see to It that his library ot
sults were studied from fourteen people music is a well rounded one. We shall go
who felt gay at one time and serious at Into a shop and buy, not a particular piece
the other. The musio gave the same effect
under the two opposing mood conditions.
Evidently the muslo Itself is the most poHUNDRED MILLIONS
tent factor.
1921
lift:
The need for a variety In music cannot
same
to
the
be overemphasized. Listening
kinds of music day after day Is like getting the odor of the same perfume. It
finally ceases to have any effect. If It be
a strong one it may become nauseating.
It certainly has norths pleasant effect
that It had In the beginning. It is good
for us to have all kinds of music, if for no
other reason than that it arouses a variety
ot feelings, but we may say, "I don't like to
feel sad or serious." It is healthy that we
should feel serious sometimes.
The need for different kinds of muslo
is not unlike the need for variety In foods.
We1 should grow very tired
of eating
1911
79
spinach every day or of having nothing
but lamb chops tor a month or even a
CONCERTS,
week. And yet some of us try to live and
PRDNOGRAPHSJ
be happy on the same kind of music day
RECORDS
after day, year after year.
ETC.
One who Is not familiar with the delicate flavors of the finer liqueurs calls for
something with a "kick" in it The
amount ot "kick" may be Increased and
the drinker feel no more "Influence" than
he did from the preceding.
And so It 1
with the jazz music. It has become jazzier
and jazzier, In answer to the common demand. The ordinary Jazz failSJto have any
effect A certain amount ot Jaw is wholesome, but only a limited amount.
We do not understand music. Most of us
only feel it. We are not conscious of the
sources ot its effect Seldom do we realize
that rhythm Is the predominating element
INSTRUMENTS
of our feeling for gayety or excitement;
AND
that melody with the pleasing Instrument
19
psrancnoNa
INSTRUMENTS
quality, Is the basis of feeling. Each of
AND
the several musical elements plays its part
INSTRUCTIONS
In the emotional effect which one gets, but
it is only rarely that we stop to analyze
these, elements or to relate them to our
own experience. We are usually satisfied
SHEETS-BOOSHEET S- - BOOK
that the food which we eat is palatable
and appetizing, and yet pometimes we wish
to know how a certain dish was made.
u

"

'

Value in Nervous Cases Still Being Studied,
but Data of Movement Have Been
Obtained and Classified
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By ESTHER L. GATEWOOD, Ph. D.
years ago the United States alone dent literature refers to the mysterious
4
-;
for music six hundred million effect of music upon the people. Hindoo
dollars a year, or approximately legend, Greek mythology, Biblical lore all
recite stories of great changes wrought or
thirty dollars a family, and yet we are not
great deeds inspired by the use of particconsidered a musical people. Thirty-eigh- t
ular kinds of music.
pi K'x
per cent of this six hundred million dollars
However, many of these stories are fable,
'
,
rl
.
was spent for musical Instruction lessons For example, many of you have heard the
I
'
on different kinds of instruments. One stories of the famous Roman pageant, in
H:
.
,
which children with their bodies gilded
f
and
per cent, was spent for music
One
of
these
angels
represented angels.
. that is in book or sheet form and the rest
is supposed to have died aa a result of
went for concerts and various other forms certain music J.hat was played. The truth
of musical entertainment.
we spend was that the child died as the result of
more than a billion a year.
the gold paint, which stopped the pores
The phenomenal increase of the use of and thus prevented the air from reaching
the phonograph within this last decade has his body.
'
A M ' swelled the total figures to about double
I
Many years ago historical reference was
fj
'
what they were ten years ago. It has also made to the use of music in the treatment'
chanced the nronortlon of the exoenditure. of certain nervous disorders. During the
A much smaller per cent, is spent for muBi- - last few decades experiments have been
cal instruction particularly by the aver- perfrmed both in America and in Europe.
.
f.
?
age family. In these busy years youth lias It has not yet reached a stage of uniform
'
-i
11
i
.no time for anything so mild as taking usefulness, although some doctors have
piano lessons or learning to blow a cornet. obtained consistently beneficial results.
The traditional lessons which every son Especially in the cases of melancholia and
and daughter must "take" have almost dis- slight mental disorders has the use ot
Most of us are mere listeners, music proved of benefit. By far the maappeared.
nnd perhaps in some ways It Is well that jority still consider music and Its use with
we are.
;
n humorous attitude.
Many Interesting
Music is essentially a social art. It had stories are told. A well known surge&i
its beginnings with the people. It was a tells how one Sunday morning just as h
natural pastime, the expression of a com- was placing a woman on the operating
mon feeling. Group singing
is in table the congregation ot a nearby church fnrfhflr fthnwn that fhla aftart la linlfrtrrn the same
feeling at different times that th
teresting because each person Is engaged began singing "Nearer, My God, to Thee." for more tn8n half the people. Naturally music Is heard.
hrthe same activity and all share its pleas The woman looked up pitifully at the sur we do not expect every one to experience
We also studied" the effect ot the per
ure. Singing when you are by yourself is geon and said, "Doctor, is that me?" An- the
son's own mood, at the time. What kind
same; result.
done to keep yourself company and not be- other doctor tells how he once offered a
sad and when we are gay?' Is there any
cause you enjoy your own voice particu- patient the alternative of taking gas or ' Extended
Experimentation
difference In the results which the music
of being sung to sleep. The patient replied
larly.
On
Lines
Mood
cf
gives under these different conditions? In,
Change
Group listening Is social In Its effect, that he would take the gas.
one nnas an tunas
a large group
Not long ago we made a study similar
In more serious vein, however, there Is
just as group singing Is, but not to the
What Influence does this have
same extent. You can go to a concert by much interesting discussion of the prob- to that of the mood change chart, but go- of humors. effect
of the music, and is this
upon the
yourself and enjoy it thoroughly, but few lem. Interesting and convincing success ing further Into details and more carefully influence constant? In a group of fifty-fiv- e
of us would elect to go to a theatre alone. with music as an aid In the treatment ot
women each was asked to record her
The problem
To be sure you enjoy music very much certain types of cases, In keeping the pa- controlling the conditions.
moods
and to tell what kinds of music she
of
more when you listen with some one else tients happy, making them forget them- was to find out whether a given piece
would like to hear. Then a set ot records
who enjoys it The great role of muslo selves and in offering them a way In which music has the same effect at different
was played and a comparative study made
In the church service Is to arouse the so- to entertain themselves and each other are ' times.
Fifty young women of college age of the relation of different moods and decial spirit in the congregation quite as reported. In one hospital where nervous were the
subjects. The same musical se- sires to the effect of the music.
much as to arouse the emotional attitude diseases are treated a report shows that
were
For the sake ot convenience these moods
lections
heard at two different times,
of worship.
a large percentage of the cases were helped,
or passive.
Very few of us, relatively speaking, and' only 2 per cent of the entire number seventeen days apart, under exactly the may be characterized as active
When ono feels happy or bright, excited or
choose music as a vocation, and those who objected to music or found it distasteful.
same conditions.
restless, there is a feeling of surplus energy
do are too numerous for each to make a The rather extensive interest that has reThe results show that the music does have within one's self which he desires to exrespectable livelihood. A few more choose cently been manifested In the uses ot music the same effect in a
majority of cases. pend on something outside. When, on the
It as an avocation. The days of the old must bring to the public something new
Some music which arouses a certain feel- other hand, he feels serious, sad, dull, tired, Best of Music at Hand
singing school are practically past. We and reliable In the way of results.
ing will arouse the same feeling practically depressed, discouraged, forces from the
must hunt out some remote rural district
Ready to Be Drawn On
every time It is heard, while other music outside are stronger than his desire to
where real community spirit exists un- Introspection and
was
to hear any really good
when
Time
will
arouse
same
the
effect the second time expend energy.
forced to find the sort of gatherings where
f
Our
Lives
Conone
of
about
in
must
the
miles and pay exmusio
travel
want
hearers.
more
The
show
only
results
that
May
Brighten
people
each man and woman sings with all his
of enervating music than quieting music. orbitant
the
of
number
different
kinds
sidering
a
for
prices
single evening's pleasheart and with all his strength and enjoys
Introspection has been looked upon as effects which music gives the probability More than that, there are one hundred and
matter
how
It in the same degree. A few such places
ure.
No
far removed from the
rare and only for the inspired. of receiving the same effect would be 6 thirty-twrequests for music like the exist- centres ot musical
are still to be found. Even I, and I am far something
the best of
activity,
which
or
In
loss.
t
cent,
the
an
is
In
art
all
numbers tried ing moods as against seventy-eighper
requests
from old, remember visiting .an old fash- True, Introspection
The
command.
at
is
music
one's
no
one
conevery
showed less than 45 per cent
for music unlike existing moods. For any
ioned singing school, where the Binglng but few indulge, and one which can well
ot acunsurmountable
some
and
as
91
ran
seemingly
as
difficulty
is
relation
sistency,
this
per
high
person
astonishingly
given
master beat out the time with a heavy be cultivated. Know thyself is a wise adcent. This shows definitely that there is consistent.
Suppose you feel happy or gay curately producing the human voice and
hickory ruler and gave the pitch on 'a monition. ' Most people know less about
In the music itself which givea and want gay music,
you may the exact tone quality ot each musical In
wheezy old organ, which I was Invited to themselves than about anybody else In something
how
did
and
But
everybody
play.
sing,
what a good time everybody had! One the world. Many of us go to a doctor to
must search long and earnestly to find find out how we feel. When he asks us
most of we answer, "Oh, doctor, I feel awful." After
these delightful events.
us are hearers only.
a period of careful questioning and examthe patient and the doctor between
ination
Know
Don't
;
Themselves,
.
People
By WELLS HAWKS.
them may discover the nature of the pain
Are
Unmusical
Saying They
and perhaps its location.
ing strength of the family tie of circus
And so It Is ofttlmes in analyzing out
Don't tell yourself and your neighbors
folks you should be on the lot the last
ask
We
and
various
stop
about
music
know
feelings.
don't
that you
rarely
anything
,
and are therefore not affected by different ourselves how do we feel. Has It made day of the season. It is the last of every- y
kinds of music. Never tell them that you life easier or more serious? Just to get thing in another sawdust year. It is a a gooi-b-of
after eight months in the hoop-lpainted quarters and the main poles, and, who' do the work on the lot and the men
hate It, that it disturbs you or that it bores people to thinking about music and about
spangleland, and it la the beginning of a .folding up the canvas, start home for winter who load and unload the trains. The cirnus
you. The chances are that you don't know themselves has In itself been no small task. scattering to the four corners of the globe.
quarters. Of course, like the birds, the cir- treasurer throughout the season, as per veryourself as well as others do. Few people We know that we are pleased or displeased.
Circus people look forward to this last day cus flies south in the winter, but there must bal and undisputed contract holds out so
we
even
how
do
ourselves
ask
th
do. Above all don't tell your friends that Rarely
of the season with all the expectancy that always come a time on the calendar when much each month on the pay ot every
He would but spend it perhaps
you like only one kind of music and don't selection affected us, whether we feel gay, marks the group around the country store It is too cool for the outside show.
want to .hear anything else. He will know or sad, whether weary or rested, whether Just before the advent of home, week.
People who perform in circuses give a foolishly if given the money each week, and
th
when
end nf thA Noaann mivIa Iiilv da
calmed or quieted or excited. Many art Though it means the close of the season it dumb show. Their acts are those thnt
that you are a musical dyspeptic.
appeal to the eye. Thus the circus act that" money to pay his way home and nothing to
Measurements have been made of the even wont to look upon those who do ask has none of those stalking bogles that pursue
and (irtcll In the dreams of the average in- is good is as much an attraction at Madison start the winter on. Thus on the last day
effect of various kinds of music on the such questions as sentimental dreamers dividual on the
verge of losing a Job or Square Garden as It would be In Cuba, South the red wagon, which Is the main office and
with
"temperament"
rate of heart beat, the pulse and on resplrar
his moniker cut off of the autograph Amorira Cnno Tnum Pnnfn nr in onnttnental counting room of the show, carries a Brent
having
The symptoms and the cure for tempo- list that Is
tion. These effects are not dependent upon
closely akin to the cash register. Europe, whe a most ring novelties come sum of money, and on the afternoon ot the
the amount of musical training you have rary weariness, indisposition and mental To the average circus person it simply from. Thus when It Is time to rlnsr the last performance everybody arets paid off for
had. They are physiological responses to unrest are not unlike the symptoms and means a rest that has been planned and last bell of the season the majority of acts the finish, and out come the holdbacks the
the music Itself. Corresponding to these cures for some of the more common dis- provided for, the going back home to the are already booked for the winter with tent 'savings.
' Don't overlook this last
day of the circus
effects there are certain eases. The causes are less severe, the re- farm or Just a change from under the can- shows going still further south, to the perphysiological
vas to under the tin roofs of the town halls manent circuses that are beginning to come you Boards of Trafle and boosters for townpsychological effects which we commonly sults less disturbing and the treatment less and a few glided
back In Europe or else td vaudeville or the ships I It Is a great day for the local meropera houses.
speak of as feelings or emotional effects. stringent. But would you not like to be
Weeks before the final performance and
chant for the yearning to shop leaps trl- -,
Hippodrome in New York pity.
The people who say they know nothing able to determine what music will best re- the last crack of the whip, months beforo bigThe
day before the close of the show a umphant In the human breast when one has
when
store
have
Just
like
affected
Just
you
music
often
are
your
about
happiness
the last time the elephants have pyramided number of new men are seen arounij the coin In the pocket
When the circus closes some distance from
the others. Music has a similar effect on had a quarrel with your neighbor or havi on the red painted tubs and the clowns have tent, and all of them seem to be particularly
been irritated by the office boy? Would avalanched down a mountain of blue boards well known to the heads of the outfit, and winter quarters that is, in the far South
both musical and unmusical people.
Some time ago the Edison Phonograph you not like to be able to select that music into a sea of pine sawdust It is the excep- especially to the perforrners. It soon turns and quarters being at Bridgeport or Barra-bo- o
a special train was generally got up
to find a soul of the circus that cannot out that these are the representatives pi
Company created considerable stir by put- wlich will bring to you happy memories or tion
tell you plans for the winter, and there are various railroad and steamboat lines, agents to run straight through.
I will always
of fancy?
Or
music
that
At
which,
out
chart.
mood
and
first
music
a
flights
ting
who for many years have been In at the recall as the happiest of circus experiences
very good reasons why.
it was looked upon as a fantastic notion. when you are unduly weary, will bring to many
home
charon
the
has
been
these
a circus performer's
Thrift
trains. ' Getting out
finish to sell transportation home to the
trips
Some of us thought that It meant nothing. you rest and pleasant dreams?
acteristic since the first days of showdom. people of the. show sometimes as many as on the lot one of the closing days In
You
need not be a trained musician to You might find the man with the
In other words, that it was sentimental
with a real Arkansas, I saw with delight (being of Manshiny 1,600, and never less than 800
'
"bunk," and that we only imagined what appreciate the difference between the stovepipe hat, the hawserlike gold chain and caravan.
hattan) a complete New York Central train,
we wrote down as effects from the music. "Berceuse" from "Jocelyn" and the "Tann-hauesAll circus performers own and carry their diner, sleepers, horse and baggage cars
the tiger claw pendant still talking in superMarch." Nor do you need any one latives on State street or Fourth avenue in equipment, so In the aggregate It makes a everything that looked "Jes carryin' us
Others felt that, by divine inspiration, we
had been introduced to some supernatural to tell you that you do not feel the same the winter. Just as broke Us he was loud, but great lot of shipping that goes to every part home." All the real crowd going North took
with the performer it is a rarity and if he of the globe. All of them have numerous this train, and it was a wonderful
It Is neither. It is merely when you hear that recently popular num- is
phenomenon.
The cooks and waiters on the diner
"up against it" the cause Is generally ot trunks of costumes and effeots. Them from
"
as you do when you hear
a means of demonstrating the fact that ber,
his own making. Circus people save their the sleeping cars in which the eight month had been chosen not only for skill but for
music does have a definite effect, and that Massenet's "Elegy." It is no deep, dark money. The
hand that can twist the texturo season's
has been done Is stripped voices, so that they could form a douVe
different kinds of music can thus be com- secret that you are differently affected by of a pair of silk tights around a penny so the hometravelling
furniture, the kniokknacks, the quartet and sing while serving meals. Then
been
to
music.
of
chief
kinds
various
has
Its
get
purpose
pared.
closely that It makes a pullup hold in slipsouvenirs, not forgetting the alcohol stove we had part ot the hand with us, and each
The prime question is, "Are different ping them on also knows how to drop dollars for the after the show coffee and the fried one had something in the entertaining line,
people to think about music in relation to
themselves, and it has accomplished this people affected alike by the same musical In the old family stocking. And not forgetegg that made a drawing room on a circus even to the Inevitable individual who could
,
end admirably. The vast amount of data selections?" If so, a group in Oregon must ting that the family stocking becomes a horn sleeper as homelike as a Flatbuah bungalow do just a few card tricks.
Of course we got .up a minstrel show..
from the mood change charts are being get the same effect from a given piece ot of plenty with big end turned down and open or a flat not too far from the circus agent
flow
or
If
is
a
for
there
In the Chicago loop. Then, too, all rider How could we help it when we had the silver
any brother
golden
studied at the Carnegie Institute of Tech' music as a group In Maine, and a group
lster of the ringside needing help. Think own thejr horses and equipment so rail and voiced announcer and twelve downs In the
nology at Pittsburgh, It Is not intended In Micmgau tne same as a group in Tyn1i right nowdi4 you ever hear of any person travelling
must be made for these party, to say nothing of the eoubrette who
that this analysis of the effects of music nna. A classification Into groups on th of the circus being In dire want? Not over as well asprovision
for drawing room, and lower sang in the concert and her husband, who
twenty-fohours at the most
upon the moods of the listener shall in any basis of musical training, educational
berths for the pretty ladles that go through after he had taken tickets on the main door
Well, it has been announced atout two the hoop and the sad faced clown who went back and, putting on his chill con came
way be Interpreted from a therapeutic differences, perhaps occupational differIt is not our purpose to sug- ences, such as are found between the rural (weeks In advance that the show Is going to draws the uppers,
viewpoint.
clothes, did a Mexican knife act with the
You will wonder what becomes of all the mother-in-lagest music as a substitute for medical districts and cities, may show somewhat close at such a time. But gossip has had
pinned against the board in
the news long before. Then when one sses working outfit technically known in circus an outline of sharp and quivering cutlery.
treatment or even as a prominent aid to It. different results.
elephants getting nervous In the frost nomenclature as the "roughnecks and the He didn't do all of this on the train, but he
It has been definitely shown by careful the
Recently a revival of interest in the use
laden
air and the tropical bred razorbaeks," which, being Interpreted for would eat with his knife, which we forgave
of music in connection with certain kinds experiments that a certain kind of muslo animalsmorning
who visit hall shows and neighborshivering It is pretty sure to be time
because of his lifelong profession as a knife
of mental disorders has been aroused. An- - has its own particular effect It has been to wrap up" the cages, take down the blue people
hood picture houses only, means the men thrower. One of ths clowns said hs had read
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The Last Crack of the Whip at the Circus

To-da- y

Break Up of the Big Show for the Winter

I

1 f

of music, but music to satisfy a certain
desire. We shall buy music to rest us when
we are weary, music to stimulate us when
we need It We shall be given musio to
cheer us when we are sad or music to
satisfy our more serious desires.
Perhaps you will not know what you
need to hear, but the efficient musio librarian will know. She will examine your
needs", the stock you already have and will
give you the kind of music which will
round out your library, and give you music
for every mood and for every desire.
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In a sailors' newspaper published at sea
that there was once a gob who mixed his
beans with honey so they would stick to his
knife but the steel thrower did not see the
humor of this, and said the clown better
stick to two highs and back falls with
bang bang on the cymbals to make It look
hard.
We called the train "The Sawdust Special."
As we couldn't possibly get all of the audience Into one car and-- have the show too we
struck on the plan of playing it as sort of
ons car stands. Starting in the baggage car,
we formed for parade and, while we didn't
have the red and golden wagons and the
"panoply of pageantry" that we used on the
highways out in the stick country, yet we
probably set the pace with a circus parade
on a solid ten Pullman car train from Arkan- "M ,nf Nw Yorlt with nothing but circus
folk aboard. We had enough of a band to
head the procession and then came a clown
leading a goose and all along the line was
something else novel and thoroughly of the
wagons red. Every one was requested to be
In his berth and down the aisles lined with
these pajamaed and populated shelves of applauding humanity we paraded, stopping In
each car long enough to give our "hitherto
unheard of and unexcelled performance."
After we had finished, the concert was announced and in came the singers, porters,
cooks and waiters as a sort of a Pullman
afterpiece. You will not wonder that when
ws reached New York the trip seemed all
too short
In the beginning I spoke of the family tie
of circus people and of thekr care of those
for whom Ufa in the latter Wears had been
stripped of the tinsel and tlfc gilt To this
add one more virtue their never ceasing
memorials of those w'-- i 'lave heard the
for the last
whip crack In life's th
time and have gone U,
nter quarters
of eternity.
I have never travelk"1
'i a circus man
or woman whov did not r ul the towns In
the country where some one Of the circus
had been burled. It might have been a circus owner laid to rest under the towering
granite in the city cemetery, some performer
sleeping in a graveyard by the village
church or some, lonely mound near the
railroad yards, all are known and none were
forgotten. And no matter how fari from
the lot, between the performances a delegation of the people of the ring will take the
band and, going to the graveyard, stand
around the mound of that one always in
their memories and with uncovered heads
remain In silence while the clanging band
of the tent plays softly and with tender
tempo "Nearer, My God, to Thee,"
And this is about the people who spend
their lives In the open, near the great hills:
and down by the rivers.
i
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ITER JOB IS TO
STUDY ALL LAWS
AFFECTING WOMEN
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then add

Blowly 1 2 tablespoons
of vinegar continuing to beat.
You now have combined the
Pre&h drewsing and the above
named Ingredients and will then
add the following: 1 tablespoon
of finely chopped chives, 1 tablespoon Chili saucer and 2 teaspoon, paprika. Mix thoroughly
Just before serving
and chill.
beat hard for three minutes.
Reader Friends, 1
And now,
want to say that I hope, as you
eat this dinner next Sunday, yoa
will all be entering upon a Very
t
Happy New Year!

THE HEW GENERATION
By JANE PHJELPS

BEAUTY CHATS

!

oclal Catendsr
Wedding of Miss Lois Stearns
and Benjamin R. Kennedy at the
Stearns home at 12 ro.
Meeting of Congregational Mls-- J
sionary society at home of Mrs.
Ernest Smith at 406 South Walter
street at 3 p. m.
Ladles' Aid society of the Lead
Avenue Methodist church will meet
at home of Mrs. Ed Miller at 718
South Third street at 8 p. m.
Dinner of Business and Professional Women ,and. Rotary club
at Country club at 6:30 p. m.
Sans Soucl club dance at Wom-an- s
club at 9 p. m.
;.

TAFFETA FROCK IS .
DEMURE IN EFFECT

GOOD

GROOMING.

--
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Black-eye- d
Susan: If
your
complexion has even a few pimples It proves that the digestion is
upset or else that tho system is

WHO

MRS. P.TC0RM

DICED rrnDny
HARVESTEH

HEAD

Petition Charges Desertion;
Defendants Attorneys File
An Answer Admitting the
Allegations.

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

Iy The Associated Trent.)
BY EMHSE.
Chicago, Doe. 2 8, Mrs. Edith R.
The youthful taffetas are again McCormick,
daughter of John D.
swishing their way into milady's Rockefeller, Sr., was granted a diAs usual they herali
wardrobe.
Harold F. McCormick,
the spring season, but will be vorce from lhe lntrrnnttnnnl Har- worn before the winter is up atvcster company, in superior court
the southern resorts. Quaint little it0(ay
styles which make any woman loo
No'provlsion for alimony was
years younger than eho really ciujed in the divorce decree, which
is are the most attractive features wa3
in court by Judge
Bined
of these taffeta frocks. The colors
Mrs.
A. McDonald, after
are navy and black, with a very Charles
Mccormick had filed suit charging
few gray hairs and browns.
d&ertion against Mr. McCormick,
this charming model is made of whone attorneys filed an answer ad- navy taffeta in a very simple and mlttinc thn r.harce,
demure style. It is the very breath
While no announcement of any
of youth as It rustles along. The settlement was mnde in court, an
skirt Is rather full and distendsd agreement has been reached bea bit by means of five rows of tween Mr. and Mrs. McCormick on
heavy cordlnes. The blouse of tb a division of property, according to
frock is made on the basque lines clarence Darrow, one of counsel for
D""'L
wr. MCUOrmiCK.
.
,
. round
n v
,.
t.i. .nnflAj in mim
n,,.jn, ,.,.n
made lace and tucked net with court with her lawyer find two
in the front and back is the 'nesses. Mr. McCormick was not
making of the frock. It adds Just present, although his three lawyers
the right touch of distinction and were mere, umcrwiw w vuu.
aoes not mar tho simplicity.
room was deserted.
According to Mrs. McCormick s
testimony, the McCi rmieks were
married in 1895 and lived together
that
nntil 1918, when she alleges while
Mr. McCormick deserted hor Switzthey .were staying in Zurich,
v

HAM IN THE NEW YEAR'S
DINNER MENU.

Ham is a good choice for the
main course of the New Year's
dinner, accompanied as suggested
in the following menu:
Olives
Celey
Oyster Soup
Small Crackers
Baked Ham

;

Currant rauce
Potatoes Chantilly

Cauliflower
Brussels Sprouts
Lettuce, Russian Dressing
Lemon Meringu Pie
Coffes
Bonbons
Nuts
Baked Ham:
Buy a small,
rather lean ham and wash it
thoroughly, sprinkling it well with
soda, then rinsing it with cold
water. Place it in a large kettie
with 8 whole cloves, 'i teaspoon
ground cinnamon, 8 pepper corns,
3
teaspoou ceiery seen and i
quart of sweet cider; add boiling
water to cover and let simmer
Then
fiva hoursJor until tender.
remove the ham from the water,
skin It, sprinkle
It with sugar,
brush it over with a beaten raw
egg, cover it with bread crumbs,
stick it with cloves (all over at
even Intervals) and place it in a
baking pan. Add a little hot water
as (with any other roast and bako
it slowly from one to two hours.
Basts with the liquor in the pan
every 20 minutes and, as it evap
l--

orates, add fresh hot water. When
done and brown, trim the meat
from the bone end and decorate
the latter with celery leaves and
curls. Place the ham on a platter
and make the currant sauce as
follows:
Currant Sauce: Add to the
liquor in the pan 1 cup of boiling
water. Let boil for a few minutes,
stirring constanly, then thicken
with 4 tablespoons of hot melted
butter in which 3 tablespoons of
flour have been mixed until
Season with salt and
smooth.
pepper and add
glass of
currant Jelly either black or red.
Heat to boiling point and serve.
Potatoes Chantilly: Boil pared
white potatoes
till done, then
mash them. season Wuh sail. lieu- per and butter, ana instead of
adding milk or cream, add enough
to make them
whipped cream
fluffy. Serve at once.
Russian Salad Dressing:
Finely
chop the white and the yolks of 2
hardbolled eggs separately.
Rob
2
of a red pepper through a
sieve (or ubs a little mors than
this quantity of canned chopped
ptmlento) and add 1 green pepper
Now add these
finely chopped.
ingredients to ordinary French
dressing made as follows: Put into
a bowl
teaspoon salt, 8 tea4
teaspoon papspoon pepper,
rika and 0 tablespoons of olive oil;
beat well until all are combined,
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package which contains proper directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes bf 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 DruggUti.
ot Bellcrllctcld
AfpMa It the trade mark of Barer Mtnntactnra 0 Moooeceticacldeiter

VANILLA,
STRAWBERRY,
PLTOTI PUDDING,
CRANBERRY ICE,
INDIVIDUAL
ICED GLASSES.
;

Ice Cream

.

BOTTLED WHOLE MILK OUR SPECIALTY.

Albuquerque
317-32- 1

Co-Operat-

North Second

Dairy Ass'n
Phone 351

,

t.

in completely by morning, and you.
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
"They work
and will feel splendid.
the world to phyelo your liverHeadwhile you sleep." Cascarets never
bowels when you have Dizzy
like Salts, Pills,
ache, Colds, Biliousness, Indiges- is stir ycu upor orOilgripe
and they cost only
tion, or Upset, Acid Stomach two Calomel,
ten cents a box. 'Children love Cascandy-Uk- e
"Cascarets." One or
too.
tonight will empty your bowels carets

'

tOTB BOOK

Mrs. Burnlta Shelton Matthews.
Mrs. Burnlta Shelton Matthews,
les-aresearch secretary of the Na
'
B.
'Ji
tional Woman's party, is directing
of
investigation
the nation-wid- e
laws affecting women. Her work
one
of the preliminary steps
will be
:
to the introduction of an amend,
,
ment to remove all discriminations in national and state laws
against women.
"The present work of the women's party now that political equality achieved," according io Mrs.
Matthews, "is tne removal of all
discriminations
other
against
t.
- i! women.
'
Two methods of work are being
'
followed simultaneously, state and
federal. An amendment to the
national constitution will bo intros
1.1
of
duced at the present session
congress. State bills are to be inYou must look well from front troduced as the varlouslegislaturcs
and bock.
convene.
If you follow these directions
you will have a clear and healthv WOMEN INDUSTRIAL
complexion. The freckles are not
MAKING
a disfigurement, but if you do not INSPECTORS
like thorn you can bleach some ot
IN MISSOURI
GOOD
them by using cucumber Juice or
peroxide of hydrogen.
(By The Aaioclnled Preea.)
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 28. In a
resume of her first six months exLOAN COMPANY PLACED
perience as chief inspector of the
of Missouri,
IN RECEIVER'S HANDS Industrial department Moyer-Wing
Mrs.
Alice Curtis
comes to the conclusion that wom(By Ihe Associated 1'reu.)
industrial
Inspecen make good
Greeley, Colo., Dec. - as. Tho tors, and that
they are the equal
Greeley L,oan company, a corporatheaof
in
men
the
of
inspection
tion doing a general insurance, reul
ters, bakorles and other indusestate, loan and investment here, tries.
with a capital of $160, 0U0, was "There's nothing more pleasing
placed in tho hands of a receiver
cleanliness and,
here today on petition of creditors. to the woman than
W. A. Insinger of Greeley was ap- therefore, my woman inspectors
have shown an intense desire to
pointed receiver.
bakeshops
The court action followed the su- rehabilitate unsanitary
eaticide December 19 of R. A. Hoff- and to clean up unwholesome
of
enforcement
The
places.
ing
of
the
company.
man, president
also
has
law
given
The Greeley Loan and Trust com- the child labor
Incentive
an
woman
Inspectors
pany, a bank closely connected with the
work with zest and zeal for the
tho Greeley Loan company, has to
been in the hands of Grant McFer-so- welfare of the little ones," said
state bank commissioner for Mrs. Wing.
"It was only natural," she added,
the last week.
be
The Greeley Loan company, ac- "that some objections would
woman
cording to the petition asking the raised against employing
I
believe
of more factory inspectors, but
receiver, has liabilities
persons agree
than $250,000 while the amount of that women
are especially fitted
cannot
assets
be
its
determined, the that
because of tne for the Inspection of restaurants,states,
petition
etc., where an"tangled and confused state" of the hotels, bakeahops,
itation is the chief requisite,''
company's books.
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ANSWER
jll THIS PUZZLE
TUATS AIL
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ARE THEY

0CMCKIH WED HEAL

CUNISFOSEISEE

(DARED ACE WILL,

IS I

lJACKtt

?

FUR OUST IN MAM

BIE LADY CAR

WES I AM REAL ILL

HERCARLAYT

ART WINS ATTEA

(DflOHHADATURCE

A!tACEC03KJI3
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fair-mind-

Can You Solve This Movie Puzzle?to
u

Erarytioay tan aolra it, from Irraaima
Here" a new suits tliat'a kt almptt
ok onhia audi.
Jim. The operator of a Moi Machin. in theater decided to pUjr
the namea of 10 Movia Slara and thvow them on the aereea,
, to ha
do
to
have
to
all
it
roarranf. th. let.
they .look. T. aolv. tht paiil. kyouMn-er- t
picture
. .how. r-hov
:
actor' or octraaaea" namea.
in" .!..
"'eJ
leraor ina III runny
For inttanca No. 1 it Helene Chadwick Everybody knowt who the it., If JTQO can aama ail;
tea you can win the Ford Sedan or $800.
j

W

aii
",""

nnnm

7"

rretk

rem
ProhaUy you know the namet of the moil Twttout Movls Slara, lui )utt to
Wal.!
memory, we are li.line belowa few of them Charley Chaplin, Alice Brady.Tom Moore,
Norma
Elsie
Fairbanka,
Coo
Jackie
Douglat
Ferguton,
Theda
Bare,
laca Reid, Charlet Ray,
gin,
Talmndge, Puatia Farmua, Anita Stewart, Pearl White, Earlo WUliamt, Mary PickforA,

First Prize

185 "Points" Wins

win receive 10 "Pfcinla" in this Mori Puaile Came for each nam thai yoa'arranjo
all the Mori
Star
Correctly, or 100 "Pointt" in all will he given to you if you can arrange
namea the way they were in the firtt piece. You can gain 60 more "Pomta" by qoalif ymf you
to.
The
of
Rural
our
a
Weekly,
have
thown
that
paper
copy
you
anawcr. That it by proving
fiva people. The final 25 "Pointt" will be swarded by th three anal Judge to the peraoa
(ending In the be.t correct answer.
The antwer gaining 185 "Pointt" "(which it the mavlmmn') wTffwin the Ford Sedan orlSO
in caia. The tecond highett will win a $200 D iamond Ring, and to on down the bet of tn
Send in yoor newe
big priest. In cat of a tie, both aniwert will rectiv the earn prit.
TODAY. At toon m it arriret, tamplet of Th Rural Weekly wiU b tent to yoa
tut yoa in qualifying.;
'v" You

FRI.to

You Can Win

Costs Nothing to Try

,

orr

Voq wiD not be wked to luhtcribe to Th Rural Weekly; nor to tpend on penny is
Tw
to win. W have given away over a hundred automobile, and thoutanda of other
can be the next lucky one. Be tore that your nam and addreet appear on your ponk eohrtionv
You can win the Ford Sdaa on S800 in thit coo teat Antwcr th punl NOW.

trina

The Puzzle

Man92 E. Fourth St. St Paul, Minn.1

Points
about puddings

looked.
ldeer I could
, Being the ony
think of and I sed, Hay ma do you
wunt me tq,,go out and bring in
the pie and save Nora the trubble?
Wats you hurry, we're not half
throo supplr, sed ma, and I sed,
Well wen we're throo do you wunt
me to?
Certeny not, sed ma. And we
kepp on eating supplr, especially
everybody but me, and Nora took
the dishes out and then came back
looking like a axsident, saying, O
Mrs. Fottwats you think, do you
know that coconut pie you made?
Me thinking. Heck, good nite,
and ma sed, Yes, yes, wat about
t
It, and Nora sed, Well I
dropped it upside down on ,tha
was
floor and it
sutch a reck I
had to throw It completely out.
Oh shaw, that's too bad, O well,
I slppose you couldent help it, sed
ma, and Nora sed. Certeny I
couldent, how could I tell it was
going to land upside down?
Being the reason we dident, have
eny coconut pie for supplr, me being glad a enythlng I had some
wile it still wasent a reck. Proving everything; sometimes happtns

May 27, 19118.
"At that time we Were In Zurich,
Switzerland, when he left me." Mrs.
Questioned by her counsel
McCormick said Mr. McCormick
had not contributed to her support
since the date he Is alleged to havs
left her.
"Did he give you any reason for
leaving?" Mr. Cutting asked.
"He did not and there was none,"
Mrs, McCormick answered.

Good cooks prefer Crisco for shortening because it has
every one of these qualities that are desirable for fine
desserts. It is the pure, white cream of choice vege- table oil hardened to the. right consistency by the
special Crisco process. It is 100 rich, tasteless, and
odorless the most satisfactory cooking fat you can use.1

MINING M AN IMRAD.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 28. John O.
87 years old, pioneer
McShane,
of the organmining man, and one Pioneer
Sociizers of the Colorado
near ArivU
home
at
died
his
ety,
yesterday.

DANDERUJE
Hair Coming Out;
Thickens, Beatitities.

Stops

,

Try Crisco in this

recipe

SCO

PEACH PUDDING
Fill Criseoed baking dish full of peaches and
pour over top a batter made of 1 tablespoonful
Criico, H cupful lugar, 1 cupful flour, 1 tear
egg,
poonful baking powder, 1 well-beatteaspoonful ealt, and 1 cupful milk. Bake
in moderate orei
30 minute. Scrvi
with cream.

For Frying -- For Shortening

For,Cak9,Makinj'
38

365

different dinners In this book.' Send for

The Procter
fc Gamble Co,
it.
Dept. of Home Eco- nomict, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Pleaeiend postpaid, "A Cal- -

It givea you a complete dinner menu for every day of the
year 365 in all and 615 original recipea. ByMarion
endar of Dinnera.". I enclose 10c
Harris Neil, formerly cookery editor of the Laiitf
T
.
. ,
J
rt
,1.1.1
oouna.
ana
Scioin
aomt
,n ttampJ.
journal, jnustrateo
Each copy costs 42c to print. You may

Je-i-

Best. -

IT

testified.

ly

lor in

MAY save you many failures to know "that a
pudding must be mixed softer for baking than for
steaming; that a batter requires a hot oven, and
an egg pudding a slow, even heat; that a steamed pudding must not be uncovered for the first half hour;
that in pudding making, as in pastry, the use of a rich,1
'tasteless, vegetable shortening makes the pudding
lighter, tenderer, more delicious, and easier to digest.'

"On November 20, 1895, I was marand
ried to Harold F. McCormick until
lived with him continuously

i Ma made a coconut
pie today,
and this aftlr noon I saw it out in
the kltchin, nobody being there
but me and the pie, and I took a
little hunk out of, one side to see
what It taisted like and then I
took a little hunk out of another
side to see It it taisted the same
all over, and then I took a little
hunk out of another side to
attention from the hunks
out of the first 2 sides, and tonlte
wile we was eating supplr I kepp
on thinking of the coconut pie and
wondering wat would happen wen
Nora brawt It in with the little
hunks missing.
Wats the. matter with Benny, he
dont seem to be eating mutch, Is
he sick, or la the werld meerly
coming to an end? sed pop.
It anything, rong, Benny T sed
ma.
No, mam, I sed. Me not being
sure weather there was not till the
pie came In, thinking, G, I wonder
if I better offer to go out sni
bring It in 'myself and then
drop It to disguise how It

m

buys a bottle of
at any drug store.' After
one application you can not find a
particle of dandruff or a falling
hair. Besides, every hair shows
new life, vigor, brightness, more
color and abundance.
ts

"Dan-derin-

.

'

'

erland.
"I have lived tn Chicago since
1897," Mrs.

;

fV
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Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Colds
Rheumatism,
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
Earache
,'r
Pain, Pain.
Lumbago

'

ts

!9!

WARNING! Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

i

Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver

r
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For

'
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one-ha-
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The yeast is laxative
constipated.
r,
and should clear the skin.
if it does not seem to have
this effect upon you, take a tabla- spoonful of white mineral oil every
day and be careful of your diet
Try not to eat foods that are badly
cooked or too rich or too sweet.
Drink plenty of water every day
and get out doors for at least two
hours daily.
How-ewe-

It. is so important for a woman
that
always to look
I feel I cannot talk too much
about it. It is not a question of
money or time, it is only a matter
of knowing what sort of clothes
to wear and how to wear, them. If
Lshe is careful and has the little
knack ot wearing ner ciotnes wen,
the poorest girl will look better
dressed than her wealthy and careless sister.
Perhaps It will help' if I gave a
list of the things to be careful
about. First, there is the hair. It
is just as easy and just as quick to
comb the hair neatly as it is to do
If
It up in a slipshod fashion.
you have the sort of hair that runs
to straggly ends, wear a hair net
and learn to adjust it properly.
Then when you have finished
combing ycrur hair, take up the
hand mirror and look at the back
Ends that ham;
of your head.
down the neck and hairpins that
show will keep you from looking
well groomed.
Second in importance are the
hands and gloves. Stained or soiled nails are never seen on the well
groomed woman. f It takes less
than two minutes every day to
As
keep the nails nice looking.
for gloves' a fresh, clean pair of
fabric gloves are better than an
old shabby pair of kid ones.
Gloves and shoes should always
be immaculate.
Third in importance is the way
the clothes are put on. The
that
shirt-waimust be tucked in
neatly, the collar must always be
immaculately fresh and dainty,
the skirt must hang with an even
hem and the petticoat should never
show. These are tiny matters and
one mlffht think them, too obvious
to mention. Yet in every crowd
of girls in a homebound trolloy
at night some need tUs advice.
st

it:

Journal Want Ads bring results.

INDIANA MINISTER DEAD
Wabash.
Ind., Dec. 28. Dr.
Charles Little, 78, pastor of the Wabash Presbyterian church for fifty
years and former moderator of ths
Presbyterian church of the United
States, died suddenly at his Soma
here today.
The Yankees and Robins will
open their spring training tour at
New Orleans, February 27.

By Edna Rent Forbes.

"

But
HANNAH, LIKE HElt MISTRESS, shs had been at all intimate.
she longed for the full freedom
WAXES ENTHUSIASTIC.
her own home would give her a
home for a short time minus Joan,
Chapter 61.
were
next
busy the child shs loved so well, but
few days
The
considered
ones. Margaret and Janet spent who so determinedly
them at the fashionable modiste's her old. was
as
enthusias
Hannah
nearly
from whom Janet Has nought the
bo much admired. tic as her mistress when shs saw
Margarat
gowns
' Sometimes Margaret's heart sank, the apartment.
"There ain't no work hers at
and she felt terribly guilty because
of the prices she paid for frocks all!" she declared when she 'ineconomical
soul, spected the tiny kitchen. "Ain't
and hats; and her
the
inherent in her, was absolutely no scrubbing to speakdo of inwork
the
shocked when she bought the ac- whole place. I could
two
such places and then only
cessories, silk stockings, slippers, of
with
fans, and so on. Yet she was a9 play I was working. And me
own
new
bath tub and ail. I guess
each
with
a
as
my
child
pleased
purchase and made herself all these New York folks has country
sorts of excuses to dissipate that folks beat when It comes to fixing
things up."
guilty feeling.
"You must not Judge all country
This feeling of guilt reached its
houses by ours, Hannan," Mara
visited
when
beauty
they
height
tutegaret returned. "Our house was
parlor where, under Janet's
built when one bath
lage, Margaret purchased a supply in an
entire house was considered
of rouge, powders, perfumes and
tonics. As she emptied her purse sufficient."
"Well, I never expected to have
to pay for them she wondered
; what Joan would say could she see a bath room all to myself, nor a
her mother investing in such tiled kitchen. And that gas stove!
to
things, and, worse, planning to use No ashes to empty, or coal
fetch upstairs. I expect I shall
them.
to
want
shan't
as
seem
get
(twful
laay,
will
"The whole things
Hannah
absurd to her," jMargaret said to cook nor anything."
herself as finally she and Janet chuckled at the idea. She loved to
drove home tired almost to ex- cook and delighted in surprising
with unusual dishes.
haustion with the day's shopping her mistress
"I'm not afraid of your either
in spite of
yet gloriously iappy would
getting lazy or forgetting to cook.
disapher fear that Joan
deal and
prove; happy In her new, her de- I shall entertain a good
you will find plenty to do."
lightful freedom.
As she spoke Margaret felt herMargaret found tnat sne lovea
She had said she
flushing.
luxury once she had tried it. She self
would
'entertain but whom? Sua
loved the feel of soft silks and
knew
Janet
Walters and a
thictc
and
cusliions
only
laces, downy
rugs. 8he liked the dainty food at few of her friends towhom she had
met on her visits
Janet.
the hotel restaurants, the service.
in"But I will entertain! I will get
Perhaps she was the more hail
said
she
aloud when
life
trigued because all her, am In- acquainted!"
Hannah had left her. "I shan't
lacked these things; but I
clined to believe it was vastly sit back and wait for people to
I will make a
more owing to the fact that she make advances.
was living thus in a spirit of free- few myself."
In pursuance of this determinadom, a spirit never before exer- tion
she asked Janet Walters to
cised and, therefore, enthralling.
abomihelp her. They were sitting ove""
"I am getting perfectly
the
dinner
tn
table, the first dinner
declared
sue
nably reckless:'
Janet Walters. "And the worst of served in Margaret's new home.
"Of course I will!" Janet said in
it is I don't care. I glory in it!"
Hannah duly arrived, Margaret reply to Margaret's request. "Some
of
took
my friends you already know.
and
bade her hostess adieu
will give a dinner next week and
possession of her studio apart- Iinvite
others you have not met.
ment. Mrs. Waiters was frankly-sorrto have her visit so shorten- One or two single men. It is too
bad
for
to
was
you to know only marrleJ
she
ed, yet delighted that
live permanently near her. An! people. But you wait until Craig
Margaret also expressed regret; at Forrester gets back! We'll make
the same time she could scarcely him bring some of his frienda
conceal her impatience to occupy around."
Once more Margaret wondered
the apartment she had rented.
Mrs. Walters had been the closest at the tone of intimacy Janet use l
when
speaking of Forrester and,
woman friend she ever had had;
In fact, the only one with whom as before, Bllghtly resented it.

Mrs. Wing, appointea industrial
Hyde, is
Inspector by Governor
said to be the first woman to hold
States.
United
in
an
the
office
such
is
By virtue of this office sne
of the Missouri boiler
president hVib
Via
numerous
hnorH
mads
personal Inspections of St. Louis
factories.
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Do yeu use Crisco nowL
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MEMBER OP THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
the use, for
of all news credited to
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In his efforts to put the matter of censorship
less on a basis of personal whim and caprice but
rather on compliance with the statutes governing
each case, Mr. Hays voices the opinion of the great
majority, of people in this country.

December 29, 1921

ROME WASN'T BUILT IN A DAY.

n,V

A HENftt!

,

UNCLE SAM'S LONG ARM.
The long arm of the department of justice has
at last reached out for those who perpetrated the
Wall street bomb outrage more than a year ago.
Never pausing, never discouraged, with grim determination, the secret service men have kept doggedly to the trail, until at last the mystery is solved
and prison yawns for he culprits. The devils who
play the murderous game of Lenlne will hesltat
before accepting other commissions for bombing expeditions in the United States. Uncle Bam is a
kindly old soul, long suffering and tolerant, but
when he is aroused he never sleeps until Justice has
been meted out.
What a chapter of detective literature this latest
achievement of the secret service would reveal
were it written. More lurid than the most sensa
tional fiction the setting, more baffling than Conan
Doyle at his best the mystery, more stirring than
the most exciting novel the chase and more dramatic
than a movie "thriller" the climax. It Is to be
hoped that circumstances will permit the public to
have the details In full.
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active and broad, a
to strong tone prevailing in
every direction during the early
and Intermediate periods. Much of
the advance, which ranged from
one to three points, was cancelled
later, however, on the unexpected
rise of call loans to 5V4 per cent.
motors
and
Equipments,
oils,
metals again were leaders, but
rails, shippings, steels and food
specialties participated in more
than moderate measure.
The
strength of sugars was surprising
in view of the lower prices quoted
for raw and refined products.
Individual
features of strength
included American Car, Pressed
Steel Car, American Steel Foun
dries, Railway Steel Springs. Pullman, Haskell and Barker, Mexican
Petroleum, General Asphalt com
mon and preferred, Mercantile Marine preferred and the coppers and
Ingr today was
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ington on tne acreage and conaii
tlon of next year's crop, Influent
tlal buying followed, and the fin
ish. although Irregular, was at
about the day's best prices. Rains
the Argentine harvest
delaying
counted somewhat In favor of the
bulla at the last.
Changes in the value of corn and
kindred issues.
oats were governed In the main by
Among rails transcontinental the action of wheat. Bulls In corn
led with Reading: and other coal were restrained owing to the outers. also St. Louis & Southwestern look that reduced
freight rates
preferred and several of the Junior would enlarge receipts.
eastern issues. Further postponeIn
market, packers
ment of dividend payments by sellingthedidprovision
a
deal to counterPittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & balance highergood
quotations on hogs.
St.
Louis (Panhandle) Indicated
that earnings still leave much to - Closing prices:
be desired.
Wheat
May,
1.16tfj July,
Miscellaneous
specialties were 11.05.
,
represented by textiles, namely Corn May B4c; July, 56c.
American Woolen,
May,
July, S99,c.
Manhattan Shirt and Phillips Jonee Oats
Pork Jan., $14.95.
together with chemicals, leathers
Lard Jan., $8.77; May, $9.17. I
and motion picture issues. 'Bales,
Ribs Jan., $8.02; May, $8.15.
850,000 shares.
Foreign exchanges reacted to the
NEW YORK COTTON.
more uncertain political advices
from abroad, the Paris rate being
New
York, Dm. 28. Cotton fu- the only allied remittance to show tures closed
steady.
firmness. Italian bills continued 18.81; March,- barely
May,
to weaken and notes to northern July, 17.87; Oct.,18.74;
16.95.
and eastern European points showed a mixture of advances and deNEW YORK MONEY.
clines.
All but one issue of the Liberty Acw xuia icu. 0 vnil uiuiic.ygroup closed at gains and the genFirm. High, ruling rate and last
eral bond list was active, strong
5 per cent; low, 4H per cent
and broad. Railroad bonde, es- loan,
bid, 4V4 to 5 per cent.
Reading, closing
pecially Pennsylvania,
loans Firm. Sixty and 90
Time
Rock
Atchison.
&
Ohio.
Baltimore
per"
days and six months, 6 to 5
Island and Kansas & Texas made cent;
prime mercantile paper, I to)'
appreciable gains. Total sakss, par 5 per cent.
16, 750,000,
value, aggregated
Closing prices.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
28 H
American Beet Sugar
34
American Can
New
Dec, 28- .- Foreign ex
American Smelting & Refg.. 45H change York,
Great Britain'
irregular.
32
Tobacco..
American Sumatra
demand, $4.19! cables. $4.19,
.114
American Tel. & Tel.
France demand, 8.04; cables.
13
American Zinc
8.05. Italy demand. 4.83; cables
4
Anaconda Copper
4.34.
Belgium demand, 7.71;;
Atchison
T.72.
cabes,
Germany demand,
35
Baltimore & Ohio
Holland demand,
.63;
cables,
57
Bethelehem Steel "B"
36.60; cables, 86.66.
Norway den
21
Butte & Superior
15.95.
Sweden
demand,
mand,
48
California Petroleum
20.00.Denmark
24.90.
demand,
120
Canadian Pacific
19.52. Spain
Switzerland
demand,
30
Central Leather
demand, 14.94. Greece demand,
56
Chesapeake & Ohio
4.15.
Argentina demand. 83.62.
Chicago, Mil. Sc St. Paul.... 18
Brazil demand, 13.00. Montreal.
28
Chino Copper
rnlnniln' Fuel A Iron...... 26
j
'
65
' KANSAS CITY PRODUCTS,
Crucible Steel
'
Cuba Cane Sugar
Kansas City, Deo. 28. Bggs
1
Krle
"
Market 2c lower. Firsts, 41cj see
Oreat Northern pfd
onds, 32c
Inspiration Copper
Butter
Creamery unchanged.
65
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Packing 2o lower, 17c.
27
a,
Kennecott Copper
Poultry
Unchanged.
108
'tfjfc&'i
Louisville & Nashville
J?
Mexican Potroleum
.J
LIVESTOCK MARKETS, "ntl
27
Miami Copper
Cliicngo Livestock.
17
Missouri Pacific
Chicago, Dec. 28. Cattle ReMontana Power
ceipts 4,000. Beef steers mostly
74
New York Central
26o higher, some up more. Top,
78
Northern Pacific
bulk beef steers. $6.60
$9.00;
Pennsylvania
8.00; she stock strong to 25o high15
Consolidated
Copper....
Ray
er; bulls strong; veal calves stromf
Reading
to unevenly higher; stockers and
52
Republic Iron& & Steel
firm.
feeders
21
Sinclair Oil Refining
Hogs Receipts 23,000. Market
79
Southern Pacific
1
unevenly 10c to 26c higher than,
Southern Railway
82
yesterday's average, mostly to ship
Studebaker Corporation
pens, yard traders and small pack
Texas Company
ers; trade on heavier weights slow?
Tobacco Products
2
big packers doing little. Top, $8.25'
Union Pacific
for 150 to
weights; 180 (
United States Steel
to
e
weights mostly $7.80
Utah. Copper
8.10: 220 to
weights,
$7.50 7.75; racking; sows strong;'
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. pigs 15o to 25c higher, top $8.50;:
bulk desirable. $8.25.
Fat
17,000.
Sheep Receipts
Chicago Dec. 28. It was a seesaw market In wheat today. Cor- classes generally steady; ewes
Fat
rect belief that government figures strong: feeders 15o higher.
on the 1921 crop would be bearish, lambs top early. $11.60; some held
marewes
fat
$5.50;
the
then
early.
higher; light
led to declines, but
ket rallied owing; largely to predlo- - feeder lambs top early, $10.75,

d
The Jurnal wishes to be as
as
THE "PROPHETS" AGAIN.
justice to the people will permit it to be. The role
of Iconoclast
possesses many very disagreeable
"The year 1926 is destined to shake the world to
features. To anger men and to Instil them with
It
both physically and politically.
its
to
us.
is
distasteful
much
hate
,We
deadly
prefer Is foundation,
to be a succession of plagues, famines, floods,
friends instead of enemies.
This is the
None the less, the newspaper fails In Its duty to shipwrecks, rioting and revolution."
AND EVEN OUR TIME HONORED JUDICIARY ARE UNABLE TO SETTLE EVERY
the public if it allows lawlessness, vice, corruption, cheerful prediction handed out from the headquarTHING AT ONCE,
In
union
or favoritism to flourish unchallenged.
I. W. W.'s ters of the professional prognostlcators'
3!Ut
.wi&ir'
f
V5ive us timc (
.
a.
,
and bolshcvlki are made by the discriminations in London Just as the world Is preparing to celebrate
V'-CfcNTVouUu-- :
our laws and their administraton. The strain of a merry New Tear. However, it's four years ahead.
0
to Jrtf&J
V
-M
THESE THINGS
irritation is too great for human nature and men The British almanac makers are also beginning
Alf0fc7B
as usual they are
find themselves in tho mental attitude of being at issue their annual prophecies, and
nearer
home, being
war with a society which will tolerate Injustice and filled with woe. They strike
discrimination.
It may be necessary to punsh the for the coming year. Persons looking for something
all
man who makes overt war against the existing order to worry about should obtain their almanacs by
means. Every corner of the civilized globe is In for
but punishing the victim will not cure the ailment:
advance notices.
The way out Is for us to reform our methods un- a terrible time, according to the
of sackcloth and
our
before
But
supply
ordering
no
til favoritism and discrimination under law are
consider
the
us
past performand
let
ashes
pause
longer possible. A democracy can know no favorites
Last year
of the gods. A few can not be permitted special ances' of these chronic
if we remember correctly, they
this
about
time,
Just
and
immunities,
privileges
whereby they
special
were predcting that 1921 would be absolutely the
grow rich and enjoy improper protection, while
the positive limit. It is needless to remany are forced into distress and find themselves worst ever,
the
harrowing details. But did the pess
capitulate
without adequate and Just opportunity for
simistic predictions pan out? Hasn't 1921 been a AND AFTER WATCHING CONGRESS IN ITS STRUGGLES TO MAKE UP ITS MIND PERHAPS IT
I
and their children.
ISN'T SO VERY STRANGE THAT THE WASHINGTON CONFERENCE.
all? The prophets
No one can correct these evils but the people pretty good sort of year, after
of
the
They
public.
themselves.
The people cannot accomplish a cor- calculate on the short memory on
their gruesome
checked up
rection unless they know the facts and public senti- don't expect to be
ment is crystallyzed In favor of more equitable con- guesses.
The only way to be pretty sure of having your
ditions. The public cannot know unless the newscome to pass Is to prophecy something
predictions
papers will tell them. Without honest and fearless
cheerful. That's the sort of thing that
and
pleasant
newspapers there is little hope for a happy ,,and a
lots
cftenrr in this good old world of our
happens
contented people.
horrors
the
emanating from the muddy minds
For a newspaper' to attack these conditions means than
Really, the world has
chronic Casandras.
of
these
hours
is
He
for its hapless publisher.
unhappy
who "lag superfluous on
wallers
these
for
use
no
hated, lied about, conspired against and his destruction sought by the few whose special privileges and the Btage."
Immunities are thus endangered. In a eense of 0
duty done he finds his only comfort.
The friendship and support of the people alonj
will make it possible for him to carry on. Those
stGHT AND SOUND.
who believe In honesty and Justice In government
CAN'T FINISH UP EVERYTHING IN SIX WEEKS.
of white stars.
l saw a handful
must become subscribers to his paper. His adver
Blooming In a width of grass,
tisers must be patronized by those who believe in a'
I saw a cherry tree,
lasses and all things like that for
In woods as naked cold as glass.
fight for decency. The advertiser must be made to
my mother, and weighs so mucn
feel that it pays to advertise. Otherwise the effort
that I can't carry It. I caH't even
g
down
I saw a blue leaf
lift such a heavy basket."
of the powerful to curtail his advertising in an effort
with his russet throat!
The blue-bir- d
"But how did you get It this
e
stole
to drive him out of business will be successful.
From out the sallow
far?"
asked Uncle Wigslly, as ho
By WALT MASON.
Another
aching note.
This is said by way of a caution to the public and
took a tighter hold of his balloons.
For he had met Jackie some disnot by way of complaint.
The people do support
The blue, the white, I wrote them down
tance away from the store. "If
the Journal in its efforts. Two thousand more subTo soothe my heart when spring was over.
of other hicks? Is all our yearnDAY.
HAPPY
OH,
carried it this far can't you
you
No need or help, alas, to write
for
scribers receive the Journal than when the present
wish
a
ing for higher learning
carry it the rest of the way?" tha
lover!"
lover,
"Lover,
That
our
to
some
wars
cloak
when
longing
bad
a
over.
of
be
will
In spite
disguise
year
It
splendid
wanted to know.
management took it
William Alexander Pedcy in The LyriO.
death bunny
are ended and peace has come to for armies thronging, anddonner-wetteIn the financial world, our advertising this year has
"Oh, I didn't tarry It here!"
r,
are
busted and for countless guys Oh,
swords
when
stay,
said quickly. "You see, my
Jackie
largely exceeded that of last year. If the people
we ar no better than men brother Peetid
cannon rusted, and no one yearns
and I went to the
in
whose
in
who
will be thoughful enough to subscribe and to patronlived
caves,
da,lly
to slay. Through all the ages,
store together. He had his llttlo
futile rages, the sons of men have labors were killing neighbors, and express wagon. When the basket
ize our advertisers, we will be kept strong enough to
fought, in war found pleasure, digging early graves? Let's make was filled up and very heavy the
make your fight.
THERE'S A CERTAIN FLAVOR LACKING.
and none can measure tho evil It plainer that we are saner than grocery dog gentleman put it in
No state in the union has suffered and is sufferWe hate to be skeptical, but we can never regard
they have wrought. The soil we those ancestral boobs, and scrap the wagon for us and Peetle and I
combination the fruitcake or mince pie of a strictly
tread on was scrapped and bled our cruisers and can the brulsera easily pulled it along."
ing so acutely from a
skill.
of
uttermost
as
hdusehold
cooking
the
on by nuts of bygone days; the who kill off harmless rubes. Let's
as New Mexico. The present management of the
"Well, but where ,is Peetle and
Houston Post.
make wheelbarrows and plows and the wagon now?" asked
early savage was wont to ravage,
the bunny.
Journal found a condition In the state where "pull"
O O O
and
and
so
of
swords
we
guns
Are
harrows
and kill off other jays.
PRETTY HIGH FROM TOE EARS UP.
with
Instead of Justice more often determined the course
our
do
and
so
that
knitting
vain
and
spears,
naughty,
When you see a picture of Mr. Balfour and doty,
of legislation and the administration of the laws.
we can't quit old tricks? Must we Peace
through all our
side by side it seems funny to forever
Kato
to sever the domes golden years.
attempt
The rich procured Immunities and special privileges Baron of the standing
Baron as a high contracting party.
speak
whereby to grow rcher. In return they furnished Ohio State Journal.
o o o
the funds to keep politicians In power through corthe room will look like a rainAN ACCOMMODATING WITNESS.
bow."
ruption. The politicians, in turn, dealt out immunApparently, if Lindenfeld's story about that Wall
Uncle WIggily wanted to laugh
"railor
friends
and
for
arrest
from
punishment
to
have
all
ity
street explosion is not satisfactory,
they
as he hopped over the woods and
tism that hurts me so I can't lift
roaded" their enemies. Through the control of the do is to let hirn know what kind of a story they
even half of that basket!" sighed
fields, thinking ot Nurse Jane and
avenue of publicity, public opinion was kept quies- want and he will tell it. Indianoplls Star.
her animal ladies at tea with toy
the bunny.
O o o
and bobbing
balloons
"Then you can't help me?" sadly
cent. This is not an
bibbing;
By Howard B. Carta
WILL TAKE ANYBODY.
room.
Jackie.
the
around
asked
editor could be silent
That a
Wisconsin
of
at
the
Freshmen
University
"Oh, yes, I guess I can!" sud-as
"But still it will be fun," said
under such conditions is unthinkable. He can be think prospective husbands should have (20,000 a , Copyright. 1921, by McClure
the bunny to himself.
denly exclaimed Uncle Wigglly,
Newspaper Syndicate.
but hu year, while seniors believe that $1,600 would be
annihilated and maintain that
he looked at the toy balloons ha
He bought the balloons, about
education will
shows
the
That
what
higher
enough.
craven
cowardice.
had bought for Nurse Jane. "I
can not be silent without
a dozen of them, each one filled
UNCLE WIGGILY AND
do to a girl. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
all. Or,
think I can help you after
JACKIE'S BASKET with gas that made the rubber
A few of these evils are on the way toward a
rather, these balloons will. Thev
toys float in the air high above
cure, under the while light of publicity, but the
are quite strong for lifting. Ths.v
"Uncle WIggily, will you please Uncle Wigglly's head. And somehave been trying to lift me up In
lift
to
seemed
balloons
"system" is only shaken, it Is not destroyed. Today
times
the
me
store
to
for
the
and get the hind paws of the bunny right
go
the air ever since I bought them.
a state treasurer and a state auditor are being pro
me some toy balloons?"
called
Now I'll just fasten the balloons to
THE BROKEN SWORD.
tected from investigation and punishment by a govNurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy to the off the ground, they were such
and they
the handle of the basket
light floaters,
one day.
(From the New York Herald).
gentleman
ernor who refuses to call a special session of the
bunny
will make the load so light you
balloons!
Utt.lTOW
ot
more
had
I
be
to
Intended
e&SlKrrvtrro
new
"If
I
silver
A
exclaimed
many
balloons?"
CflJT,
symbolic
dollar,
"Toy
;
can easily lift and carry It."
Irregularities at the Insane asylum are the era of peace, is about to be minted by the gov- Uncle
legislature.
i
WIggily, looking with much I'd be a regular circus airship.'-it!" lo.rke& eJockie
No sooner said than done! The
being hushed up although the rumors are thai ernment. This is a good idea, but many Americans surprise at his muskrat lady house- laughed Mr. Lon gears.
tied the balloon strings to
the
scandalous and criminal conduct has been unearth must read with regret that the designer, In his ef- keeper. "What is going on? Are Along and along through sudsaw Johnnie and Billle bunny
he
"Oh,
basket handle and the toy
the
a
all
of
and
woods
behind
idea
he
the
to
the
fort
Washington
hopped
a
the
to
have
picture
you going
party for
ed.
Bushytail, the squirrel boys, over rubber things filled with gas, alMany departments of the state government Arms
den, the rabbit gentleman heard a on the other side
Conference, represents the American eagle as children?'
of the woods," most raised the groceries from the
are reeking with wretched Incompetency or worse standing
sad voice saying;
on a broken sword.
not
answered
"Well,
exactly,"
explained Jackie, "and before I ground.
while the governor appears Inert in the hands of
If the artist had sheathed the blade or blunted It Nurse Jane. "But some of the ' "Oh, dear!'
' "Oh, now I can easily carry it!"
could stop him Pettie gave a jump
there could be no objection. Sheathing is symbolic animal ladles are coming to tea
the politicians.
"Goodness, I hope that Isn't the and ran off with the squirrel boys. barked Jackie.
"You don't need
But
a
sword
blunted
of
the
mercy.
I
to
balloons
want
Implies
or
peace;
tie
Woozle
Fox
and
the
men
the
Wolf,
He
a
of
Fuzzy
gave the wagon
Jerk, spilled to help, Uncle Wigglly."
Can the wealth and the political power
asso- around the room to decorate it
sword
with
broken
carries
it
only
because
unpleasant
dear'
out
'Oh,
it
here
basket
the
left
and
saying
they
"I'll Just walk along beside you,"
protect them from answering before the bar of ciations.
and make it look pretty. I want can't find me to nibble my ears!" with me. Now I can't lift it to said
So with the
Mr. Lon gears.
A sword Is broken when Us owner has disgraced something different from flowers thought Uncle WIggily.
Justice?
carry home and mother wlU be help of the balloons, whlch lifted
he
the
struggle himself. It is broken when a battle Is lost and for decorations so I'd like to have
The Journal dreads the
Carefully
peered through
waiting."
most of the basket's weight, Jackie
A toy balloons."
bushes and his heart did not beat
breaking Is the alternative of surrendering.
"Well, of. course, that wasn't
carried it home and then
which looms Just ahead. We hope to withstand the sword
is broken when the man who wears It can no
o fast when he saw Just Jackie very nice for Peetle to do," said easilyballoons were taken off and
I'll
them
for
"Well,
get
you,"
the
strain to which we will be subjected. We are fully longer render allegiance to his sovereign.
Uncle
Bow
suppromised
WIggily. "I
Bow, tha little puppy dog Uncle WIggily, 'but still perhaps brought to Nurse Jane. And that
But America has not broken its sword. It has pose this is some new style. Isn't boy, standing on the woodland he means
determined to do our share to redeem New Mexico,
to come back. Anyhow night Peetle said he was sorry for
or be destroyed in the attempt. The support of tho not lost allegiance to itself. The blade is bright ani it?" he asked, as he put on his path beside a large basket of we will not wait. s I'll help you having run away from his brother
keen
and
tall silk hat and twinkled his pink groceries.
wholly dependably.
carry the basket."
and would never do It again.
rank and file of the people i our only defense.
It is regrettable that the artist should have made nose a little to one side.
Uncle Wigglly took hold and
"Why, Jackie, what's the mat
And if the
stool doesn't
With it, better days are Just ahead for the peoplo such an error in symbolism. The sword is emble"Yes, it is a new style," answer ter?" asked Uncle WIggily of the tried to lift the basket, but all at turn around sopiano
fast that it gets
matic of Justice as well as of Strength. Let not the ed Nurse Jane. "Please get me puppy chap, "Why did you sig'a once he gave a cry of pain.
of New Mexico.
on
its
head when
dizzy and stands
world be deceived by this new dollar. The American some red, yellow, green and blue and say 'oh, dear' that way?"
"Oh, what's the matter?" asked the phonograph Is playing with the
effort to limit armament and to prevent war or at balloons the kind with gas In that
It's this basket!" barked Jackie.
sugar cookie, I'll tell you next
CENSORSHIP NORMALCY.
least reduce its horror does not mean that our sword float high in the air. I'll tie the Jackie.
"It's filled with
"My rhsu Ouch! It's my rheu-m- a about Uncle Wigglly and Klttie's
is broken.
balloons strings to the chairs and salt,, flour, bread, vinegar, 'sugar,
mo- Oh, dear! Oh, my rheuma trick.
In the recent report of Postmaster General Hays
there are few passages of greater Interest to the
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by George Ifttthew Adams Trade Mark Registered TJ. S. Patent O trice)
General public than those in which he sets forth his
views on the question of censorship.
In common with the opinion held by many people
HAweTjT
fM
jihTVv .
II
on this subject Mr. Hays has a wholesome dislike
a
for censorship in general and for censors In particu1
-I
I
ME. I
lar, although In his message he confines himself
A Piece.
cHocouKre.1
He characterizes the
largely to mall censorship.
A
work of censors, even that of the best intentloned of
Individual
of
sure
as
to
be
a
"matter
opinion,
them,
MAfctStTVATH
1 1(11 I
prejudice and caprice."
Ts-- There are, of course exceptions to this rule.
With so many censors In the field it Is very likely
that there will always be a goodly number who
bring; to the work something besides personal pre1
judice and opinion. Indeed, it Is not the Individual
eensor but the general Idea of censorship which
must be called Into question.
Whether it Is a question of scrutinizing the moral
tons of a play or that of a book or a piece of sculpture, the individuals who pass Judgment on these
things must bring to this work a range ot interest
and experience in art and life which does not fall
often to the lot of those selected to exercise censorship. And even If they have the best of intentions
to begin with unless they are constantly on their
guard, the nature of their work leads easily to a
;
narrowing rather than to a widening point ot view.
sweet-spirite-

Jlons that the government report
tomorrow on the 1922 crop would
be bullish.
The close was unseto advance,
tled at He net loss to
with May at $1.16' to I1.16K and
July $1.05 to $1.05 H. Corn finished unchanged to
c off, oats at
o decline to a like advance, and
provisions varying from 7c setback;
to a rise of 10c.
The majority of wheat traders
appeared to be expecting 26,000,000
to 60,000,000 bushels Increase of
the government's 1921 crop estN
mate. Attention centered almost
wholly on. this factor during the
first half of the session. As a result prices showed a general tendency to sag, and it was near midday before dry weather complaints
from tho southwest were effective
In diverting notice chiefly to the
chances that there might be a bull- -

f

n,

e.!
BltST

inrTl

jy

T"

250-pou-

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Dec. 28. Cattle
Receipts 8.000. Beef steers steady
m
to 15o higher, ouality improved
w
d
Ton
weights, $s.oo;
St
mixed yearlings. $8.2 5; other sales.
calves and fat she ,'
$5.75 7.75:
'
stock steady to strong r. Odd veal
ers. $9.00: practical top, 18.50", net's iJ
ter grades. 4.505.00; good heif
bulls strong to
ers, $6.606.76;
25c
higher, mostly $3.254.00;,4
other classes steady, canners mostmedium to good
ly $2.25 (S) 2.50;
cutters. $3.00 0 3.50: practically no ,
stockers and feeders on sale.
Market ,
6,000.
Hogs Receipts
very uneven, upenea luc to too
to
closed
strong
higher,
steady
with vesterday's average. Packer
top, $7.60; part load of
weight to shippers, $7.85; bulk of
sales. $7.45 S 7.75; ton. $7.85; built
packing sows $5.75 6.00. steady;
stock pig 15o to 25c higher, best,
kind, $7.75.
Sheep Receipts 3,000. Market
steady to 25o higher. Most f at A
ewes, $4.254.60; lambs 15o to 25o
higher; fed westerns, $11.30.
1.400-poun-

s

,

Denver Livestock.
Denver, Dec. 28. Cattle Re
600.
Market strong. 15
ceipts
Beef steers, $6.00(?i)7.25;
higher.
cows and heifers, $4.005.60;
calves, $7.50(3 9.50; stockers and
feeders, $4.50 6.40.
Hogsi Receipts 600. Market 10o
to 15c higher.
Top, $7.60; bulk,
$7.257.55.
Sheep

Receipts

15e to 25c higher.
10.25;
ewes, $3.60
lambs, $8.50 9.00.

'

1,300.

Market V

Ijimbs,

$9.50

feeder

4.50;

By Gene Byrnes
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December 29, 1921.
BRINGING UP FATHER.
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REALTOR
'

and Insurance.
Gold.
riiono 007--

Loans

210

W.

I

A

I

REAL BUY

furnished,
Completely
brick, two sleeping porches, fire
feaplace, good floors, built-i- n
tures, all modorn improvements,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location in Highlands.
six-roo-

Ackerson & Griffith,

120 S. Fourth. Albuquerque,
FQIft
'",
.i

SALE.

white stucco bungalow,
bullt-l- a
feature!,
floors,
Fourth ward, new.
Double cottage, three roomi, bath,
$4,000
Rlaseed porch on each aide, complete
furnlihed, rente for 880 per month
14,000
hardwood

East

Central.

cement block bungalow,
16.000
bookcase,
modern, fireplace, bullt-t- n
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.

t

A. FLEESClullEE,

A

JLfi

Mtoir

LEAVING

N. M.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arruw (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
'.a
before H a. m. mailed asms day.
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
TUB RED ARROW,
B. Las Vegae
Albnquerqus
want
a representative in TO'JK
(We

territory.)

I neurones In nil Its branches, Loans,
111 'South Four Hi Street, Kcxt to P. O,
l'bone 87.

1

"SOME BARGAINS"
frame
.'.$1,100
frame
$1,250
adobe, large lot... $1,600
modern, 4th ward.$3,D00

T1IK CITY.

house,
Owner will sell
Mcdonald & worsham,
modern except heat. "Well fur
nlshed. Located close in. In high PhoneReal Estate Insurance.
108 S. Third.
lands. This is a snap. The price to
move it at once is only $3,250,
six-roo-

'
-

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
'for it? Also figure on this
home? Large
dandy three-roonew garage; and see If you
don't feel better in 1923.
.

.,

R0LLIN
Phone 1023

ttat t intt. rtAiof

m

SHELLEY

Phone

450--

J.

REALTY

CO.

Realtor.

S16 W. Gold.

brick stucco, steam
heat, hardwood floors, built-i- n
lot
features,
,160x300 feet. Located in the heart of the best
residence section of the Fourth
ward. Priced at
A. L, MARTIN CO,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Seven-roo-

bed-roc-

Phone
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE
ON YOrit MONEY?
20
This twenty-roofurnished
apartment house will do it.
six
are
There
apartments, well
furnished, in best location in
city, a rare bargain. Owner has
a large proposition, wants to
sell this one. Desirable terms
can be arranged. See us without delay.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold.
Phone 070.

E,

GUTHRIDGE
314 W. Gold

AUTOMOBILES
WILL pay cash for used

North

Kurds.

High.
WANTED TO Til AUK Good
touring car. K. N., Journal.

1'H

Insurance.

823 W. Gold.

A HOME
That will appeal to you. new
brick, white finiBh, furnace,
oak floors, built-i- n
features, garage, In Luna district. Price only
$5,250; good terms.
R. McCLVGIIAN, Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance.
204 W. (Sold.
Phono 412--

72-2-

?

J

.

--

I

U-

-M

To ITusbandst
Every Mother longs for "Home for
self and Children." She has been a
good wife' and a good Mother an 'I
you owe It to her
to satisfy this
yearning. You can If you will but
only make the start. Delay Is dangerous snd time Is fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome Ohrlstmas
by presenting her with a con'racit to
one of our choice
'os. Ton
will both be happier for the glvl.ig.
$30 cash starts you "HomewiM."
W.

C.

THAXTOJT

Mountain

705

Road

FOR RENT
Five-roo-

oak floors,
ward,

modern

new home,

fireplace; Fourth

FOR SALE
Desirable building lota In all
parts of the city.
We also have a large and
complete listing of homes for
sale on easy payments. Call
on us today.
J. D, KELEHER, Realtor,
I'hone 410.
Sll W. Gold.

J.

A GOOD BUY
In the Fourth ward, a
Terms.

FOR
FuH

$500.00, YOIR HOME.
A classy, five-rooand sleeping

porch, hardwood floors, built-i- n
features, fine lot, splendid location, heat; $500.00 fash, balance
as rent.
J. P. GILL, Roal Estate.
Phone 723-115 8. Second.
J.

four-roo-

modern home for $3,950.

J, L. Phillips,
Real Estate.
South Third Street.

SALE

--

Miscellaneous

FRUIT

GOOD INVESTMENT
Modern apartment, close In, fine
location, completely furnished, Income over $300.00 per month. Let
us Bhow you this, also
cottage, hardwood
floors, heat,
$5,500.00.
W. H, McMILUON
206 West Gold

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES , .
Get Your Order in Now, Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG A CO.
Albuquerquo, N. M.

PROM

S

--

L

-.1

--

five-roo-

110

A BARGAIN
Two frame houses on East Santa Fe, one four rooms and
porches, the other two rooms
and porches, on good sized lot,
are both in good condition, revenue $45.00 per month, will sell
for $2,800; $800 cash balance
in$30 per month including
terest. See

150.

ifcv(w.
.. .n

'

START-RIGH-

Start the New Year right with a
home of your own. How's this?

C00-V-

;

BEAUTIFUL BRIGHT
HOME.
Central avenue,
lot and priced to sell; large
good
terms.
Living room, fireplace; dining
room with bay windows, built-i- n
features; ktchen has gas and
nice cupboards, two nice large
bedrooms,
plenty linen
and
clothes closets;
bath,
lovely
front
large
porch, large back
porch. Whole house surrounded
with vines well trained; lawn,
sidewalks,
driveway,
garage
and large outbuildings,
fruit
and shade trees, garden, elffcT
When you see all that there is
to this piece of property,
its fine location for
$7,200.00,
you will say. It's
ours.
On West

i

T.KINGSBURY,

D,

CITY

Park. Terms.

rent.

for

THE
FIRST

will agree that this la a
mighty good value when you
look It over.
Eight rooms, nice porches, fireplace, plenty
large
basement with laundry closets,
tubs,
etc., gas; large lot, sidewalks,
shade trees, lawn, garage; best
of location.
Near Robinson

and

Several good houses and apart-

ments

JANUARY

You

front porch;
large screened
garage, sheds, walks, shade.
In Highlands.
Fine location
Rents for $93.00 per month.
Owner leaving town and will
sell complete for $4,750.
HURRY

& CO,,

F

OWNER LEAVES

furnished
with three can- -

'

Seven

REALTORS

TCVn

--

W wife to

LEVERETT-ZAP-

il

M' J,SV . J3L

ffTME MAN THAT

A bUTtCANT

BEFORE KIN
tT AWAY
FROM IT--

I

Barvlos.

EV VOOR FACE M PROF.
lb FAMILIAR PJ DUET-- I'M

v

DOWN TOWN

Pasre

nicely

sleeping porches

n

,i

21

111

Registered
I

PROPERTY

INCOME

.J

1 1
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rAHK VI tW COURT
Steam heat apartments fronting open court that faces Highland l'ark. Roof garden with
liest view
In
city. Oarages.
Ready for rent about March.
See J. A. HAMMOND, Aet.
821 E. Sliver.

$6500

Pliono

Buys

1522--

$6500

Four brand new, newly furnished hnusesi in University
Heights. Throe are rented for
$100.00 per month, owner occupying other. A rare bargain
for some one with the ready
cash. Act quick.

FRANKLIN

& CO,

Realtors.
Third and Gold.
Phone 657

For JfenlRooms with Board
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Modern
bungalow,
located in
sleeping porchest
highlands, one block from car
line. Easy terms if desired. Address
"SUBURBAN,"
Care Journal.
five-roo-

IIUOM

til

AND

HOARD,

South Broadway.

THIS YX LKTIDE SEASON
HAVE YOU A HOME?
If not, why not decide to have
one now? Get your University
Heights lot today. Tomorrow It
may be sold. We sell 'em every
day.
DANDY INVESTMENT.
You never miss $10 cash and
$10 per month. Later on if you
must leave town or do not wish
to build they always sell.
HOUSES

FOR RENT

Life is Service.
'We Render Both Gladly.
Second
Phone

and

Gold

Avenne.
(40

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

alt conveniences,

FOB KENT Room and board; 110.60 a
A I I UH.Mbl.
week
I'hone 172U-NICELY
furnished luon. with board; JOHN W. WILSON,
no
sick.
1027
private family;
Forrester. lo.-Attorney,
II. 17 and 10, Cromwell
ROOM AND HOARD with sleeping porch,
.

hayT'" Options
Building.
rnune ilDj-jadjoining batli. 1 6JQ East Central.
TRY BODDY'S MILK. IiESl IN TOWN.
PIHISUIAM4
AMI BXBUXyONS.
CAN ACCOMMODATE
una gontlemau
EXl'UitT Kadlator Impairing. O. K.
I'lrone K41S-RPL.AIN BBWlMi
Children's dresses
convalescent. Apply Casa de Oro, S13 DU. S. I. U1KIUN,
b he tMe ta W orks, 216 N uj' th Thl rd.
FOR SALE Houses
FOK
KALE Bicycle, 116.
12011
specialty. Phono 1218.
West Gold.
North
Dleeoer.
of
tne Blomarh.
5
FOR BALK
Uulck
aecona.call evenings.
touring car,
Bulte, D. Harnett Bulldlnc.
HEMSTITCHING, pieaiing. Williams' Ml
FOll KENT Room and sleeping purch
FOU SALE Two dandy now tent houses,
first-claCo..
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
FOR SALE Kitchen range, in good con- Unary, 800 South Broadway, ph. 777
215
with
board.
DR.
8.
vv.
C. CI.AKKK.
aa
Stanford, Unlvn.'sity
ciicHy,
WANTED Miscellaneous HVI g hts.
city.
uiuim. did ttouin Ftrth.
1'L.EATl.NU, accordion,
side and box
Eye, ltur. None and Throat.
Foil SALE By owner, four-rooSALE 1920
hou.t. WANTED
Ford delivery truck
A. C. ST A R E S.
FOR SALE Cement bioctts, cheap. 6JS
mall orders. N. Crane, 215 Nort VOH
arid
Barnett Building.
GOOD BOARD
Cattle
1015 West Fruit.
Phone 83.
lodging;
inqulro
private
4111
with
and
top
curtains.
2409-KInquire
South Walter, phone 2314-Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 314 West Central.
319 V. Gold.
Office Hours
Phono 108.
home; alao garage for rant. 823 North
FOR SALE
brick house, on FOR
to 18 a. in., and 2 to I p. m.
HlKhih.
I'OST dellvtred at your door,
UENVEH
and
and
dinners
tcckaig
x
serving
Mi
none
MATTRESS RENOVATING FOll SALE
me extra goud used cars;
,mhu juuii.
t)5c per month.
Phone Iihu-m- .
Foil KENT Large furnished room with DR. 'aaAKGAMlVr tAKTWKlC.HT,
parties, pliona 16S9-FOR SALE OK RENT Furnmlud or un
Mcintosh Auto Co., ,608
-- lid
e:tsy terms.
table board; rates for two people. 217 Office Grant Hldg., Room 16. Phone 171.
AIT it ESS iitiNOvTTKJoriTbTmrup
FOK
SALE
'
HAULINU of all kinds done, Joe Coro
Furniture
of four-rooWeet Central.
621 East
house.
furnished
RENT
FOR
Apply
Room
South Fourth.
Residence 1123 East Central
rcug cleaning, lurnnure repairing, fur
na, phone 1820-I'hone 2117-J- l.
home, complete.
Phone 7l.
nltur packing. Phu.is 471. Ervln Bed WA N'TED Uacd Ford chassis or cir;5
FOll
KENT Glassed-i- n
FOK SALE Edison machine and forty- - FOU SALE On easy terms,
Cord
WANTED
wood saw first cla
porch
sleeping
reuaonuble.
cash.
Call
after
pay
ainsr company.
for gentleman with best of board. 719
nve recorus; good as new.
condition. Phone 2408-R-o'clock or fcundaya, at 60 South First.
o "urn is.ii ed room. 2404-Jrhuiif
modorn bungalow; will take good lota
htlMBuvtirw
full
W.
M.
1686-SHERIDAN, M. D.
or real estate paper.
SUNSHINE ROUGH and dry wash; all SouthWalter1 Phone
lzi Mouth Udub.
Phone 2040-FOR" SALE 01dsmoblle""slx, ' In 'excef- MONEY TO LOAN
JAMESON'S
IdeaT location for
RANCH
SALE Sacrifice, Royal typewriter FOK SALE By
Practice limited to
nana woi-k1'none 0-j.
lent condition; a bargain; cash or r'UK KENT Nicely furnished room, close FOK
owner, new modern
few
now
AluNKV TO LOAN On watch... it,.. terms,
No.
healthscekers;
never
reservations
GKNITO
liluii
lo;
131)4
used;
URINARY DISEASES
North
j4B8-terms,
West Central, phone
AND GENERAL HAUL
house, near Robinson park, $ju0 SCAVENGER
In. 4:3 South Arno.
available.
Phone 2238-rounds, guns and everything vsluaDle KOIt BALK Will SlII Chevrolet
AND DISEASED OF THE SKIN
ING, Reasonable rates. E. A, Griffith,
cash, ISO per month. Phone 1S26-tuuiing Foil KENT FurumheU
room, furnace FOK SALE
Mr. u. Marcus, 213 South First.
Room
.
RENT
ana
2399-H722
Wussermna
In Connection.
Last iron, phone
sleeping porch.
Fruh eggs, 85c psr dozen. FOK SALE Five-roocar reasonable, or will trade for Ford
heat. 307 South Walter.
frame, modern,
'
v.lth board for convalescents; gentle-me- n
TO LOAN on diamonds, watches runabout.
302 South
lily's Poultry Hard, 623 South Eighih,
Broad ay.
convenient for two families; large lot, EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player
t ii, MONEY
CJtjgsBank Bldg. Phono 886
It EM . ,,. lurmnlied rooms. Jli't phone 1168.
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, con-- ' FOR BALE Kurd liKht truck, $1&0, one-tu- n Full
private Jioms. phone 2148-unly;
east
166K-James
J . flflentlal.
Phone
front;
piano
highlands.
repairing.
Duran,
S20-phone
South Second, phone
FOR" RENT Nice "rooms with
Gottlieb jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st
11120 New
CHIROPRACTORS
Foil SALE lady's new fur coat, dandy FOK SALE Smallhouse In south high- 134-W- .
York.
Ford truck, $3t0, worm drive; 5
sleeping
FOK KENT 'ihree furutimed housekeepfur auto; wilt sell reasonable.
sua
porches, with .board, for convalescents. tTILTTAii'Z n'
loans on iewelrv. dia. llKht Bulck, layo. llfi West Gold.
lands; would take vucant lot as first WELDING AND CUTTING of metals M.s.
9111 North Fourth
rooms.
street.
612
ing
South
South
Edith.
monds watches, Liberty bonds, plants, Weat Gold.
V,
Broadway, phone
also welders' supplies and carbide fur 526. Reed,
payment, balance like rent. Call 1702
4'olmpractor,
r
bKNisKJbU rooms, hot water heat; na FOR SALE Kimball piano In good con- East Grand.
automobiles. Lowest rates. Kothman'i BKE Mcl.NTOSH AUTO COMPANY for
sale. N. M. Steel Cu., Inc., phone 1K47-19 and 2 ArmUe Building.
414
Wast Silver,
117. South First. Bonded to th state. - used lira, all tiipo, ucd parts; Max
MODERN
sick; nu children.
ACCOMMODATIONS
dition, at a bargain. Owner leaving FOK SALE By owner, one room cottige WANTED Secondhand
for
furniture
and
heallheeeker, In country home; special
Well, Studebiiker, Keo and Chalmera cars. i ok KENT Furnished room with priv? city. Phone 805-with screened porch; lot 3i ft. ty 142
We buy everything In housetrunk
FOR RENT Apartments
608 Went Central.
given to bed patient; close to car
lege of parlor; garage available, rhone FOK SALE OK KENT Singer sewing ft.; city walcrj 830(1 cash. Inquire 1'jO: hold goods.
Max's Bargain Store, 315 care
line.
Adilrees Box 2J4, city.
1.14-J- .
FOH RENT Two-roosouth First.
Phone 858.
apartment,
machine. The Exchange, 120 West south High.
WANTED USED CAHS
LEGAL NOTICE
modern. 823 South Third.
Goiii, phone 1111.
WE PAY CASH for ucd can of any full li&ST Good furniihed
FOK SALE Nice four room brick with MAX BAIfiAIN STORK, at 116 South Foil RENT Canvas sleeping porch, for
"
young lady convalescent; also sleeping FOR RENT Two furnished , rooms, for
6
AlMlMSTJA'Kirs Vln'ICI'
will pay the highest prices for room
make, resardless or condition, Via due Li apiiruuoiit, on lint Xloor, (lit ISoriu FOK SALE Used tractors,
well furnished; close In. Price
Firal,
bath,
and
bath, f..r two; will give
light housekeeping; sdults; no sick.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo Garage, 600 Snuth Second.
84,800; 11,600 down; 815 month lnciud- - your second-hanwith gang plows. Hardware Departclothing, shoes and table adjoining
board or tray service. 815 South 724 South Second.
.urnlture.
Phone 858.
FOR SALE Ford sedan, honeycomb ra i' oil Ki.H 1 Funnelled rourus; also cau ment J. Korboi & Co,
ing Interest, Phone 1025-wounty, New Mexico.
.sycamore.
Fait RENT Three furnished housekeepury birus for sale, HIS bouiU- Walter, JUST RECEIVED a large consignment FOR SALE By owr,r77fs West Coal,
diator, shock absorbers, motor-mete- r.
HUH CLEANERS
iln the Matter of the Estate of other
MIRAMONTB.S-ON-THE-MESextras. A (rood buy. J. Korber & phone HtW-- J.
ing rooms; also two rooms and sleeping
r
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, il
of pllions, lie the pound. Robert
9x12 Rugs Cleaned,
2.00.
A SAN ATORIUM-HOTEHarvey James Moore, Deceased Co., Auto Dept. Phone
1 004
for tubercular porch.
783.
Forrester.
M ATTREshEs
K1S.NT
1114
83
ao
large
porches,
Furnished
.
West
FOK
and
houseksep-Central.
vacant.
up.
light
newly
decorated,
lenovateil,
Notice is hereby elven that tht
atIn
nurse
convalescents;
graduate
Terms
If
4uS
FOR RENT A sunny furnished apart- ilecired. I'hone 1803-room for lauy, 810 per month.
furniture
and
Ervin
BALIS
Ing
OR
one
SALE
repaired
packed.
FOK
also
Dodge
ofllce
or
battery,
month.
the
week
rates
furniture, desk, tale,
tendance;
by
undersigned was. on the 1st day of
ment
of
three
rooms, bath and screened
buuui
Edith.
471.
Co.,
FOK
SALE
Bedding
fits Studebaker. Butck,
phone
By owner, two room cotCall 2400-Jadding machine,
etc.;
typewriters,
401 Sou th Seventh,
h,
jjecemDer, iszi, duly appointed Overland battery
tage with sleeping porch and garage; BETTER
Call phone 701-Six, etc. Both are practically Foil KENT One incs large room for reasonable.
DOKAli FINISHING It Is RESERVATIONS may now be had at St, pore
o
Aamimsirator or the estate of Har. new and can
;
o
FOR
water
;
RENT
at
be bought very reasonable.
Three room apartment wi'il
8200 cash, balance
better. Return postage paid on mall
housekeeping, for lady employed, ill CLAK1F1ED and Pasteurised milk. Thais city
John's Sanatorium
rates,
vey james Moore, deceased, by thi Mcintosh Auto Company, 008 West Cen West
iiae rent. Inquire 1002 South High at.
Silver.
bath, furnished, no sick, no children;
orders. The Barnum Studio, 219
West 817.60 to 825 per week;(Upiscopal):
Is only une place to obtain lu Albu
includes
private
nice
113 South Ninth.
location.
Probate Court of Bernalillo Coun tral.
SALE Oil KENT Six brauu new Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
room with sleeping porch, connected to
ok
r'OK KENT Sleeping rooms for gentler querque Dairy Association, phone 361,
four-rooTwo rooms and sleeping
ty. and having Qualified as uch
nieu employed, 88. uO up; no sick, lis FOK sale ijioiii butiermiik and cot
houses, corner Ninth and WANTED 8300.00 from suitable person bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, FOR KEN
will sell one or all on reasonable
BUSINESS CHANCES
West silver.
Administrator, all persons having
nursing; excellent meals, tray noporch, unfurnished; 208 private entrance;
buys furniture and one year's lease on
also fresh milk in gallon Coal;
tage
cheese;
terms.
See
F.
H.
small
children.
North Walnut.
or
Ben9
no
extras. All rooms have steam
L, C
Strong,
rooms, bath and large sleeping porch; service;
ciaims against trie estate of said Foil SALE
lots, swayne's Dairy, phone liflu-Uui'ugti. beat locatluu lu FOK KENT Nicely furnished room, outnett. Phones 75 or 146.
Three-rooclose In; rent 825 per month. See own- - heat, hot and cold running water. Rev. FOR
RENT
side entrance; also garage; no sick. Foil
own.
decedent are hereby notified and
Phone 879.
apartment,
u FOR SALE
W.
sandwiches,
Pig
II.
Phone
Zlegler, Superintendent,
Account
modem, completely furnished, close In;
city, fur- er, 315 South Third st.
Whistle candies, best Ice cream lu the
required to present the same to the FOH SALE Small rooming house; long lllti Nolth Second.
491.
nished or unfurnishedleaving
water paid, phone 640 or 807; no chilmod- CLEANING PAPER and kalsomlne, waxFOU KENT Furnished room with
We deliver
free. College inn, ern house; scrsened
lease. Ailiisess Cora, care Journal.
undersigned in the manner and
city.
dren.
porches, nicely aring floors, house and window cleaning,
Near good boarding hours. phone 241.
within the time prescribed by law. FOK SALE Small grocery and
FOR RENT Dwellings
ranged for two families. West Central, and all kinds of repair work; work guarFOR RENT Furnished
212 North, High.
three rooms,
bEND a geuuiue N.lV .Wj HU'J ir liEK near park. Phone owner, 2204-dwelling. Call at 816 8outh Seventh .
A, WHITE,
one 634-anteed.
JohnGoodaim,
cotph
FoH
Two
KENT
private bath and steeping porch; heat,
room,
furnished
MAN TOWN PILLOW TOP
Jelght
housekeeping
noiEL
lor FOK 8A1E By owner, five-rooAdministrator.
FOR SALE A meat market; everything STATE
water and light furnished. Apply 1008
1727 West Central.
and
WA.NTKO
Careful
Kodak
JaKe.
new
Utiuer
rent.
J.O06
rooms
managefor
finishing.
Kasl Cls
Christmas; bargains at
Dated 3rd day of December, 1921
large front porch, modern bungalow,
l .jnplrle. Call at 1101 Kast Centra . ment. Fourth and Central.
Twice dally service. Remember, satis- FOIt RENT Small four room house fur- West Central.
tral, phone 141D-In good residence
phone 706-east lront, faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
FOR RENT Two and three-roofurnished. 611 Houth Elm.
NOTICE.
room for gentleman, ad- BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albu lawn and trees, in section;
DESIRABLE
best
SALE
very
One
FOK
business
of
the
condition;
nished apartments, hot and , lid waur
a reliable, established firm. Hanna FOH KENT New house. Call Averill
Last Will and Testament of Sarah Properties In Alhuaueraue.best 215 South joining bath, outside entrance. 810 uuerque Dairy Association butter; u would sacrifice for quick salt, leaving &to Hanna.
stesm
and
Master
ilttht
'
and
heat;
paid.
Photographers.
telephone
Bell Burton, Deceased.
Apartments, apartmentl.
your grocer can not supply you, call el town. Phone 1486-First street, Inquire at Savoy Hotel of North Walter.
.21 Moutn uroaaway.
1
WINDOW CLEANING
Norm Second.
To John D. Burton805 East Cen fice.
FOU'SALE OR RENT Furnished or un- FOR
FOK KENT Furniched 8 small house- the dairy,
FoK SALE House,
fou
rooms and ALBUQUERQUE
RENT Three rooms and sleeping
CC Windows cleaned
and
floors
no
n
onil'
urouud
furnished
rooms,
house.
Ksut
b2l
SPOTS
and
arch
cushions
SOFT
floor;
Heel
glassed-iM.
keeping
N.
tral Avenue, AiDuquerque
Apply
FOR SALE At a bargain, five second
sleeping porch, front and
porch, completely furnished; one and
stares, offices and .houses
415 West Lead.
James W. Burton, SOB East Cen
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot back porch; big basemsnt; furnace; com- scrubbed;
one-ha- lf
hand
pool tables and one billiard table. dren.
blocks from postofflce; no sick.
reasonablerates and honest
first-clas- s
four-rooSupports. Thos. pletely furnished; large lot; this Is a cleaned; Postofflce box 101, A. Granone; FOK RENT
In ;ulre 703 West Sliver.
tral Avenue, Albuquerque, N. Mk In
condition; also one twelve- - FOK KENT Two rooms and sleeping troubles, 81. plantar Arch
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. good buy; easy terms. Address box C. work.
h
Eas328
use,
North
at
Dr.
Fourth,
porch, furnished for lighi housekeepDavid D. Burton. 805 East Ceri root eooa120fountain, A- -l condltwn. Jn
leave
calls
American
your
Grocery, phone
West Silver.
FOK SALE Fresi. vuii-fe- d
ing. ti2t South High.
terdny.
251.
pork; whole care Journal.
tral Avenue, Albuoueroue. V. M. quire at
or half hoc; half will average' about FOR SALE Modern four-roohouss, on
FOIt RENT Nicely furnished house at WANTED
nice, clean rooms for
To Whom This May Concern, BUSINESS FOR SALE Old established FOK KENT Twuconvenient
Ten
experienced salesmen
W. B.
founds;. ISO a pound.
Kast
near
Santa
car
we aro
Fe,
HELP
seventy
WANTED
100S Houth
also
to
line;
towu,
Arno.
Call at 1702 East
on
uouseneeping;
mercantile
located
rail
business,
who have automobiles and who can
Oreetlng:
anxious to sell before Friday and will
Hicks, phone 250, J. C. Penney Store.
West Iron.
Orand.
sell for valus of Improvements to shops. 40
to
start
from
work
the first to the ninth
You are hereby notified that the road. Willcoo,1,
handle It on 8275 cash, balance monthly.
Male.
KOOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
reason for selling. If In FOK KENT Room and glaased-l- n sleep-lualone,
FOH RENT Five rooms furnished, sleep
of January, to still COLT LIOHTJNO and
of terested In good-size- d
alleged Last Will and
ad'
824 South GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 81 per gal Would consider vacant lot In exchange. WANTED Experienced cook. Manhattan
ing1
In New Mexico and
COOKINGproposition,
also
PLANTS
gentleman
only.
porch,
bath,
garage.
Apply
porch,
110
The Masano
lon.
Soutn The Exchange Furniture store, 120 West
Sarah Bell Burton, deceased, late dress postofflce box 638, Albuquerque.
Co.,
(125 South Arno.
Cafe.
Walter. Phone 2272-eastern. Arleona. We have the beat light
or ine
Wajout, shone 1834 J, Try a built up UOIU,
on
of Bernalillo and
Three-roomarket
the
ing
clerk
WANTED
FOH
FOK KENT Two large sunny rooms, roof,
today, also the
RENT
furnished house.
Experienced receiving
plnt
BY OWNER,
will last as long as the building.
modern houso in
best selling proposition with one of the
State of New Mexico, was produced FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
for work In wholesale grocery house.
furnished for light housekeeping. 417
sleeping porch, 925; key at 700 East most
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire
810
North
and read in the Probate Court of FC 1 SALE Six Rhode Island hens lod South Walter. Phone 1803-reputable
First,
Santa
companies
Fe.
standing back
three Apply
place, large scr, ened porWies,
of n from start to finish. Salesmen's
the County of Bernalillo, tate of one rooster. 1002 East street, nhone FOK KENT Furnished front room, five
bed roon.a with extra large EMPLOYMENT OFFICE We furnish all FOR RENT Fve room
houne unfur
Ught,
airy
SALE
of
shares
hundred
Ftve
FOR
City
are
commissions
weekly,
paid
110
kinds of help. Try our service.
New Mexico, on the first day of ?oa.
blocks from postofflce ; private ennished, itent reasonable. Address E. monthty. Those Interested call in paid
H..sctriu Railway, below par. JJr. si. closets, fronts east on large lot with
per
K care Journnl.
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent South Third, phone 854-L. Hust, M. X. Armtjo bullolng.
uecemDer, inzi, ana the day of the WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS of trance. 401 South Seventh.
son, or write W. M, Foster, 2104 West
terms if desired. Phone ATTENTION, . MEN Big, reliable con FOll RENT Four-roocondition;
801 South FOK KE.NT
ell kinds. Phone 852-modern house, Central Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Houiekeeulng rooms and
proving of said alleged Last Will
1877-cern with nationally advertised protwo screened
sleeping porch, for two persons? ao
and Testament was thereupon fixed Rroadway.
porches and garage. jr you are thinking nf a change, and
duct can use four men, ae H5 to 35, Plinne 123S-RARE OPPORTUNITY.
WHnt to start tire new year with a line
USE EFFECTO Ali To TOP and seat
he 1 2th day of Jan FOK SALE One pure bred B. C. B. I. children. 110 South Walnut. ,
lor Thursday.
or American nationality, excel- FOH RENT Three-rooONE
of
best homes con
V all- Hpanlsh
Albuquerque's
800
l
a
ROOMS
Effecto
Kca
Autu
IMPERIAL
cockerel
and
few
clean
house with thit will net you a nice Income, it will
hens.
rooms;
Enamel,
ice,
D.
A.
dressing.
ad1922, at 10 o'clock in West Lead. Phone 1102-.uary,
n
for
and
lent
10
of
rooms
glaeaed-lwith
earning
opportunity
sisting
pay you to hear our proposition. First
Klrtssed slfoping porch, furnished,
rates by day or week. Over Pastime pa r. Valapar Enamels on automobiles.
the forenoon of said day.
for Interview
porch, fireplace, 2 bath rooms, vancement. Phone lDhS-- J
lr,6S-applicants get most choice territory.
Cottage Paint, Homestead sleepingfloors,
Plymouth
now.
n
Given under my hand and the FOr. SALE Only a few of those fine Theater. 211ft West nCentra).
References
built-irequired.
steam
all
features,
maple
SatFloor Paint, Root Paint and Cement.
Plymouth Rock and R. 1. Red nullets FoK KENT Ulassed-lcottage, furporch and two isfaction
fruit room; corner WANTED First class dry goods man for FOR RENT Two room
heat,
seal of this court, this 3rd day of left;
room,
FOR SALE Real Estate
Leathlaundry
Keleher
F.
assured.
Thos.
114
Just beginning to lav. 1702 North
nished. 609 East Pacific. Inquire 814
airy rooms, board across street,
lot with fine lawn, roses and trees, douer Co., 4u8 West Central, phone 1067-- J.
"
large country store. Must understand Ea'st Santa Fe.
.December, A. D. 1921.
Second.
FOR BALE
North Maple, phone 1886-Fine E.0 foot lot on East
ble garage. For further Information. P. Spanish
and
have
welt,
knowledge
fairly
FRED
CROIXOTT,
(Seal)
Hltver at reduced price,
O. Box 182, Albuquerque, N. M.
J. A. Ham
FOR SALE Entire stock pura bred S. C. LARUE front sleeping room, bath; pri
of
OK SALb Livestock
cottage mond,
Dependable FOR RENT Furnished
general merchandise.
124
East
Silver,
K. I. Keds, breeding nens
2185-County Clerk
r singles:
with sleeping porch. Phone
one or two ladles em
cr
vate
references required. Good pay for right
"milk" cow andTThlck-ens- .
FAl.'EOood
alao a fine lot of bronze turkeys. M. ployed. family;
1203
call
East
312 South Seventh.
WANTED
Copper.
Do
Position
to
not
man.
NOTICE.
unless
hit
apply
willing
Phone 2417-Jll. a. w.itmna, phone 2416-JWELL, furnUlred cement block bungaFirst-clas- s
Last Will and Testament of Louise RED
colored
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms, FOK SALE
'wonian the ball. Address E, I M., cars
does
and frying WANTED
Bucks,
POULTRY
YARDS Thoroughbred
low, glassed sleeping porch, sunny and
with sleeping porch; lights and water
743-wants
half
work.
Phone
.favorite, Deceased.
days
TIME CARDS
710
West
rabbits.
Lead.J
S. C. R. I. Reds. Ringlet Barred Kocks. and use of bath, 825. Phone 1611-reasonable. Apply 218 South High.
warm;
Fern
nle
To Richard J. Favorite, 30 Monu- - cockerels
Position as salesman; experl-enceFOK SALE Fresh young cow, giving WANTED Address
breeding, fresh ground green ELGIN HOl'elL Sleeping
Three-rooFOH
auo
RENT
.
furnished
ruuBis
ment Street, Groton, Connecticut none. 413forWost
ExWANTED
care
collar
B.
Journal.
Experienced
girl.
three gallons milk. 717 South Arno.
-K,
Atlantic, phone 1483-bath, sleeping porch, 714 East
celsior Laundry.
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
Felix C, Favorite, 94 Prospect
wants position,
MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Reds.
Hazeldlne.
FOR SALE Milk goat, cheap; also two PRACTICAL NURSE- Mrs.
Call at 703 South High,
ur
Weat Central.
Girl fur general housework. phone 1310-lreasonable.
WANTED
(04
Massachu
Avenue, Wollaston,
charges
Harter,
a superb lot of cocks and cockerels for week ' month. 602y.
116
call
Rhode
at
Island
roosters,
South Third.
RENT Two
nice unfurnlshsd West Sliver, phone
Apply 42a Houth Third.
A. Favorite, sale.
Book
orders now,
for BABY FOR
678.
setts; Welnande
FOR
RENT
Two,
throe, four room
rooms with bath and large sleeping
MIDDLE AGED AMERICAN,
married WANTED Girl for general trousewoiri,
11Z2 East Silver Avenue. Albu
CHICKS; by so doing, ynu Insure delivery
and houses; some furapartments
tlfi West Mountain Road. Phone FOR SALE Two horses, two colts, 100
man wants work of any kind. C.
date desired, a P. Hay. 236 North porch,
good wagffs. 310 North Thlrte e n I h.
W. H. McMllllon,
chickens and good collie dog, cheap.
querque, isew
nished,
atenm
t,
Mexico, and to exact
heat
803-Halstead, 1315 South Edith.
vvnom Others It May Concern: Hlsh.
WESTBOUND bally.
Mr. Lawrence, 1204 North Eleventh.
WANTED Maid for general housework. 201! West Oold,
, You-arWOODWORTH Newly furnished, nice,
WITH
MAN
CAR
connec823
e
desires
West
reliable
Train.
Arrive.
Copper.
mornings,
Apply
Depart.
Jernotified ... that the.
FOR RENT Unfurnished
four rooms, No.
M
hereby
clean rooms and housekeeping apart FOR SALE Beat grade young Duroc
LOST AND FOUND
tions to handle good selling proposition. WANTED Woman
T I I
T .. ,.
A tV
The Scout..,, 7:30 pm 8:80 pas
.J
'
houseon
tl.Ml
the
for
basement
and
two
at
bath,
fT
sey
X
purposes
breeding
general
hogs
Ul
porches,
IJnoi
Will illU OBVailllll
ments, by day, week or month, lit
Box
Address
care
81,
1
No.
lo:JO
a'E,'U
11:00
Journal,
Calif.
Limited.
am
am
1201
market. Address Charles R. Raff, Los
East Copper. Inquire at 210 North
work; must be good cook. 705 West
Lady'a gold watch; reward. WestSouth Third.
Louise Favorite, deceased, late of LOST
Na T Fargo Fast. .10:50 am 11:10 am
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and Lead.
N. M.
ern School, phone 801-Cedar, phone 237S-the County of Bernalillo and Btate LOST
FOR RENT Nloely furnished front room Lunas,
.12:35
1:01
am
No,
I
am
A
The
books.
WILLIAMS
1SANG,
Navajo.
keep
WANTED -- Woman or girl, from 19 years FOR Rent Three-rooSALE
Or trade for hogs, good
furnished house,
pup,
wearing collar;
or .New Mexico, was produced and returnAiredale
with or without
8
SOUTHBOUND.
porch; suit- FOR
Meltnl building.
Phone 701-work horse, weight about 1100; can bs room
up, for housework. Call at 213 south
North First, phone Jls. able fur one or twosleeping
sleeping porch and bath, at 201 Sou.n Na 1 El Paso
19:10 pm
gentlemen; olose In. seen
read in the Probate Court of the LOST to 601 Shrine
Eip
C. W. Hunter ranch, north end WANTED Position driving
kind
Second.
be
vacant
will
1J. InDecember
at
any
Edith;
416
South
Third.
brooch pin. Finder
No. 17 El Paso Exp
Lady's
11:36 am
2409-R-or
224
own
truck
do
alao
South'
County of Bernalillo, State of New
Rio
Edith.
Grande blvd. Phone
automobile;
my
quire
exWANTED
State
w.
to
B.
return
Hicks.
Lady
stenographer.
Penney
J.
C
EASTBOUND.
KENT
rooms
FOK
Furnished
fur
light
Mexico, on the first day of Decem- uo. store. Keward.
repair work. Address Driver, care
five-rooperience and salary wanted. P. O. Box MODEHN
house, garage, No. 1 The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
housekeeping; water and lights furnish- FOR SALE Gentle driving horse, light
1921. flnrl th
rtfiv nf nrnvlnff
ber.
255, City.
Fourth ward; three and four-roospring wagon and buggy harness; also
No. 4 Calif. Limited. (.00 pm 6:40 pm
Waterman fountain pen, valued ed; bath connection; positively no chil'
or lowlands. Rollln F. No. 8 8. F.
cf said alleged Last Will and Testa- - LOST
One block east of NURSE wants position, nursing and keep WANTED Cashier at once; must have houses, llghlands
good stock saddle.
as Xmas
finder please notify Miss dren. 710 West Lead.
Eight.. 7:28 pm 8:10 pm
Outhrlda-e- ,
314 West Oold.
t ment was thereupon fixed for ins Miner. gift;
ing nouse for Invalid or neaithseeker; Armljo postofflce, phone 2402-Jf- l.
105
No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 am 1:60 am
references.
Cafe,
633 south Arno.
good
Liberty
FOK KENT One aunny upstairs room, HORSES FOR
two years' experience In hospital. Ad- West
V
n
ThlirSflnv tha 19th ,1a r,t Tfinnnnf
FOR RENT Unfurnished
Central.
some
We
SOUTH.
SALE
FROM
have
Tortoise-shell
nress N. c. car journal.
six windows, two large closets, sink
glasses, lost In ac
A. D. 1922, at 10 o'clock in the LOST
work horses and mules tor sale.
WANTED A cook In a family of four; 418house of five rooms with large lot, at No, 11 From El Paso 8:38 pm
cident, corner central and Second. De and running water, furntahed for house- 810good
YOUNG man, college education, having a
West
Atlantic
are
ao
Prices
North
avenue;
no.
very
Pasn
7:00 am
handy
From
El
cheap;
Mrs.
D.
to
Broadway.
lorenoon of said day.
wages
party,
22.
good
right
cember
Phone 634; suitable reward. keeping, 814 per month. 618 West Coal.
sense of responsibility and fully conto railroad employes
also heavy set of harness and heavy sadNo. 10 connects at Telen with No. II
708 West Copper.
City Realty Co.,
Given under my hanrl nd the
207 West Gold, phone 667.
versant in handling office detail work Weinman,
dle
for
sale,
JU-- for
Clovls.
Feces
Valisy,
City and
weal of this court, this third day of
FOR SALE Ranches
FOR SALE Furaiture
in which Initiative is essential, desires to EARN BOARD Room and HO month
Coast
FO't SALE Ten head of Missouri mules, make
while attending school; catalogue fre. FOR RENT Three-roofurnished house. O
connections. Address G. L. C, care
uecemoer, A. L. 1921.
No- 28
wtt
connectat
No.
ten
mares
KEPAUtSlanduhoVter:
of
horses
SALE Forty-ac- t
FURNITURE
head
and
aifa
raiichi
work
oil
s
H.lja
201
aif
South
sleeping porch and bath, at
Mackay Business College. v06fc South
,
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
ln
four mil from city. Inaulre 400 We.:
Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Co. and twelve head of Holatain and Jersey Journal.
Edith; will be vacant December 19; also from Clovle and point east and south
ain, Los Angeles.
'
WOULD
like
had
have
a
Job;
on
milk
will
or
cows,
for
Gold.
pressing
trade
sale
County Clerk
four
room
cheap
house, sleeping porch
FOR SALE Beautiful "solid mahogany
WANTED -- Ladies all over Nw Mexito and bath atmodern
In
118 North Sycamore. Inquire
NOTICE OP ADMINISTRATRIX.
OR SALE Country home, stucao house,
bed and dining room sat) bargain. 812 town. lots, cows at comer of Mountain andton years' experience havetire cleaning
to take orders for my medallions; good 224
road and Fourth; miles and horses at
family to
pressing business;
South Edith.
tne Matter of the Estate of An(even rooms, steam heated, electric North Fifth:.
ma
Write
for
in tonio
a
pay.
Job.
like
would
and
842-Harry
particulars.
or 46. support
permanent
Bell's Livery Stable. Phone
ranch: In alfalfa and FOR SALE Beds,
Rea. 605 North Second. Album rqa.
lights; on ten-aoG. V. Sears, 116 South Third, Albuquermattresses, tables,
Maurlno, Deceased.
New Mexico.
chairs and rugs, all In good condition,
Notice is hereby given that Bar orchard.I40:-R- Address. Postofflce box 177. or
que, N. M,
PERSONAL
1007
South Arno.
bara Maurlno, Administratrix of phn
WANTED Position, by married man, 2!
Male and Femnle.
Four-acr- e
ranch, two miles FOK SALE Two library tables, two aARRF"o7prlvaTalionres
years old, good bookkeeper, can op- YOUNG men, women, over 17, desiring
,. the estate of Antonio Maurlno de-- Jj FOR SALE
on main ditch:
from
postofflce.
two
arm
leather
erate
write
tables,
dressing
MADAME
machlns,
of
heavy
Burroughs
the
posting
PETITE, at
request
8130 monthly,
ceased, has filed in the Probate house, garage, chicken houses, tnjls, chairs, one kitchen
government
and several odd
friends, win resume business for a few mercantile show cards, use typewriter, R. Terry (formerpositions,
Civil Service examiner),
Court of Bernalillo County, New blooded chickens and turkeys; also fur-- chairs. 408 West table,
Central.
She reads strictly from good salesman. Willing- to keep books R, Terry, (former Civil Bervlce exrhalner)
' Mexico, her final
days only.
241I-Jas
such
terms
Phone
report
lture;
FOR SALE Morris chair, china cablnst, science and wilt convince the most ob- and help clerk when not busy with books. 2 Continental Bide. Washington, D. C.
Administratrix and the court has
kitchen cupboard, dressers and large stinate skeptic. The nerves do register Living salary. Address P, O. Box 21,
Southland, Texas.
appointed Thursday, the 19th day
stock of high-grad- e
Seven-roo- m
used
furniture, truth, 1724 West Centra),
TYPEWRITERS
PAINTING
PAPERING
dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
of January, 1922, aa the day for ri'EWRlVLTrj
priced r(ght. 826 South First.
11
every respect. Sleeping Porches. Steam Heat; 160 Feet
WHEN considering palming, paperhang-In- g
makes overhauls!
CARPENTERING
FOR
RENT
Ranches
FOR
SALE
Furniture
hearing objections, if any there be, and renalred. Rlhhnna
at factory prices
or
fnp .Vflrv me.
call 234, or call at
Frontage Will Be Sold at a Sacrifice. Easy Terms.
to the approval of said final report .
wnicn makes it cost less than second
THE ODD JOB MAN. 107 East kalsomlnlng,
t Albuquerque
ExRanch. Apply, U. Mandel), PETTIFORD
Central, for Hanson A Powers,
Typewriter
hand goods. Come and see for yourself. FOR RENT
kind of work
Fhona 1871-first-claand the discharge of said Admin- change, phone
A.
S02-121 South Fourth.
and
west
central.
paperhangers;
lit
painter,
American Furniture Co., Ill South 8so-on. .
WANTED
we guarantee all our work; no Job too
istratrix.
Odd Jobs carpentering, paintFOR RENT OR SALE Eighty-acr- e
,
Witness- my hand and ths seal of FOR RENT
big n too small.
ing ana roof repairing. Phone 146S-. Rooms
house, seven miles
ranch, four-rooOffice
FOR BALE One bedstead, mattress and sast of town; fireplace, water and tele- BUILDING, alterations, repairing, la-said Probate Court this 16th day FOR KENT
Three very desirable office
PAINTING
if December, 1921.
springs, sanitary touch and pad, gas phone. Call at 1106 East Central, pho'.is
or
er
contract
Jobs
by
small; work by
Ground Floor Cromwell Building.
rooros light, heat and water; will rent range, arm ohair, good second-han- d
the day; careful mechanics and reasonFRED CROLLOTT,
VfSeal).:
separately or as a whole. A- - B. MJlntr, sewing machlnei- all In good condition;
1847-work
able
estimates
estimate
prices;
guaranteed;
furnished
all
or bald rrouute uourt,
free;
w
never
nesi ventral, puone yzi.
used by sick. tOT North Arno.
Journal Want Ads Jtrlng result.- free, call I7st-work guaranteed; ao Job toa largo.
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SECRETARY FOR

SERVICE

OUR

GIRLS WORK TO

Is now being increased and improved.
There is now a car leaving the store 315 West
Marble Ave. at 8 :30 a. m. for the Highlands. All
orders given in before that time and the evening
before will go out at that time.
Another car will leave for the Highlands at 10
a. m. and at 3 p. m.
This in addition to our service to all other parts
of town.

PASTijBl

LET'S GO

1

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber
jNorin 11m.
Phono 421.

HAPPY-DRA- WS

YEAR IN JAIL

EL

"You couldn't change that to a
sentence in tho penitentiary, could
you, Judge?" inquired, F. M.
White
yesterday afternoon of
Judge W. W. McClellan, who had
Just sentenced him to one year and
one day in the county Jail for malicious destruction of property.
White is the man who threw a
brick through the State National
bank window several months ago
and then repeated the feat Tuesday.
Oekler who has been in charge of
A beautifully appointed home
"I'm sorry," Judge McClellan anthe work for the past three and a
"but I can't do any betswered,
one
was
at
of
the
the
half months,
most brilliant
wedding,
accepted
meeting of the board yesterday. social events of the winter, was that ter for you."
"Thanks
for your lift, anyway,"
Mrs. Gekler has been acting es a of Miss
Virginia Carr, daughter of White answered. "A year in the
half time secretary for girls' work.
A new secretary will bo obtained as Capt. and Mrs. Clark M. Carr, and Jail isn't so bad, but the accommoTheodore Van Soelen, well known dations there aren't what they
soon as possible.
The girls' work of the Y. W. C. artist, which took place at the Carr might he they don't furnish ra
A. has increased considerably in the home on North Fourth street last zors) and other toilet articles."
White, who appears to be more
past few months. The number of night. The ceremony was performed
or less ill, threw the first brick
Mandalari.
girls registered In clubs and other Dy atner A. M,
in
an
exnuisita
wed
window
ihe
several
bride,
activities this year is double those
through the
interested
last year. The girls' ding gown ana train of white satin months ago because, he stated, he
work department includes play- and real lace, was escorted to the was broke and hungry. He spent,
ground and club work at the Girls' altar by her father to the music ot thirty days in Jail and several
Welfare home, the Harwood school Mendelssohn s march. She was at weeks at the bureau of charity
and the Indian school, In addition tended by Miss Edith Chllders colony, but became tired of It at
to the conducting of six girl re- dressed in Jade satin and Miss An- the colony and made "other arorchid rangements" for his future comfort
gelica Howden,
wearing
serve clubs in the city schools.
The annual finance campaign of satin. She was met at the altar of by trying his luck with another
the Y. W, C. A. will open on Janu-nr- y banked palms and ferns by tho window.
4 to continue for three davs. bridegroom, who was attended by
Is what
"Economic
Robert E. Dietz. The ring service I'm after," heIndependence
The funds for maintaining the in- was
declared," to police
used.
obtained
after breaking tho window Tuesstitution in the city are
A
at which day. "The
colony is alf right, but
annually through contributions of aboutwedding reception
fifty guests were present fol- a fellow feels under obligation? to
interested persons, there being no
lowed
the
cut
The
bride
ceremony.
some one out there, while In Jail
fees in organization.
membership
the large wedding coko with a sil- he can
The camnalen will bo conducted by ver
keep his pride and
handled bolo brought from tho
Mrs. A. Ti. Stroup, chairman of the
Philippines by her father. Her boufinance committee pf the board.
quet of bride's roses, lilies of the
Tho Joy or Llvlnff.
valley and sweet peas was caught
No ono can reasonably expect to
WATCH NIGHT SERVICE
by Miss Katherlne McMillen. String
of the eerenaders and show- get much pleasure out of life when
AT METHODIST CHURCH music
ers of confetti enlivened the recep- his bowels are constantly constipated. A few doses of ChamberON SATURDAY EVENING tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Soelen left last lain's Tablets will move the bowels.
on the west- strengthen the digestion and give
A "watch night" service with a night for a honeymoon
real
ern coast.
will probably re- you a chance to realize the
.
program and a soclnl hour to close turn to the They
southwest where Mr. Joy of living.
witB the coming of the new year Van Soelen has
mado
a
reputation
will be held at the Central Avenue as a
CITV EI.KCTIUC SHOE SHOP
portrait and landscape artist,
S13 Bonfh
on Saturday to make
Methodist
church
rhone 887-do not
home.
their
They
Free Tall and Delivery.
evening from 8 to 1 2 o'clock. The expect to return to Cincinnati
public is invited to the social. The where the bridegroom has been
program follows:
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
the past few months.
8:00 p. m. Musical and literary spending
Mrs. Van Soelen Is a member of 310 4 South First.
Phone 221-selections, including orchestra, un- one of the most prominent families
der direction of Mesdanics Brad- in the state and has been identified
C. K. CONNER, M. P. D. O.
ford and Wolfe.
with leading social and philanthroSpecialist.
9:00 p. m. Plans for the coming pic activities.
She served overseas Stern Osteopathic
2033-Bids. Tel. 701-1.
Presented for cnurch during the war, doing reconstruc
year:
school by Superintendent J. E. Ma-- j tion work in Belgium. Since her
for Epworth return from war service, she recent- Malone Taxi & Iransfer 158
.lor; 2.
presented
leasrue hy President Miss Winnie ly toured Europe with her mother
lllaldwm: 3. presented for board and sister. Mr. Van Soelen has
of stewards by chairman, J. K. Ma- been a popular member of Albu
J. W. BRASFIELD
for Women's querque society for the past five Watch., clock and Jewelry repaired.
jor; 4. presented
D.
Mrs.
F.
Missionary society by
years since he has made his homo American.
Swiss
and Englisii
Wilson; 5. presented for Centenary here.
makes.
by C. L. McMillan; 6. presented for
117 S. First
Phone 91 7-- J
Christian education movement by
W. J. Leverett; 7. presented
fori
church generally by Rev. C. C. Hig SANTA FE R.
We deliver any size any!
bee, pastor.
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
10:00 p. ni. Social hour and re
freshments by Women's Missionary
Phone 939.
society.
watch11:00 p. tn. Unveiling
word for 1922. by Rev. C. C. Hig-beimme-jdiatel-

T0DAY

HAYAKAWA

iESSUE

T.

WINDOW MAN IS

girls' work secretary who
jwill devote her full time to the dePOPULAR ARTIST
velopment and conducting of clubs
land other girls' activities, will be
engaged for the Y. W. C. A.
Decision to obtain the
Last
services of a full time secretary to Ceremony Performed
take care of the rapidly expanding
Carr Residence
at
Night
work of the association, was made
Couple Will Make Their
yesterday by the executive commit- jtee of the association.
Home in Southwest.
The resignation of Mrs. W. A

Phones

315 Mnrblo Avenue.

STAFF

A new

HOMER H. WARD

WARDS STORE.

T

JOIN

CARR WEDS

December 29, 1921

H
LAST TIME TODAY

Machine.

Shelled Pinon Nuts

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Fannie S. Spitz. Tel F02, 323 N.
Tenth St. Send for mail order list

y.

Adolph" 2Tulpr

Brown's Transfer
Phone
C. A.

9'emmon
rrx

and Efficient Service.

Promnt

noilges.

presents

678
118 W. Silver.

ELMS HOTEL

in the state-st- eam
cold
hot and
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
'
With bath $2.50 single ami
double $3.00.
rooms

Finest

heat,

x.

IX

"WHERE LIGHTS ARE LOW"
Hrllllnnt

The

St4ir

Japanese

"THE TOREADOR"

in

CLYDE COOK

PRICES

ADMISSION

REGULAR

at His Best

ATTRACTION

ADDED

LOCAL ITEMS

PRE-INVENTO-

SALE

and

4
5.
Frucht-ma- n,
7

Phono
Coal Supply
Born, to Mr. and lira. J.
in
on
December
a boy.
All Merchandise in Stock
New York City.
At Greatly Reduced Prices
Save costs of a Bylt fey paying
your poll tax this week. 1'ay at
State National bank or at thu High
school.
St. Mary's school basketball team
will play the Santa Ke Hoy Scouts
Music and Jewelry Store
at the armory here at 2:30 this afternoon.
117 S. First St.
Phone 9I7-- J
Dr. Murray, Osteopath, P. 644-Miss Bertha Becker, formerly of
this cltv, who has been in New
York for the last two years and mines of the Douglas-Uisbe- e
diswho is now engaged In child welwith tricts are all closed, and many minfare work in New Mexico,
ers are out of work.
headquarters at Santa Ke, is In the
lli.s Mae Claire Wright is enjoycity.
a, visit from her brother. Coming
truck
load,
full
wood,
Factory
mander M. H. Wright, the fleet enfour dollars. Hahn.Coal Company. gineer
of the Pacific navy fleet, sta(
Phone 91.
on the flagship California,
The annual meeting of St. Paul s tioned
now at Han Pedro, Calif. He is atKnglish Lutheran church will be
to tho admiral's staff, and
held at the church this evening at tached
leave of absence Is short. He
7:45 o'clock. Reports on the work his
will
probably return to California
of the past year will be presented,
the Sunday night.
and officers will be elected' forbusicoming year. Following thewill be
ness session a social hour
HOSPITAL FACILITIES
enjoyed, the ladles cf the church
FOR DISABLED VETS
serving refreshments.
Ii. C. Mersfelder fibd suit In the
.
WILL BE INCREASED
district court yesterday against
F. Brantlev asking judgment on an
(By The Amwlntrd Pre.)
alleged note of $35.90.
Washington, Dec. 28. GovernLeo Mazon was granted a divorce
from Mahle Mazon by the district ment facilities for the treatment of
court yesterday.
nearly 6,000 more former service
Suit for divorce was filed In the patients will be provided. by
Florence
beds in hospitals in eightby
court
district
yesterday
Brenemeyer
against Charles II. een states early next year, it was
announced
by Director
today
Brenemeyer.
reForbes of the vetprans bureau.
Dr. Margaret Cartwriglit
At present, ho Bald, there are
turned to the city last evening from
available 10,770 government beds
Mexico Cltv and El Paso.
The Ladies' Aid society of the for tubercular patients and 6,240
will
Christian
church,
pabeds for the
Broadway
meet at 2 o'clock this afternoon at tients. Additional hospital facilithe church.
ties for 3,150 tubercular patients,
Mrs. Nellie Bartley left last night he said, are to be Installed in Arifor New York City to make her zona, New Mexico, North Carolina,
Florida, Wisconsin, Ohio, Massaspring purchases.
Mrs. W. A. Cameron was taken chusetts, Alabama,
Pennsylvania,
other
to a local hospital the
day. New York nnd Colorado, while adblood
the
from
poisoning,
for 2,750 neuroditional beds
suffering
result of a small scratch on one of psychiatries patients will be estabher fingers. Mr. Cameron stated lished in Maryland, Georgia, Indilast night that Mrs. Cameron was ana. New York, Alabama, Caliimproving and expected to be dis- fornia and Missouri.
charged from the hospital in a few
davs.
W. E. Groves, who conducted two WILEY RESIGNS POST
big bargain sales at Douclns and
IN AUDITOR'S
OFFICE
Blsbee, Ariz., has returned to the
city, to spend the holidays with hln j (SMrl-.- t'orrPHiMindenre to The Journal.)
family. Mr. Groves stated that the
Santa, Fe, Dec. 28. Earl J .
Wiley, chief clerk in the office ot
the state auditor for three and a
half years, has tendered his resig- nation, which will become effec-- i
tive some time In the next few
weeks. Wiley has been connected
with an insurance and bonding
company for some months. He
said that his private affairs would
require all of his attention. E. L.
Safford, state auditor, said he
had nothing to say about the resignation.
Co-

-

Roth man's

11:20 p. m. lessons from the
departing year and purposes for
the coming year.
e
talks by those
Three-minut-

present.
11:45

1

p. m.

Waiting for

new year; consecration

service.

the

BASKETBALL TOURNEY
BY INTERSCHOLASTIC

LEAGUEJN JANUARy
The schedule for the games of
the new lnterscholastio basketball
league Just formed at the Y. M. C.
A. has been announced, tho games
to start the first week in. January.
All games will be played on the Y.
M. C. A. floor and will be given free
the final championship
except
game.
lntersctioiastic
The
league is composed of teams from four prep
schools, the high school, the Harwood school, the Indian school and
Menaul. The schedule follows:
Week of January 1. High school
vs. Harwooa.
inaian scnooi vs.
Menaul.
Week of January 8. High school
vs. Menaul. Indian school vs. Harwood.

quickly
relieved

by

JANUARY

An itching

skin

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

RESItJOL
Soothinq

And HuJinq

have fowaif:
One application of this
Gentle ointment brings
You don't

heartfelt relief and healing

Several town parties took advan
tage of the nicewarm duy Monday
and drove tip to Inspiration Point
at the terminal of Coal avenue and
had rtiolr luncheon in the open. It
would have made a good holiday
picture for New Mexico.
Another new house started on the
Heights on Harvard avenue north
of Coal avenue Tuesday morning.
Over one hundred workmen are
now engaged in building operations
on the Heights.

DAILY'S HASH AND KARRY
206

East Central Ave.

KANSAS
CITV MEATS DELIVERED
We bought half car of Spuds and will deliver to Highland
customers at the following prices:
60 Pounds Spuds
$1.15
100 Pounds Spuds
,
$2.20
25 Pounds
Spuds
10 1'ounds Spuds
250
,
1 large can Del Monte Pineapple
20c
1 medium
can Del Monte Pineapplo
2Be
1 large can Del Monte Peaches
32o
1 small can Del Monte Peaches
IHe
1 quart Sweet Milk
,
15c
1

2

quart Butter Milk...
Breads

VM. R. WALTON

REUBEN

COAL

20

IS DATE
SET FOR EXECUTION
OF CORRAL, L0SAN0

(Spec-ln-

Corrffpomlence to The Journal.!

Janu-

Dec.
Santa
ary 20, 1322, has been designated by the supreme court as
the date for the execution of
Klauterio Corral and Romaldo
Losano, convicted in the district court in Grant county
for the murder of Ventura
Hencomo, keeper of the Silver
City Jail. The supreme court
last week affirmed the Judgment and sentence and has
now fixed the date for the
hanging. Judgment was reversed as to Jesus Hochn, the
third man implicated in the
killing of Hencomo and the
subsequent Jail delivery.
Corral and Iosano nave
been in the penitentiary here
for somo months for safe
keeping. When their cells in
death row wero examined the
other day, after the decision
of the supreme court, It was
found that the two men were
supplied with knives, hack
saws and files. Prison authorities believe that a break had
been carefully planned.
Ke.

28

BUSINESS CLUB MEN
AND WOMEN TO MEET
AT DINNER TONIGHT

10c
17c

,

PERRY

and WOOD

HE

FOGG,

e.

15.
High
Week of January
Menaul vs.
Indians.
school vs.
Harwood.
Week of January 22. Menaul vs.
Indians. Harwood vs. high school.
Week of January 29. Harwood
vs. Indians.
High school vs. Menaul.
Week of February 5. Harwood
Invs. Menaul. High school vs.
dians.
ball
basket
league of
Another
four teams is being organized at the
Y. M. C. A. This league will start
play in the second week of Janu
ary. The seneauie nas not yet neen
made up. The new teams will com'
pose the "Y" league.

I

QUALITY

SATISFACTION

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4

PHONES

j

Lei our

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home

HAGAN COAL

I,
.

Jr3l IW

On account of not having our
retail yard In readiness, it will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,

temporarily.
Three Ton Lots Lump Coal,
Delivered $11.00 per ton.
COAL MINES

HAGAN

Phone

620

Seal! Coal! Coal!
Good,

En-

Opposite rostoffice.
122 S. Fourth
Phone 903-J- .
local tourist enterprise which
has received the recognition of the
A. T. and S. F, railroad in its new
SALESMAN
booklet is the Koshare tours operated by Miss Ethel Hickey and
Miss Krna Fergusson. A descripLeaving next week In car for
tion of the tours is printed in the
Gallup and all towns en route.
center of the edition of Santa Fe'.t
Can accommodate two or more B
illustrated pamphlet. "Off the Beatsalesmen. Phone 1771-Rawson
en Path in New Mexico and Arizona."
"The Koshare
Tours,"
says
the Santa Fe folder, "offers 33 disWANTED
motor
tinct
and horseback trips
Driver with good car to take 5
from that. city. They will combine
to Alameda
teachers
each
any number of trips or will arschool day at 8 a. m., returnrange otners to suit applicants
3:30
m.
at
Closed
car
p.
ing
cusBoth' aie familiar with the
preferred Ford not wanted.
toms, lore, history, geography and
1850-Phono
119
S.
7th
Apt. 5
scenic beauty of their state, and
have a wide acquaintance amoni
n
the Indian pueblos and
settlements.
"The distinctive features of the
Koshare Tours is that every responsibility is assumed
by the
management; expert drivers and
New House, with
comfortable automobiles are
or without garage.
also the best horses ar.d
Call 501 South First St.
guides, hotel and camping accommodations, and all meals en route.
Including afternoon tea. Either
Miss Hickey or Miss Fergusson
accompanies each party and ac'q
In the capacity of manager, guido
and hostess.
In Bulk Best on the Market.
A list of some of the most popSUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
ular of the Koshare Tours with
Warehouse
brief descriptions
is given. Th1;
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
half page mention of the tours is
Phones 4 and 5.
given space In the center of the
folder adjoining a large map of
New Mexico and Arizona whlzh
shows railroads and outing trips.

f

V

1

J

Clean Gallup Lump Coul
$11.00 Per Ton

Ilk'

Tarsons

TjIrale

Humbug!

She had fooled and won the
Rusworld as "ze
sian actress, Lisa Parslnova."
Had even Invented a lurid
at

"past."
Now, rich and famous, she'
had found her first love. Ai.d
love demanded
the truth! "
Come and see
Lisa fight it out!

Lizzie

Weinman
Story by
Directed by John S. Robertson
Photoplay by Josephine Lovclt

Added Attractions

"HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES"
"CURRENT EVENTS"

ALBUQUERQUE TRANSFER
Phone 542, 401 North First St.

graving, Jewelry Repairing

Regular Prices.

A

STAGE

,

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Lcavss
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque. . 7:45
in Santa Fe... 10:45
4:00
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque 7:0

Phone 600

m

am
pm
pm

TAXI
SINGER
Store,
Office
210

Singer Clgrnr
West Central

TO 11 P. M.

CONTTNTTOTJS

LAST TIME TODAY

Spanish-America-

FOR

Your 1S21

RENT

Poll Tax

pn-vlde- d,

on
December

Call

A program

3 7

1

PHONE

for extensive advertising of the city of Albuquerque
prepared by Howard Gruehl was
recommended to the chamber of
commerce by the board of directors EXPERT WATCHMAKER,
of the Klwanls club after the cluh JEWELER and ENGRAVER
luncheon yesterday at which the
215 South Second St.
program was read. A resolution
was passed highly approving the
program and recommending that
the chamber take the necessary
JOHNSON COAL CO.
steps to put the program into effect.
Coal and Wood.
The program was read by W. P.
Gallup Lump 811.50 a Ton
McDowell In the absence of Mr. 1000
NORTH FIRST STREET.
Gruehl. A report of the secretary
Phono 388-and of the treasurer on the finances of the Klwanls club for the
past year was read by H. F. Robinson, secretary of the clr. The
attendance prize, a box of cigars
given by Fred Fisher, was won hy
Dr. M. K. Wyldcr, who treated the
club to smokes. The silent boost
was a calendar given by A. I Martin. Flowers were sent to Mr.Mar-tlDean T. T. Eyre and Dr. H. M.
Bowers, club members who are 111.

C. 0. Wiseman

REDUCED PRICE

LIST

n,

SUNDAY DANCING LAW
WILL BE TESTED BY

Rolls

Better Kodak
Finishing

, . , i Oc

Developed

Packs Developed
15c
Printing, each,, ...... .3c to 5c

DISTRICTATT0RNEY

1921,

tional Bank, to receive
poll tax payments, during
banking hours, 10 a. m.
to 3 p. m.
BOARD' OF
EDUCATION

GUYS TRANSFER

PLAN APPROVED
OF BY KIWANIS

31,

the law requires suit
for collection to be
brought.
For the convenience of the
public, a clerk has be:
placed in the State Na-

,

CITY-- BOOSTING

due and unless
or before

Is now

paid

Fresh Lump Lime

Whether New Mexico has a Blue
Sunday law with teeth in it will be
the filing of
The Joint meeting of the Business determined through
by tne district attor
and Professional Women's club and a complaint
against Ben
the Rotary club will be held at 6:30 ney's office yesterday with
operatcharged
o'clock this evening at the Country ny Cordova,
on Sunday.
hall
dance
a
club. All members of both clubs ing ispublic
in
information
the
It
alleged
will meet et the Y. W. C. A. headon Sunday, December 4, Benquarters at 6: IB o'clock to go to the that
Cordova
personally
operated
ny
automobile.
club by
a dance t his hall on W11Over a hundred men and women such
was
ban
street..
The
Hams
put on
will be present for the dinner. A
Sunday public dance some time
program of talks and musical num- the
ber's will be given by members of ago by Sheriff Tony Ortiz, who
that they were generally
both clubs. Arthur prager or tne held
breeders of trouble and that there
Rotary club has arranged the of was a state law which could be
which Includes a number
to put a stop to them in Berstunts not previously announced. used
V. W, Faw, Mrs. Lewis B. nalillo county.
Mrs.
Thompson and George Geak will
293 TAXI PHONE 293
offer the musical entertainment.
pro-'gra- ni

5

AT LAST

The Jeweler

KOSHARE TOURS Expert Watch Making,

-.

SERVICE

Any quantity.
1114 West Central Ave.
Phone 109

R.

ndill-dition-

neuro-psychaltr-

For Holiday Gifts
15c a Pound

J.

DESCRIBES

huts

pinion

The Barnum Studio
219 West Central.

624

TODAY

WE SELL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
FULL LINE OP FRESH DRIED
FRUITS JUST RECEIVED.
NEW CITRON. ORANGE AND
LEMON PEELS JUST
RECEIVED
BULK AND PACKAGE DATES.
IMPORTED FIGS.
NEW DRIED PRUNES,
10c
lb
BULK FLAKE JIOMINY,
23c
ALL
PURE SORGHUM,
SIZES
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb:.... 20c
30c
Comb Honey
..$1.7,1
Honey
00c
Honey
50c
Lima Beans
50c
; Cider Vinegar
50c
Royal Cocoa
85c
of
Meal..
Sack
25c
Pig Bacon
Star and Horseshoe Tobacco. . 80c
45c
Eggs, dozen
Apricots, Peaches and Pears
25c
2H-'rans
JUST IN 1921 Holland Milk- -

I

-

If
II

II

Second, phono 127.
t;

J$rrJs' K

'

scene from

I

V

rv- ':k " V

Aw!!&'K:
a

I

"

'

1

'TADYFINGERS

CORPORATION

Presents

BERT

LYTELL
IN

"LfiDY

FIBERS"

A Bayard Veiller Production
ADDED ATTRACTION

s.

b.

4

"SPIKING THE SPOOKS"
ATwo-Par-

VANITY

t

REGULAR

ers' Herrings.
Just received another .shipment of

Comedy
PRICES

i

National Biscuits, Cakes
nnd Crackers.
THE ONLY CASH AND DELIV
IN THE C1T
ERY STORE

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

FRANK TROTTER

Ladies' Rubber

Rightway Shoe Shop
218 South'

A

METRO PICTURE

Price, $11.25 Per Ton

SHOE REPAIRING
Heels, 40c.

fJf,vf

BERT LYTELL in

118 West Gold Avenue.

No cheap work. We use only
the best material and skilled
workmanship and" the
are low but we .never prices
allow
that cheap look to attach Itself.
We call for tlicm and bring
'em hack.

1

Least Expensive.

CREAM COFFEE

Burns Longer

Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood
Real Gallup Lump Coal
'.
t

Sold At This Store.
We seii

Skinner's

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Product!.

DAIIfl COAL CO.
i,

PHONE 91.

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AP

I

